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Abstract
One way to overcome the display and bandwidth limitations of today’s mobile environments is
to reduce the amount of data transmitted to end-users by selecting only principal content, at the
cost of introducing a tolerable information loss. This thesis provides a framework that allows
systematic comparisons and integration of patterns present in voicemail messages for constructing
summaries suitable for mobile messaging applications.
In order to derive a text representation of voicemail messages we employ automatic speech
recognition technology. IBM Voicemail Corpus-Part I is used in our experiments which represents a large vocabulary task over telephone lines with problems that include unknown channels,
spontaneous and topic independent speech. We use a hybrid connectionist/HMM approach with a
combination of front-ends and multi-style language modelling. This results into a compact system
with competitive accuracy relative to that produced by more complex systems based on Gaussian
mixture models.
Voicemail summarisation differs from conventional text summarisation, since it does not assume a perfect transcription and is concerned with summarising brief spoken messages into terse
summaries. We have adopted a word-extractive approach with each word in the transcribed message represented as a vector of features. The initial realisation of the summarisation component is
based on lexical feature weighting given some summary length restrictions or compression rates.
Frequent message terms are compacted and any terms classified as less informative are excluded
from the summaries. The resulting summaries are then converted into a format suitable for transmission over narrowband wireless networks. The platform of choice is WAP Push over SMS
that offers a proactive way to transmit data from servers to mobile devices without explicit user
requests as well as easy and immediate access to particular voicemail messages.
Machine learning methods are then used to investigate the extent to which lexical and prosodic
features can be associated with content in voicemail messages. Prosodic features concern the way
in which speech sounds are acoustically realised and the ones we extracted can be broadly grouped
as referring to pitch, energy, word duration and pauses. One can identify many potentially relevant
but also interrelated features for this task. We employ a feature selection approach in which we
aim to use the data to guide us to an optimal subset of features. Instead of specifying a single
classifier and feature set – optimised for a particular precision/recall trade-off – we maintain a
set of classifiers/feature sets, optimising for all possible precision/recall trade-offs. We achieve
this by considering the ROC curves of the trained classifiers (with respect to development data)
and forming the convex hull of those ROC curves. The relative contribution of a large number
of features and derived subsets is compared within two summarisation tasks, namely the binary
decision and multi-class tasks. In the former, the goal is to classify words into those carrying
principal content and those that do not, while in the latter the goal is to further classify the principal
content words into proper names, telephone numbers, dates/times and other.
A series of objective and subjective evaluations using unseen data is also presented. The objective evaluations show significant improvements over the baseline systems while the subjective
evaluations show that users are able to determine the message priority and content fairly accurately. The perceived difference in quality of summarisation is affected more by errors resulting
from automatic transcription, than by the automatic summarisation process. This suggests that
the provision of accurate transcriptions is essential for successful speech summarisation applications. Finally, an evaluation framework is proposed with the aim to determine which metrics
maximise summary quality and minimise delivery costs by combining user data and comparing
system configurations that make different trade-offs.
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1. Introduction

This chapter describes the motivation behind integrating a system capable of performing voicemail summarisation with a wireless communication network. Emphasis is given on the digital
convergence and the under-utilisation of prosodic cues in speech systems. A brief review of selected related work in this field during the last decade follows. We then describe the proposed
automatic voicemail summarisation for mobile messaging (VoiSum) architecture and the advantages it can offer to both users and service providers. In the last sections we outline the objectives
of this research and give a description of the thesis structure.

1.1 Motivation
Spoken and written human language is a very powerful and flexible means of expressing, communicating and retrieving knowledge. Humans can recognise the gist of what was said rather
than the precise word sequence. In addition, humans can assimilate information faster through
the eyes than the ears. Listening to a speech recording requires more effort than visually scanning
a document because of the transient and temporal nature of audio. Audio recordings capture the
richness of speech, yet it is not easy to directly browse the stored information. At the same time,
transcribed spontaneous speech usually includes various kinds of redundant information.
The increased proliferation of audio content has recently motivated several projects in the
field of extracting and accessing information from audio files. The most notable successes have
been spoken document retrieval (SDR) and named entities (NE) extraction. SDR was evaluated as part of the text retrieval conference (TREC) from 1997-2000, giving the important result
that retrieval performance on automatic speech recognition (ASR) output was similar to that obtained using human-generated reference transcripts, with little or no dependence on transcription
errors [Garofolo et al., 2001]. This is not the case for all tasks which involve accessing information in spoken audio: it has been observed that the accuracy of NE identification is strongly
1
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correlated with the number of transcription errors [Kubala et al., 1998, Gotoh and Renals, 2000a,
Palmer et al., 2000].
The automatic summarisation of spoken language is a challenging scientific problem. The
existence of automatic speech summarisers would enable many practical applications such as the
construction of automatically annotated audio archives, integrated mixed media communication
systems and innovative multimodal interfaces.

1.1.1 Digital convergence
Wireless communication systems lead to powerful networks in ubiquitous environments, offering advanced services. A new class of devices makes information access and processing easily
available regardless of ones physical location. Users are enabled to exchange and retrieve the information they need quickly, efficiently, and effortlessly. In conventional communication systems,
telephone calls can either be quite disruptive or do not reach the desired person. In response to
this, mobile networks are being converted from voice-only communication to a rich combination
of voice and messaging and modern phones evolve from a simple person-to-person voice interface
to powerful network clients. But because limited data storage and display capabilities are available on mobile terminals, large volume data transfers are inappropriate. Further, it is generally
difficult to manage all the different kinds of information that people receive. For instance, they
have to dial in and pick up emails, pick up their faxes from fax machines, call in and listen to
voicemail messages. With further deployment of unified messaging (UM) solutions mobile users
will be able to access, respond to and manage several forms of communication from a variety
of devices, including landline phones, mobile phones, PDAs and laptop computers. UM is an
emerging value-added network service that elevates communication above the technology used to
communicate – the message content takes precedence over the media and recent progress in ASR
creates new opportunities for messaging solutions.

1.1.2 Under-utilisation of prosodic cues in speech systems
Designers of ASR systems tend to focus equally on all words, both informative and noninformative. The prosody of speech – among other things its duration, pitch and energy – can
disambiguate a text transcription (e.g. question or statement), and add new information (e.g. the
speakers emotional state). However, the current capabilities for integration of higher-level information are quite primitive, except in specialised systems that are designed for very restricted
application domains. With few exceptions, automatic speech understanding (ASU) systems are
built by linking together separate, stand-alone ASR and natural language processing (NLP) components. As spoken language interfaces target real-life systems and slowly find their way into
the market, it becomes apparent that such interfaces will need to draw on a variety of cues from
diverse sources to achieve a robustness and naturalness approaching that of human performance.
In fact, the most successful current speech systems are based on hybrid architectures that
incorporate a broad spectrum of rule-based and machine learning1 from large corpora methods to
achieve an adequate level of robustness and accuracy. In the rule-based approach, an expert creates
an analytic model and methodology which solves the problem of interest directly. A rule-based
approach to voicemail summarisation would therefore require one to design a set of decisions to
construct summaries by extracting words from message transcriptions. Machine learning refers
1A

dichotomy between rule-based and machine learning systems can be vague if we consider the intermediate
position for a machine learning algorithm that seeks to simulate some features of human expertise, e.g. supervised
learning. A differentiating factor is though the large scale computational implementations that allow a cycle of theory
formation, implementation, testing, and reformulation and provide the basis for a scientifically cumulative approach.
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to a system capable of the autonomous acquisition of domain-specific knowledge. This capacity
to learn from experience, analytical observation, and other means, results in a system that can
continuously self-improve and thereby offer increased efficiency and effectiveness. Since prosody
is independent of word identity, one can expect that it may offer complementary information
during the task of automatic speech summarisation. However, our knowledge of how the above
relationships behave in general is still very sketchy. We lack a solid theoretical framework for
predicting which cues will prove useful in practice and for specifying how these cues should be
combined to signal or cancel out potential interpretations of spoken messages.

1.2 Voicemail and mobile messaging
Voicemail is a conversational interaction between a human and a machine with no feedback from
the machine. These systems are typically controlled by computers and can be accessed through
telephone networks. Voicemail systems can record and store voice messages digitally while the
user is away or simply unavailable and can be reviewed when the user returns. Alternatively,
the user can call in on a touch tone phone and review stored messages. Voicemail messages are
typically short, convey the reason for the call and a return telephone number. The message should
contain the information that the caller requires from the voicemail recipient.
Although, several advances in voicemail retrieval scheme have been proposed,
e.g. [Kato, 1994, Paksoy et al., 1997, Hirschberg et al., 2001], the limitations of the old paradigm
remain. Users of voicemail systems on the receipt of a notification have to call their voicemail system and download/listen to their actual/compressed messages.2 However, they are likely to want
to receive their voicemail on handheld terminals – especially for messages taken by voicemail
systems other than the one provided by the network operator, e.g. home or corporate voicemail
system. The above shows that there is a lot of information that is useful to a user, but which the
user does not see because a) it is not known when it becomes available (i.e. lack of notification
facility), or b) the notification refers only to changes in status (e.g. arrival of new messages) and
not to actual content. Information contained in voicemail messages is often time sensitive and
ideally needs to be forwarded to the user either at predefined intervals or as soon as it becomes
available. In order to achieve this, the following interdependent issues have to be resolved:
access the vast volume of background knowledge that is needed to interpret a random spoken message
make it instantly and securely available to its recipient
A major motivation behind this research is to establish an efficient voicemail retrieval scheme
by creating and sending summaries of incoming messages on displays of mobile terminals. According to our approach the content is delivered to the mobile terminal directly from a source
without an explicit user request. This is also beyond the conventional request/response model
found in most wireless application protocol (WAP) applications (e.g. [Metter and Colomb, 2000])
and the world wide web (WWW), where a user enters a URL (the request) which is sent to a
server, and the server answers by sending a web page (the response) to the user.
A complete speech summarisation system demands both spoken language understanding
and language generation, and is well beyond the current state-of-the-art. However, it has been
demonstrated that it is possible to use simpler techniques to produce summaries that are of
2 ScanMail, the system proposed by [Hirschberg et al., 2001] allows users to browse and search the full message
transcription of their voicemail messages by content through a graphical user interface.
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some use. The earliest reported work in speech summarisation concerned the generation of
crude summaries based on acoustic emphasis [Chen and Withgott, 1992] and the classification
of parts of dialogue [Rohlicek et al., 1992]. More recently, with the advent of large vocabulary
speaker-independent continuous ASR, speech summarisation research has focused on the application of text-based methods to ASR output [Valenza et al., 1999, Koumpis and Renals, 2000,
Hori and Furui, 2000]. At the same time, researchers have begun to use prosodic information for tasks such as identification of speech acts [Warnke et al., 1997], sentence and
topic segmentation [Hirschberg and Nakatani, 1998, Shriberg et al., 2000] and NE identification [Hakkani-Tür et al., 1999]. The above work is based on the hypothesis that the combination
of prosodic, acoustic and language information can achieve results that are more robust than those
of single sources.

Speech Recogniser
Message Summariser
Message Init iator

Voicemail System
Intranet

INPUT:
Telephone Speech

Content Server
Internet

OUTPUT:
Text on display

Gateway
Mobile Ter minal
Mobile Network

Figure 1.1: The global architecture of the automatic voicemail summarisation system for mobile
messaging (VoiSum).

1.2.1 System architecture
Three component technologies namely ASR, automatic summarisation and mobile messaging are
incorporated into the system’s architecture which is depicted in Figure 1.1 and encompasses three
distinct phases of processing:
1. transcription of voicemail messages
2. construction and formation of text summaries
3. delivery of text summaries via a wireless network
The spoken messages collected by the voicemail system are forwarded to the content server where
they are automatically transcribed and summarised. There is clearly no restriction on where the
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voicemail system is located and will most likely not to be located anywhere geographically close
to the content server, allowing access to answering services other than the one provided by the
network operator. The message initiator contacts the gateway over the Internet and delivers the
messages. The gateway examines the message and performs the required encoding and transformation. The messages are then transmitted hop-by-hop in the mobile network to the mobile client.
The message initiator is then notified by the gateway about the final outcome of the operation.
Advantages for users
Automatically produced text summaries from spoken messages can serve multiple goals. They
provide condensed versions of the original messages for rapid digestion and indexing of information contained therein. This would enable the message recipient to quickly determine the importance of an incoming message and take appropriate action. Text summaries can also be used
for browsing contents of a full message transcription, with the intention of retrieving the corresponding portions of a message transcription when more information is needed. Another usage
is related to the removal of non-essential or incorrect information from message transcriptions.
In general, proactive delivery of text voicemail summaries to mobile terminals can reduce delays
to important decision-making by capturing and distributing information quickly, no matter one’s
location and without human intervention. This makes voicemail retrieval on the move much more
efficient and cost effective. Additionally, the proposed system offers uninterrupted information
flow in noisy places (e.g. crowded streets, train stations, airports) or in so called ‘mobile phone
free’ environments (e.g. conferences or meeting rooms), better message management, i.e. visual
listing of messages and lower cost of receiving calls while roaming abroad.
Advantages for service providers
Automatic voicemail summarisation for mobile messaging is a new value-added service for mobile service providers. Such services are essential because improved user experience can boost
service usage and strengthen existing customer relationships resulting in increased revenue. The
push model adopted in our architecture minimises unecessary request activities by users which
in wireless environments would simply mean inefficient and wasteful use of network resources.
Furthermore, by offering an advanced voicemail service, providers can differentiate from their
competitors and build competencies in potentialy important areas such as ASR and information
extraction (IE).

1.3 Objectives of this research
The objectives of the research reported in this thesis are as follows:
1. Design an architecture that overcomes the limitations of the existing voicemail retrieval
paradigm. Identify suitable component technologies and conduct an extended literature
review to establish their advantages and limitations.
2. Annotate a large number of messages contained in the IBM Voicemail Corpus to create
reference summaries for training, validation and testing purposes. Study any patterns in the
summarisation style and the degree of agreement among different annotators.
3. Implement a compact ASR system with competitive performance. Investigate ways to increase its recognition accuracy.
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4. Perform a feasibility study by constructing a rule-based summarisation system that uses
lexical information and acoustic confidence to remove the least informative words from
the transcriptions. Examine the validity of the architecture and evaluate the summaries
produced using a subjective method.
5. Review the role of prosody in spoken language systems. Construct a methodology to automatically extract a large number of prosodic features and associate them with the ASR
output.
6. Design two summarisation tasks and use them to conduct all subsequent experiments. Study
the role of individual features on discrimination between word classes using a linear classifier and estimate the contribution of prosodic ones.
7. Identify and implement a powerful feature subset selection framework and conduct experiments with a variety of configurations e.g. classifiers, thresholds and rejection rates.
8. Establish the degree of correlation between individual features and the content words and
study the role of training set size, type of classifier by comparing the results in a systematic
way.
9. Review existing evaluation methods for summarisation systems. Evaluate the quality of the
summaries produced using purpose designed subjective and objective measures. Propose a
framework for voicemail summarisation that integrates the above measures.
10. Discuss the experiences from the design and implementation of the voicemail summarisation system for mobile messaging and identify areas of future work.

1.4 Thesis overview
This thesis is concerned with the automatic summarisation of voicemail messages and makes scientific and technical contributions to the use and interaction of ASR, speech summarisation and
mobile messaging technologies. A rule-based method is used to construct the baseline system
which we then augment with information derived from prosodic cues using machine learning approaches. The remainder of this thesis is organised into eight chapters, in which we investigate
theoretical and practical issues related to the design and implementation of the VoiSum architecture (Figure 1.1).
Chapter 2: Hypothesis testing and performance measures provides an introduction into
pattern recognition and discusses the need for hypothesis testing during the design of related systems. It continues with the definitions of several objective and subjective performance measures
that are used to evaluate the outcome of experiments throughout the thesis.
Chapter 3: Component technologies comprises three main sections and provides technical
background for the thesis. The first section gives an overview of the ASR problem with emphasis on the hybrid connectionist/hidden Markov model (HMM) approach. The second section
describes the task of automatic summarisation providing an overview of the main challenges and
methodologies and identify outstanding problems related to the voicemail task. The third section describes the characteristics of present day’s mobile messaging and the limitations that this
introduces to the amount of information that can be delivered.
Chapter 4: Baseline voicemail summarisation system describes the implementation of the
baseline voicemail summarisation system. The evaluation of the ASR component shows that a
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hybrid connectionist/HMM approach offers good performance using fewer parameters than alternative systems. We then define the problem of voicemail summarisation and describe the annotation of messages for training, validating and testing purposes. A simple weighting of lexical and
audio-specific features is used to score words. The lowest scoring words are being removed to
form summaries of messages.
Chapter 5: Aspects of speech prosody presents definitions of prosodic phenomena and attempts a basic taxonomy. We then give an overview of the main theoretical and experimental
developments of research in prosody from the view point of practical applications in speech technology. We argue that computational models of prosody can be useful in automatic speech summarisation because speech processing systems do not have a detailed semantic representation and
extensive knowledge resources to help them recover from errors and ambiguities.
Chapter 6: Feature selection reviews some of the major paradigms for selecting different
types of features and focuses on variable cost domains using ROC analysis. As many tens of
lexical and prosodic features can be identified and calculated, it is desirable to select a subset of
such features and to discard the remainder. This can be useful if there are features which carry
little useful information for the particular task, or if there are very strong correlations between
sets of inputs so that the same information is repeated in several features. Reduced dimensionality
also makes the classification calculations quicker, saves storage space and permits rapid feature
extraction.
Chapter 7: Feature selection experiments presents a set of experiments specific to the development of the voicemail summarisation component. We start by describing the experimental
setup, the data sets and the calculation of the features used to identify content words. We then
explain how multiple knowledge sources encoded as lexical and prosodic features are integrated
in a transparent way at the word level to generate summaries. Two main tasks are presented and
compared in order to establish the contribution of individual features and study the effect of the
amount of training data and types of classifiers employed. A post-processing algorithm that is
applied over the automatically generated summaries to increase their quality is also presented.
Chapter 8: Evaluation and usability issues starts by reviewing approaches and measures
for objective and subjective summary evaluation in general and presents results on the two summarisation tasks. It also proposes a framework for evaluating and comparing the performance
of voicemail summarisation systems for mobile messaging. The framework combines message
attributes in a way that constructs and delivers summaries that satisfy most of the users most of
the time.
Chapter 9: Conclusions and future work reviews the contributions of the thesis and summarises the key findings. It also describes potential future extensions to this work.
The thesis also contains four appendices which list data and results that omitted from the above
chapters for the sake of brevity.

2. Hypothesis testing and performance
measures

This chapter provides an introduction to the principal concepts of pattern recognition, which
will be central to our approach in ASR and automatic speech summarisation problems. We then
discuss the need for hypothesis testing when designing pattern recognition systems. Throughout
the thesis we shall come up with a series of hypotheses which will be followed by experiments to
examine their validity. We continue with the definitions of several performance measures related
to error rates that are used to evaluate the outcome of the experiments. Emphasis is given on
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis, a nonparametric test statistic, which is simple
yet effective in comparing classification rules even in variable cost domains. We then discuss
issues related to subjective evaluations that examine the extent to which the intended user can
meet his or her goals using the system being tested.

2.1 Pattern recognition
Pattern recognition is the research area that studies the operation and design of systems that
recognise patterns in data. In a narrow sense, the pattern recognition can be parcelled to data
acquisition and preprocessing, feature extraction and classification. Using a broad enough interpretation, we can find pattern recognition in every intelligent activity. There are many kinds
of patterns – visual patterns, temporal patterns, logical patterns. In addition to general references such as [Bishop, 1995, Hand, 1997, Duda et al., 2000], issues of pattern recognition are
extensively covered in the literature of many specific application areas such a speech and image
recognition. No single theory of pattern recognition can possibly cope with such a broad range
of problems. However, there are several standard models, including: statistical or fuzzy pattern
recognition [Fukunaga, 1990], syntactic or structural pattern recognition [Schalkoff, 1992] and
8
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knowledge-based pattern recognition [Stefik, 1995]. We are going to delimit this research into the
statistical approach viewing pattern recognition as a classification model or classifier – mapping
an input to a predicted category or class.
What makes classification problems hard is that there can be a large degree of variability of inputs that belong in the same class, relative to the differences between patterns in different classes.
Furthermore, due to the curse of dimensionality [Bellman, 1961], increasing the dimensionality
of the feature space enhances the training set discrimination but rapidly leads to sparseness of the
training data, poor representation of the vector densities, and thereby decreasing classication performance. One way to cope with such problems is to look for characteristic properties or features.
This leads to the following classical model for pattern recognition: a system or program called the
feature extractor processes the raw data to determine the numerical values for a set of d features
xd which comprise the components of a feature vector X. A system or program called
x1 x2
Cc .
the classifier receives x and assigns it to one of c categories, C1 C2

Feature
vector
x1
x2
...

Feature
extractor

xd

Class
Classifier

C1 | C 2

...

Raw data

| Cc

Figure 2.1: The basic components of almost every pattern recognition system. A feature extractor
measures object properties that are useful for classification. The classifier uses these features to
assign the observation to a category (class).
The design of the feature extractor is very problem dependent. The ideal feature extractor
would produce the same feature vector x for all patterns in the same class, and different feature
vectors for patterns in different classes. In practice, different inputs to the feature extractor will
always produce different feature vectors, but we hope that the within-class variability is small relative to the between-class variability, or at least that the classes are well separated. Efficient feature
extraction is crucial for reliable classification and, if possible, these two subsystems should be
matched optimally in the design of a complete pattern recognition system. The best classifier for
a given task can be found by experimenting with different designs and a choice of criteria which,
in addition to classification accuracy (Section 2.3), can include other issues such as computational
complexity and feasibility of efficient implementation.

2.2 Hypothesis testing
Hypothesis testing is the ability to construct experiments and assess the outcome of those experiments. Hypothesis testing involves conducting a test of statistical significance and quantifying the
degree to which random variability may account for the observed results. The reason for using
error metrics to measure system performance is that error metrics represent the cost to the user
when the system makes those errors. Improvements in system performance can then be tracked
by measuring the relative decrease in error rate.
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A hypothesis test is a mapping of the observed data to a decision as to which of many hypotheses is most likely true. We may write this mapping abstractly as D
H , where D is the
data domain and H is the (finite) set of hypotheses. When there are exactly two hypotheses, H0
and H1 , the problem is said to be binary hypothesis testing. When there are M 2 hypotheses, the
problem is said to be M-ary hypothesis testing. Most of the essential aspects of hypothesis testing
are revealed in the study of the simpler binary hypothesis testing, although the concepts generalise
to the M-ary case. In the binary hypothesis testing exactly one of the events H0 and H1 is true. The
two events are interpreted as two hypotheses about reality. The event labelled H0 is called null
hypothesis while the event H1 is called alternative hypothesis. If for every possible criterion value
we select to discriminate between the two populations, there will be some true cases that do meet
the criterion and classified as positive (true positives (TP)), and some false cases that do not meet
the criterion and classified as negative (false negatives (FN)). On the other hand, some false cases
that do not meet the criterion will be correctly classified as negative (true negatives (TN)), whilst
some false cases that do meet the criterion will be classified as positive (false positives (FP)).1

2.2.1 Confusion matrices
The various combinations of the actual states and observed test results for a series of decisions in a
binary hypothesis testing problem may be recorded in a 2 2 confusion matrix such as that shown
in Figure 2.2. Since our goal is to build classifiers that make as few errors as possible we need
the probabilities of correct predictions, TP and TN, to be large, and the probabilities of wrong
predictions, FP and FN, to be small. Due to the difficulties in comparing such 2 2 confusion
matrices for a large number of trials, several standard performance measures have been derived.
These performance measures compute a single value from the four values in the matrix. As this
process of transforming four values into a single value causes some loss of information, there are
situations where certain performance measures may be preferred over others.

Actual

Negative
Positive

Predicted
Negative
Positive
true negative (TN) false negative (FN)
false positive (FP)
true positive (TP)

Figure 2.2: Confusion matrix for a two-class classification problem.

2.3 Performance measures
A classic metric for reporting performance of classification algorithms is accuracy AC which is
defined as the proportion of the total number of classifications that are correct:
AC

TN TP
TN FN FP

TP

(2.1)

Accuracy reflects the overall correctness of the classifier while the overall error rate is (1accuracy). Accuracy has many disadvantages as a measure. The two basic shortcomings are
1 False

negatives and false positives are also known as type I error and type II error, respectively.
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that it ignores differences between error types and that is strongly dependent on the probability
distribution of the data sets rather than the characteristics of the examples. If both types of errors, i.e. FP and FN, are not treated equally, a more detailed breakdown of Equation 2.1 becomes
necessary.

2.3.1 Sensitivity and specificity
More common metrics for evaluation of classification systems are sensitivity and specificity. These
overcome the negative sides of accuracy (error type resolution and relative frequency of each
class). Sensitivity is the accuracy among positive instances and specificity among negative. Using
the notation of Figure 2.2, sensitivity and specificity can be expressed as:
sensitivity

TP
TP FN

true positive rate

(2.2)

specificity

TN
TN FP

true negative rate

(2.3)

2.3.2 Precision and recall
In some tasks such as information retrieval (IR), true positives is small when compared with true
negatives, and therefore specificity is not an adequate metric. In such cases precision can be
calculated instead:
TP
precision
(2.4)
TP FP
Sensitivity is also called recall and as such:
recall

TP
TP FN

sensitivity

true positive rate

(2.5)

When comparing different systems with different values of precision and recall, one usually has to
trade-off between the two in order to decide which is better. This has lead to performance measures
that compute a single value that incorporates both precision and recall. One such measure is
F-measure [Rijsbergen, 1979], a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, defined as:
F-measure

β2 1 precision
β2 precision recall

(2.6)

where β is set according to the relative importance of precision and recall. In the literature nearly
always β is set to 1, so that precision and recall are weighted equally.

2.3.3 Euclidean distance
Another way of comparing classification systems is by using the weighted Euclidean distance
from the perfect classifier, which is defined as:
ACd

1

C 1

TP

2

1

C FP2

(2.7)

where C is a cost factor, ranging from 0 to 1, that is used to assign relative importance to FP
and FN. ACd ranges from 1 for the perfect classifier to 0 for a classifier that classifies all cases
incorrectly. ACd differs from F-measure in that it is equal to 0 only if all cases are classified
incorrectly. Hence, a classifier evaluated using ACd gets some credit for correct classification of
negative cases, regardless of its accuracy in correctly identifying positive cases.
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2.3.4 Word error rate
The word error rate (WER) measures the output of an ASR system on a word-by-word basis. The
words in the output are automatically aligned against a given reference transcription of the spoken
utterance. With this alignment each word in the output is categorised into four classes: correct,
substitution, insertion and deletion. The WER is then computed as:
WER

SUB

DEL
N

INS

(2.8)

where N is the total number of words in the test set, and SUB, INS, and DEL are the total number
of word substitutions, insertions, and deletions, respectively. WER differs from the measures
discussed so far since it is based on a sequence comparison, whereas the others apply to static
pattern classification. The simplicity and utility of WER in measuring the relative improvements
in performance has made it the default evaluation metric for ASR systems.

2.3.5 Slot error rate
[Makhoul et al., 1999] showed that F-measure exhibits certain undesirable behaviours in IE tasks,
i.e. implicitly deweights deletion and insertion errors compared with substitution errors. They
proposed the slot error rate (SER) measure, which equally weights the three types of errors directly, without having to resort to precision and recall as preliminary measures. SER is simply the
ratio of the total number of slot errors divided by the total number of slots in the reference, which
is fixed for a given test. Hence, SER is obtained by:
SER

SUB

DEL
N

INS

(2.9)

where N is the total number of slots in the test set, and SUB, INS, and DEL are the total number of
slot substitutions, insertions, and deletions, respectively. Since N is fixed, SER is a linear function
of all types of errors. For particular applications, certain types of error may be deemed as more or
less important than others. In that case, the definition of the SER can be modified by multiplying
the different types of errors by different weights.
SER is exactly analogous to the WER which has been in use as the primary measure of ASR
performance for years. SER is also partially related to the targeted word error rate (TWER).
TWER is the WER metric calculated only for regions in a transcribed message which contains
types of target constructions [Hirschman et al., 1999]. TWER provides another diagnostic tool to
determine the contributions of ASR characteristics, such as lexicon size and language model to
content extraction performance.

2.4 ROC analysis
Although sensitivity and specificity describe the true performance of a classification system
with greater clarity than accuracy (equation 2.1), they too have disadvantages. For a particular classifier they represent two separate measures, one for TP and one for TN cases. A
compound measure can be given visually through ROC analysis.2 Since FN is complement
to TP and TN is the complement of FP, a ROC curve encapsulates all information contained
in a confusion matrix. A major advantage of ROC curves is that they quantify the accuracy
2 ROC analysis is a classic methodology from signal detection theory which was originally developed during World
War II. It was first used by radar operators to differentiate between a signal and noise.
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of classification systems without regard to the probability distributions of the training and test
set pattern vectors or decision bias. A comprehensive description of ROC analysis is given
in [Zweig and Campbell, 1993, Provost and Fawcett, 2001].
ROC curves can be obtained, if we plot the sensitivity and [1-specificity] values to the vertical
and horizontal axes, respectively, for various thresholds (decision criteria) of a classification task.
For a strict threshold the sensitivity will be low while the specificity very high. If the threshold is
lowered, specificity will fall while sensitivity will rise. In this way we can compare two classifiers
over a broad range of threshold conditions, as shown in Figure 2.3. The point 0 0 represents a
classifier that predicts all cases to be negative, while the point 1 1 are produced by a classifier
that predicts every case to be positive. Points 0 1 and 1 0 correspond to classifiers that are
correct and incorrect for all classifications, respectively. The figure exemplifies the curves for
three systems: A, B and R. Clearly, the performance of curve B is consistently superior to that of
curve A, and R corresponds to the limiting case of purely chance performance. On the other hand,
the relationship between the threshold and the two kinds of errors is shown in Figure 2.4. Point a
in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 corresponds to the case in which a strict threshold is employed, and point
b corresponds to that wherein a lax criterion is used. The threshold during experiments is usually
set to match up the two types of error rates, FN and FP, as indicated by t in Figure 2.4. However
the threshold in practical applications should be determined according to the costs of decision
errors (Section 2.5). A graphical way of finding the optimal performance of a given classifier for
specified costs is illustrated in [Hand, 1997].
(0, 1)

(1,1)

1

(0, 0)

FP

U

RO

FN
error rate

a

C

U
A

A

A

sensitivity

B

A

RO

C

B

b

R
Ideal
Random

1-specificity

(1, 0)

Figure 2.3: Typical ROC curves of three
classification systems: A, B and R.

0

a

t

threshold

b

Figure 2.4: Relationship between the classification error rate and the threshold used to
make a decision.

By comparing ROC curves one can study dominance relationships between classifiers. For a
given specificity, the curve which has greater sensitivity will be superior. Similarly, for a given
sensitivity, the curve which has greater specificity will be better. If and only if two curves touch
or cross at a point they will have identical performance (at the threshold values corresponding to
the point of intersection). Sometimes the curve for one classifier dominates that for another at all
values of the threshold as in Figure 2.3 where classifier B dominates A throughout the ROC space.
The more common situation, however, is that one curve dominates in some interval of thresholds
and another dominates in other intervals. Then one can examine which curve dominates within
the range which is thought to be realistic for the specific problem.
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2.4.1 Area under the ROC curve
An alternative criterion, which does consider the curve in its entirety, is given by area under the
receiver operating characteristic (AUROC). If one curve dominates another then the dominant
curve would have a larger such area. For instance, in Figure 2.3 since ROCB dominates ROCA
(i.e. has higher sensitivity at all specificities) then AUROCB AUROCA . This criterion has a
long history in signal detection theory, e.g. [Green and Swets, 1966]. [Provost and Fawcett, 2001]
call this a “whole-curve metric” to differentiate it from metrics which compare single operating
points on the ROC curve such as the Euclidean distance (Equation 2.7). AUROC has become the
standard approach to evaluate detection systems and have been used in fields as diverse as mathematical psychology, language and speaker identification, medical risk prediction and machine
learning [Bradley, 1997]. Since the AUROC is a portion of the area of the unit square, its value
will always be between 0 and 1.0. However, because random guessing produces the diagonal line
between (0,0) and (1,1), which has an area of 0.5, no realistic classifier should have an AUROC
less than 0.5. The value for the AUROC can also be interpreted as follows: an area of 0.85, for
example, means that a randomly selected object from the positive class has a test value larger than
that for a randomly chosen object from the negative class in 85Of course, any reduction of two
measures to a single measure is inevitably risky. It is possible for a classifier with a large AUROC
to perform worse in a specific region of ROC space than one classifier with a smaller AUROC, but
in practice the AUROC performs very well and is often used when a general measure is desired.
The AUROC has an appealing statistical property as it is equivalent to the probability that a
classifier will rank a randomly chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative
instance. This is equivalent to the Wilcoxon (or Mann Whitney) rank order test for randomly
selected instances of H0 and H1 [Hanley and McNeil, 1982]. The AUROC is also completely independent of the threshold and insensitive to the priors and/or Bayes costs which the end-user
might associate with decision errors. Several methods exist to calculate the AUROC with various complexities including the trapezoidal method and maximum likelihood estimation methods [Centor and Schwartz, 1985].3

2.4.2 DET curves
If the hypothesis tests provide similar performance, the ROC curves will form a closely spaced
cluster and the plot will become difficult to compare. [Martin et al., 1997] proposed the detection
error trade-off (DET) curves. DET curves are plots of the FN (type I error) rate against the
FP (type II error) and show essentially the same information as ROC curves but on a different
scale: ROC uses a linear scale, whereas DET uses a normal deviate scale. DET curves have the
advantage that they can distinguish better between different well-performing systems, and show
linear behaviour when the score distributions are normal. Although the performance of a system
is properly described by a DET curve, the need for a one-dimensional error figure still exists.

2.4.3 Limitations of ROC analysis
There are a number of limitations related to ROC analysis of statistical data. A ROC curve performs a lossy (irreversible) representation of a 2 2 confusion matrix due to the interpolation of
operating points. Further information is lost when an ROC curve is itself described using the
AUROC. The calculation of any probabilities from a 2 2 confusion matrix also requires the
assumption that each application of the hypothesis test is independent. This assumption is not
strictly accurate when applying a hypothesis test to successive outputs of a ASR or automatic
3 In

our experiments we used Matlab’s convhull function that is based on triangulation.
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summarisation system, since errors in word sequences tend to form contiguous blocks and can
thus be highly correlated.

2.5 Misclassification costs
The primary performance measures for classification systems are related to error rates. There are,
however, a number of alternatives, extensions, and variations possible on the error rate theme.
An alternative is misclassification costs. Instead of designing a classification system to minimise
error rates, the goal would be to minimise misclassification costs. A misclassification cost is
simply a penalty for making a particular type of error. For example, in the binary hypothesis
situation, a cost of one might be assigned to a FP error, and a cost of two to a FN error. An
average misclassification cost can be obtained by weighting each of the costs by the respective
error rate. Computationally this means that errors are converted into costs by multiplying an error
by its misclassification cost, i.e. the expected cost of a decision is given by:
Cost

FP c FP

FN c FN

(2.10)

where c FP and c FN are the two cost functions. A cost function relies crucially upon an accurate
assessment of the relative importance of each type of classification errors, and this can sometimes
be difficult, or impossible, to obtain. In a number of environments, the users of a system would
like to be able to set a cost trade-off dynamically; to have the freedom to alter the trade-off,
perhaps in response to changes in operating circumstances, or in personal opinion as to the effects
of misclassification. The use of a reject class can help reduce the misclassification rate in tasks
where exceptional handling (e.g. by a human expert) of particularly ambiguous cases is feasible.

2.6 Usability testing
The engineering-oriented evaluation metrics described so far are general, well founded but for
some application domains can be rather shallow. It is often necessary to find out what end users
of classification systems think of them, both in comparative and absolute terms and how this
correlates with engineering metrics. Usability is the extent to which the intended user can meet
his or her goals using the system being tested. Usability testing has well recognised benefits in
traditional software and WWW domains, such as easier access to needed features, reduced error
rates and increased user satisfaction. However due to limitations of usability testing i.e. a) are
expensive, b) are not easily repeatable, and c) possess inherent variability in interpretation of the
rating scale by humans, this evaluation must be seen as complementary rather than a stand alone.
Usability testing has not yet become a standard part of voice user interface (VUI) design. This
is because users bring a large set of expectations about spoken language into their interactions
with speech applications. More than graphical user interfaces or touch-tone, people expect VUI
to complete tasks the way humans do. VUI seem deceptively simple because we all have vast
experience using spoken language. Thus when a VUI violates the user’s expectations, the negative
impact can be significant. In the following paragraphs we present some of the methods we used
to analyse data gathered from usability tests.
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2.6.1 Mean opinion score
The mean opinion score (MOS) ratings4 are based on human responses and perception. They use
an absolute category rating procedure to determine the general acceptability or quality of systems
or products. Under absolute category rating procedures, evaluators are required to rate the overall
quality of a system. Subjects use a five-category rating scale (i.e. excellent, good, fair, poor, and
bad) with points assigned for each level, as shown below: 5-excellent, 4-good, 3-fair, 2-poor, and
1-bad). Following the evaluation, a numerical MOS score for overall quality is calculated.
A large number of subjects is normally required, so that a reasonable assessment can be made
about system performance. This can be time consuming and expensive. Hence, various objective
measures have been developed that are aimed at returning the same result as would have been
returned by exhaustive subjective testing. Scores from different test sources should not be compared with one another. The dynamics of each test environment and its evaluators will establish a
different baseline, which invalidates score comparisons. Only the scores within one group of tests
should be compared.

2.6.2 Kappa statistic
In order to assess in a definitive way the reliability of evaluators’ decisions the Kappa statistic is
widely used in classification experiments. This statistic measures the percent agreement between
evaluators but adjusts it by the percent chance agreement for a particular classification task, taking
into account the relative frequency of each class [Cohen, 1960]. The Kappa statistic is defined as:
Kappa

Po Pe
1 Pe

(2.11)

where Po is the proportion of times the judges agree and Pe is the proportion of times we expect them to agree by chance, corrected for chance agreement. In general, Kappa 0 75 1 ,
Kappa 0 40, and Kappa 0 40 indicate excellent, good and poor agreement, respectively. A
Kappa 0 0 means that the ratings are independent while a Kappa 0 0 indicates that the disagreement is larger than the agreement. Finally, a Kappa
1 0 denotes the absolute dissagreement between subjects. [Carletta et al., 1997] only gives examples of Pe for the case when there
are only two annotators. When the number of annotators is larger than 2, the Pe has to take the
number of annotators into account as well as the number of categories.5

2.7 Concluding discussion
This chapter introduced the statistical hypothesis framework and related measures which will be
used to perform and assess the outcome of experiments in the subsequent chapters. In particular,
we shall use the WER measure to estimate the accuracy of the ASR component. Central to the
construction of the summarisation component is the ROC analysis which is an important tool for
evaluation and comparison of classifiers when the operating characteristics, e.g. class distribution
and cost parameters, are not known at training time. SER will be employed as an objective measure to evaluate the summarisation component while MOS ratings will be performed by human
subjects to evaluate the automatically produced summaries. Finally, the Kappa statistic will also
be used to assess the agreement between different evaluators.
4 MOS

is also known as absolute category rating.
the calculation of the Kappa statistic for more than two annotators we used P. Bonnardel’s software available
from http://kappa.chez.tiscali.fr
5 For

3. Component technologies

The need to deliver spontaneous and task independent speech content in a format suitable for
viewing on display-restricted mobile environments makes VoiSum a highly interdisciplinary architecture. This chapter comprises three main parts and is intended to provide the context for
the understanding of the rest of the thesis. We review a number of fundamental concepts related
to the three major technologies that form the core of the system. In the first part, we give an
overview of the ASR problem with emphasis on the hybrid connectionist/HMM approach. This
approach capitalises on the strength of the sequential modelling capabilities of the HMM and the
static classification or function approximation capabilities of neural networks. This includes a
short description of the Abbot/SPRACH system that was used in this work. In the second part
we describe the task of automatic summarisation and provide an overview of the main challenges
and methodologies. We also identify outstanding problems related to the voicemail task. Finally,
the third part describes the characteristics of mobile messaging with emphasis on WAP over short
message service (SMS) and the limitations that this introduces to the amount of information that
can be delivered.

3.1 Automatic speech recognition
Research in ASR aims to develop methods and techniques that enable computer systems to accept
speech input and to derive a sequence of words from the stream of acoustic information. ASR
research started in the 1950s1 with an attempt to decode isolated words from a small vocabulary.
As time progressed, the research community began working on large vocabulary and continuous
speech tasks. However, only recently have practical versions of such systems become moderately
usable and commercially successful. Researchers have also been concerned with applications of
1 For

a detailed historical review reporting developments from as early as the 1920s see [Gold and Morgan, 1999],
Chapter 4.
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automatic speech understanding, where the goal is not simply to transcribe the speech input but to
transform its contents into some sort of knowledge representation that forms the basis for further
linguistic or cognitive tasks such as question-answering or translation into another language.
ASR can be seen as a multi-level pattern recognition task in which acoustic signals are examined and structured into a hierarchy of sub-word units, words, phrases and sentences. Each
level may provide additional constraints, (e.g. pronunciation of known words or legal sentences),
which can compensate for errors of uncertainties at lower levels. This hierarchy of constraints can
be best exploited by combining decisions probabilistically at all lower levels, and making discrete
decisions only at the highest level. The structure of an ASR system is depicted in Figure 3.1. ASR
can be broken into modelling (of acoustic units and of sequential constraints), inference (finding
the parameters of the models using training data), and search (finding the best solution or a good
approximation) given the time and memory limitations. The fact that the models are expressed using probability theory enables us to combine information from diverse sources (such as acoustics,
phonetics and syntax) that would otherwise be difficult to reconcile.

Speech input

Feature
vector
Front end

Sentence-level
match
Global decoder

Word-level match

Pronunciation model

Sub-word
models

Dictionary

Recognised
words

Language model

Grammar

Semantics

Figure 3.1: General block diagram for a standard ASR system. The pronunciation, language, and
acoustic model components construct a hypothesis for interpreting a speech signal.
An utterance that is input to an ASR system is recorded as acoustic signal and digitally samx1
xn
xT , where T depends on
pled and quantised into some representation vector X
the length of the utterance. If the range of all possible utterances is M , the speech recognition
problem can be stated formally as what is the string of words M that has the highest probability
given the input acoustic waveform:
M

argmax P M X
M M

(3.1)

In general, this maximisation is computationally infeasible. Bayes’ rule allows us to decompose
the most likely sequence of words in the speech signal, the term on the left below, into the terms
on the right.

argmax P M X
M M

P XM P M
PX
M M
∝ argmax P X M P M
argmax
M M

(3.2)
(3.3)
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During recognition, once the signal X has been recorded, P X is constant over all hypothesised
utterances M and therefore the prior probability of the acoustics P X in the denominator of Equation 3.2 may be removed. That is, the most likely sequence of words in a speech signal is equal to
the probability of the measured acoustics given the word sequence multiplied by the probability of
the word sequence. Thus, the ASR system must model two probability distributions: a) the probability of the acoustics matching the particular hypothesis P X M , and b) the prior probability
of the hypothesis P M . Modelling the likelihood P X M directly would involve modelling the
relationship between all acoustic sequences and all possible utterances. Instead, conditional independence assumptions are made to subdivide the models into a succession of discrete stationary
states. A state sequence Q of sub-word units represents the total joint probability of the acoustics
X and model M of a sequence of words.
Using probability theory, Equation 3.3 is transformed to Equation 3.4. To further reduce
the number of parameters (and, consequently, the required amount of training material) and to
avoid the need of new training each time a new word is added to the lexicon, we assume that
the acoustic data is independent of the word models given the state sequence (Equation 3.5).
This leads to significant savings in the representation space as the lexicon size can be in order of
thousands while the sub-word units are in the range of 50.2 In order to restrict the search space
over the models, a Viterbi approximation is often employed, where the summation is replaced with
a maximum over the state sequences (Equation 3.6).
argmax P X M
M

argmax ∑ P X Q M P Q M

(3.4)

argmax ∑ PA X Q PP Q M PL M

(3.5)

argmax max PA X Q PP Q M PL M

(3.6)

M

M

M

Q
Q

Q

The terms of Equation 3.6 can be modelled by three distinct components within an ASR system:
PA X Q : the probability of observing the acoustic signal X given phone states (known as
the acoustic model).
PP Q M : the probability of phone states given the words (known as the pronunciation
lexicon).
PL M : the prior probability of word sequences (known as the language model).
The following sections outline some of the methods used to model the above components.
Acoustic front-end explains how the speech signal is represented by a vector X which is robust
to acoustic variations but sensitive to acoustic content. Statistical language modelling describes a
simple algorithm to estimate PL M . The pronunciation lexicon describes how the words can be
broken into smaller characteristic units of speech to model PP Q M . The HMM paradigm shows
how the acoustic likelihoods PA X Q can be calculated by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) or a
neural network (NN) model.3 Finally, search algorithms outline the existing methods to calculate
the most probable interpretation of input speech given the constraints imposed by the acoustic,
pronunciation, and language models.
2 This

applies to CI systems such as the one described in this thesis. In case of context dependent (CD) systems the
number of phoneme models can be several times larger.
3 Pure connectionist systems proved to be unsuccessful due to the following unresolved problems: a) how to detect
the segment of the recorded speech that should be used as input to the neural net, b) how to handle dynamics (time
warping, time alignment) and c) how to deal with large numbers of classes (large vocabulary).
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3.1.1 Acoustic front-end
In theory, it should be possible to recognise speech directly from the digitised waveform. However, because of the large variability of the speech signal, it is necessary to perform some form
of feature extraction that would reduce that variability (Section 2.1). Feature extraction aims to
represent the speech signal in a way that is robust to acoustic variations but sensitive to acoustic
content. Typically, a sequence of so-called short term spectral vectors is computed from either
a bank of band-pass filters or via a discrete fourier transform (DFT). The calculation takes place
over a window, which is moved over the signal in increments of 10 to 20 ms. The time slices
corresponding to these increments are called frames. Moreover, to capture the changes in the signal, a feature-vector for one frame can additionally contain features of neighbour frames or the
difference between features of the predecessor and successor frames. Usually, filter centre frequencies and bandwidths are calculated to approximately match the resolution and sensitiveness
of the human auditory system (e.g. Mel scale).4
Feature extraction algorithms differ in their ability to distinguise linguistically relevant
from irrelevant information (such as speaker identity), their robustness to noise and distortion, and their ability to produce vectors that make the ASR task easier. Further details
and comparisons of feature extraction methodologies can be found in [Gold and Morgan, 1999,
Rabiner and Juang, 1993]. A description of the most well known ones follows.
power spectral analysis is one of the most common techniques of representing a speech signal
is via the power spectrum. The power spectrum of a speech signal describes the frequency
content of the signal over time. The first step towards computing the power spectrum of
the speech signal is to perform a DFT which computes the frequency information of the
equivalent time domain signal. Since a speech signal contains only real point values, we
can make use of this fact and use a real-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) for increased
efficiency. The resulting output subject to a window size can contain both the magnitude
and phase information of the original time domain signal.
linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis is based on the idea that a specific speech sample at the
current time can be approximated as a linear combination of past speech samples. Through
minimising the sum of squared differences (over a finite interval) between the actual speech
samples and linear predicted values a unique set of parameters or predictor coefficients can
be determined. These coefficients form the basis for linear predictive analysis of speech. In
reality the actual predictor coefficients are never used in recognition, since they typical show
high variance. The predictor coefficient are transformed to a more robust set of parameters
known as cepstral coefficients.5
perceptual linear prediction (PLP) is similar to LPC analysis and is based on the short-term
spectrum of speech. In contrast to pure linear predictive analysis of speech, which estimates the smoothed spectral envelope of the speech power spectrum equally well at all
4 Recently, it has even been questioned whether acoustic front-ends really have benefitted from detailed simulation
of properties of the human auditory system. [Hunt, 1999] argued that their properties can be better understood in purely
signal processing terms, or in some cases in terms of the acoustic properties of the speech production process.
5 [Bogert et al., 1963] observed that the logarithm of the power spectrum of a signal containing an echo has an
additive periodic component due to the echo, and thus the FFT of the logarithm of the power spectrum should exhibit
a peak at the echo delay. They called this function the cepstrum, interchanging letters in the word spectrum.
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frequencies, PLP modifies the short-term spectrum of the speech by using several psychophysically based transformations and yields coefficients that can not be interpreted visually [Hermansky, 1990]. The PLP-derived spectrum is general more robust to noise compared to the LPC-derived spectrum. Just like most other short-term spectrum based techniques this method is vulnerable when the short-term spectral values are modified by the
frequency response of the communication channel.
Mel scale cepstral analysis is very similar to PLP analysis of speech, where the short term spectrum is modified according to psychophysically derived spectral transformations. In this
method, however, the spectrum is warped according to the Mel scale, whereas in PLP the
spectrum is warped according to the Bark scale. The main difference between Mel scale
cepstral analysis and PLP is related to the output cepstral coefficients. The PLP model
uses an all-pole model to smooth the modified power spectrum and the output cepstral coefficients are computed based on this model. In contrast, Mel scale cepstral analysis uses
cepstral smoothing to smooth the modified power spectrum. This is done by direct transformation of the log power spectrum to the cepstral domain using an inverse DFT. The resulting coefficients have a distribution close to Gaussian, and the individual vector elements are
nearly uncorrelated.
modulation-filtered spectrogram (MSG) [Kingsbury et al., 1998] in its structure and motivation is an extension and generalisation of the PLP front-ends. It too incorporates auditory characteristics although in a somewhat different way. The MSG features are based on
two signal processing strategies. The first strategy is the emphasis of changes in the spectral structure of the speech signal (measured with critical-band-like resolution) occurring at
rates of 16 Hz or less. The second is adaptation to slowly-varying components of the speech
signal implemented as a form of automatic gain control. MSG-based systems were found
to perform as well as the PLP-based systems under clean conditions, and to outperform the
PLP-based system on most of the acoustically challenging tests, e.g. additive noise, spectral
shaping, and simultaneous noise and reverberation.
Because changes in overall level and the application of noise to the speech signal have
the effect of adding constants to the cepstrum, the dynamic cepstral parameters or delta cepstrum [Furui, 1982] are in principle unaffected by such changes.6 This makes them relatively
more robust for ASR over channels subject to unpredictable changes. If first-order dynamic parameters are passed through a ‘leaky’ integrator, something close to the original static parameters
are recovered except that constant and very slowly varying features are reduced to zero, thus
giving independence from constant or slowly varying channel characteristics. This technique,
amounting to band-pass filtering of sequences of log power spectra is known as relative spectra
filtering (RASTA) [Hermansky and Morgan, 1994].7

3.1.2 Statistical language modelling
Statistical language modelling is an attempt to capture regularities of natural language for the
purpose of improving the performance of natural language applications. By and large, statistical
language models estimate the probability distribution of various linguistic units in utterances that
are formed from sequences of words. A statistical language model is based on the fact that word
6 Often

the acceleration of the delta cepstrum or delta-delta coefficients are used.
be seen as a generalisation of cepstral mean subtraction or delta filtering, both of which apply
a linear operation to the temporal sequence for each component of a feature vector.
7 RASTA filtering can
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sequences are not equally likely to occur. For example, the word sequence “give me a call” is
more likely than “give call a me”. A language model imposes large constraints on the sequence
of words and guides the search during decoding.
Ironically, the most successful statistical language modelling techniques use very little knowledge of what language really is. The most popular language model, a Markov chain referred to as
n-gram language model, takes no advantage of the fact what is modelled is language – it could be
as well a sequence of arbitrary symbols, with no deep structure, intention or thought behind it.
Such a statistical model PL M for a given word model sequence M m1 m2 mk is estimated by computing the conditional probability for observing a word model given its predecessors
in a large corpus, as follows:
k

PL M

∏ P m i m1 m2

k

mi

1

i 1

∏ P mi mii

1

(3.7)

i 1

The dependence of the conditional probability of observing a word mi at a position i is assumed
to be restricted by its immediate n 1 preceding words mi n 1 mi 1 . For n=1, n=2 and n=3 the
model is referred to as unigram, bigram and trigram, respectively. The conditional probabilities
P mi mii 1n 1 is estimated by the simple relative frequency:
P mi mii

1
n 1

C mii

n 1

C mii

n 1
1

(3.8)

where C is the number of occurrences of the particular string in the given training corpus.
Since, n-gram probability distributions can be computed directly from text data, explicit linguistic rules are not required. One could even argue that syntax, semantics and pragmatics are
simultaneously encoded in n-grams. This makes n-grams very effective for languages such as
English where word order is important and the strongest contextual effects tend to come from
near neighbours. Because of the categorical nature of language, and the large vocabularies people
use, statistical techniques must estimate a large number of parameters, and consequently depend
critically on the availability of large amounts of training data. Although over the past twenty years
successively larger amounts of text data have become available, the improvements in quality of
language models are now beginning to asymptote [Rosenfeld, 2000].
A problem in the use of n-grams is the handling of unseen events. A variety of discounting [Ney et al., 1994], linear interpolation [Brown et al., 1992] and back-off [Katz, 1987] techniques are employed in n-gram language models to reduce the effects of the data sparsity problem. A thorough overview and systematic investigation of current techniques (e.g. variable length
n-grams, vocabulary clustering, decision trees, probabilistic context free grammar, maximum entropy models) is provided by [Rosenfeld, 2000]. Most of them attack the problem of coping with
sparse training data directly, although some techniques also focus on improving the basic model
by capturing longer range dependencies in language.
The degree of constraint that a language model imposes is usually measured in terms of perplexity [Jelinek et al., 1977] which is roughly the geometric mean of all branching factor for a
word, i.e. the average number of words that can follow any other word. Several attempts have been
made to devise new metrics that measure the quality of a given language model [Chen et al., 1998].
For now perplexity continues to be the preferred metric for practical language model construction.
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3.1.3 Pronunciation lexicon
There are three systems to represent words: The lexical writing system - words specified as sequences of letters obtained from a dictionary; the phonetic pronunciation system – words pronounced as sequences of sound units accepted as standard within a dialect; and the phonemic
language system – words stored as sequences of phonemes in the minds of individuals sharing a
common language. In order to simplify the computation of the pronunciation model PP Q M , the
words of the word sequence can be broken into smaller characteristic units of speech. Although
there are good linguistic arguments for choosing units such as syllables or semi-syllables, the units
most commonly used are phones that are acoustic realisations of the linguistic categories called
phonemes.8 A phoneme is defined as any of the abstract units of the phonetic system of a language
that correspond to the set of similar speech sounds. Phones may be shared across languages whilst
phonemes are by definition language specific. Sounds that are separate phonemes in one language
may be a single phoneme in another.9
It has been found that abnormal speaking rates correlate well with
WER [Siegler and Stern, 1995, Mirghafori et al., 1996]. Another factor that affects pronunciation models is function words (high-frequency words including some prepositions and
pronouns), which often contain little semantic content and have a wide variation of pronunciations within conversational speech. In a recent pronunciations survey of the ten most frequent
words10 within a transcribed portion of the Switchboard corpus, [Greenberg, 1997] cites an
average of over 60 pronunciations per word. If there is more than one common pronunciation
for a word, alternative variants can be introduced into the lexicon. Probabilities are typically
associated with these multiple pronunciations. However, modelling too many pronunciations
can decrease performance due to increased confusability. Although a search can easily find
phonetic representations for commonly used words in various sources, task-dependent jargon
often requires writing out pronunciations by hand.
In spontaneous speech many words are not pronunced the way a standard dictionary would
predict. This is mainly due to various forms of coarticulation, the individual’s speaking style,
particular dialect, speaking rate, the semantic content of what is being said and personal preferences. How to build accurate pronunciation models for ASR systems remains a research issue.
The use of phonological rules e.g. [Tajchman et al., 1995, Lamel and Adda, 1996] takes advantage of the work of linguists, but searching and writing in all rules is a tedious task. Decision trees
have also been used as statistical models e.g. [Chen, 1990, Riley, 1991] for learning pronunciation rules from data. This approach saves the work of trying to find all rules but may miss some
generalisations that have little data, and it requires hand-transcribed data, which is expensive to
obtain. Machine alignments have been used by [Schmid et al., 1993, Sloboda and Waibel, 1996]
instead of hand transcriptions in order to obtain enough data to build word models. The two
above approaches have been combined by [Fosler et al., 1996] and allow phonological processes
to occur across words in a dynamic approach according to the surrounding words. For modelling
problematic words or phrases a reverse engineering approach can also be employed using text-tospeech (TTS) systems. A general framework for building letter to sound rules from word lists in a
language is proposed in [Black et al., 1998] with results better for some languages than others.11
8 For

a well defined distinction of phones and phonemes see [Fosler-Lussier, 1999], p.15.
example, [r] and [l] are separate phonemes in English, but count as one phoneme in Japanese.
10 These were found to be: I, and, the, you, that, a, to, know, of, it.
11 The generated models achieved 75%, 58%, 93% and 89%, for English (UK and US), French and German held out
data, respectively.
9 For
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3.1.4 Acoustic probability estimators for the HMM paradigm
Given the statistical nature of speech, speakers do not utter a word the same way twice. The
variation in a word’s or phoneme’s pronunciation manifests itself mainly in two ways: duration
and spectral content, also known as acoustic observations. Further, phonemes in the surrounding
context can cause variations in a particular phoneme’s spectral content, i.e. coarticulation.
A variety of techniques is currently available for modelling speech’s stochastic aspects. Techniques such as expert systems [Haton, 1985] and dynamic time warping (DTW) [Vintsyuk, 1968]
possess some desirable properties, but the HMM is by far the most powerful approach. HMMs
function as probabilistic finite state machines. The structure of HMMs and the training algorithm used to determine the recognition parameters make the approach well suited to speakerindependent, continuous-speech and large-vocabulary applications. The use of HMMs in ASR
was pioneered by Baker, Jelinek and colleagues from IBM in the 1970’s and the basic methods
have changed little since.12 Since an understanding of the HMM training/decoding algorithms is
not required for the work presented in this thesis, they will not be described in detail here. An
excellent tutorial can be found in [Rabiner, 1989].
The HMM paradigm defines two concurrent stochastic processes: the sequence of states (modelling the sequential structure of speech), and a set of state output processes (modelling the locally
stationary character of the speech signal). The HMM is called a “hidden” Markov model because
the underlying stochastic process, i.e. the sequence of states, is not directly observable, but still
affects the observed sequence of acoustic features. Thus, HMMs are specified by:
states: a set of L states Q

q1 q2

qL

transition probabilities: a set of probabilities p qj qi for each permissible transition state
qi to state qj . The set of these is the transition probability matrix.
observation likelihoods: a set of likelihoods bi xt , each referring the probability of an
observation xt being generated from a state i.
Each new observation frame can in principle be associated with any state, however the topology of the HMM and the associated transition probabilities provide sequential constraints. For
instance, a high self-loop probability for a state means that it will tend to be repeated more than
once, and a directed connection between [ae] and [m] in a word model means that pronunciations
with [ae] followed by [m] are permitted. These models are also typically constrained to be left to
right; that is the state transitions have some temporal order.
In order to model speech with HMMs, we need to turn acoustic observation feature vectors
into probabilities. The most widespread method is the use of Gaussian probability density functions, in the simpler version of which each state has a single Gaussian function which maps the
observation vector to a probability. An alternative approach is the use of neural networks, which
can also be trained to assign probability to a real-valued feature vector. HMMs with Gaussian observation probability estimators are determined with maximum likelihood HMM training via the
forward-backward or Baum-Welch algorithm [Baum et al., 1970].13 HMMs with neural network
12 One major weakness of HMMs lies in the fact that it is not known how to induce their structure automatically from
training data. Typically, the HMM topology is fixed in advance and the model parameters are estimated by the forwardbackward algorithm in this context. [Stolcke and Omohundro, 1993] proposed an inference of the model structure by
merging states and retraining the model to see if any advantage has been gained.
13 This is a special case of the expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977] which re-estimates
the parameters of the current model using the training set sequences (the expectation step) and then replaces the current
model with the re-estimated model (the maximisation step).
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observation probability estimators are trained by a completely different algorithm known as error
back-propagation.
Gaussian mixture model estimators for HMMs
If we assume that the possible values of the observation feature vector xt are normally distributed,
the observation probability function bj xt representing a different type of speech frame as a Gaussian curve with mean vector µj and covariance matrix ∑j can be writen as:
bj xt

1
2π ∑j

e xt

µj ∑j

1

xt µj

(3.9)

This model can then be used to find the probability of any unknown vector which can be assigned
to the model that has the highest probability.
A popular approach, known as continuous density HMM, for correcting the problem of an
assumed parametric form is to use different basic densities for the HMM emission probabilities. It
can be shown that any arbitrary probability density can be modelled by a mixture of basic densities
if the number of used mixture components is large enough. In practice, the number of parameters
that may be employed by a model and hence the number of mixture components is limited by the
amount of available training data. Too few components will yield a distribution with insufficient
flexibility to model the complex likelihood distributions observed for the speech signal. However,
if too many components are used, can lead to poor generalisation. As a consequence of limited
training data, a vast number of parameter saving permutations on the mixture model theme exist
and many have been tried in practice.
Another approach is the discrete density HMM, where the continuous feature space is subdivided by applying vector quantisation (VQ) on the mixtures of Gaussians [Bocchieri, 1993]. Typically the VQ is constructed by an unsupervised cluster algorithm such as k-means. In this case
a VQ partition is associated with the label qj and any feature vector in this partition is mapped
on qj . The discrete symbols are then used as inputs to the HMM. In practice, the discrete HMMs
work faster than the continuous systems since each HMM state must model only a finite number
of symbols, the probabilities of which can be calculated rapidly by table lookup. On the other
hand, the coarseness of the VQ process can cause errors and lead to a degradation of recognition
accuracy.
Another parameter saving strategy is the use of tied mixture14 or semi-continuous
HMMs [Huang et al., 1990, Bellegarda and Nahamoo, 1990] in which all mixtures are expressed
in terms of a common set (codebook) of base densities. Typically the semi-continuous systems
use less parameters compared to the untied continuous systems and the parameters can be better
estimated in a robust way even when the amount of training data is limited. Yet another commonly
employed strategy to improve efficiency is to equip Gaussian components with diagonal only covariance matrices, i.e. all components off the principle diagonal of the feature covariance matrix
are set to zero [Bahl et al., 1987]. Implicit in the assignment of a diagonal covariance matrix to
a single Gaussian distribution is the assumption that the feature vector elements are statistically
independent, which will be false for spectrally derived features.15
14 Tied

mixtures (or parameter tying) is very similar to weight sharing in neural networks (e.g. [Bishop, 1995]).
of diagonal distributions can however model non-diagonal distributions. Given a sufficient number of
components in the mixture they can approximate not only rotation of the distribution (that full covariance matrix can
model as well), but also nonGaussian distributions and/or multimodal distributions (that full covariance matrix can not
model).
15 Mixtures
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Neural network estimators for HMMs
One drawback of the continuous HMMs is the assumption that the acoustic feature distributions
can be modelled by mixtures of Gaussians, which is not true for a small number of mixture components. In recent years, researchers have established the viability of so called hybrid NN/HMM
large vocabulary, speaker independent continuous speech recognition systems, where neural networks, typically a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) or a recurrent neural network (RNN), are used
for the estimation of the posterior probability of a phone given the acoustic data.16 The input to
these networks is a representation of the signal at a time t and some surrounding window. The
networks have one output for each phoneme. By constraining the values of all output units to sum
to 1, the networks can be used to compute the probability of a state j given and observation xt ,
or P qj xt . But the observation likelihood we need for the HMM, bj xt is P xt qj . Using the
Bayes’ rule, though, we can compute one from the other. The network is computing:
p qj ot

P ot qj p qj
p ot

(3.10)

These probabilities may be transformed to scaled likelihoods after dividing by the class priors:
p qt oj
p ot

P qj ot
p qj

(3.11)

The two terms on the right-hand side of Equation 3.11 can be directly computed; the numerator is the output of the network, and the denominator is the phoneme prior probabilities. These
scaled likelihoods can be used as the output distribution in an HMM. The error back-propagation
algorithm for training a network requires that we know the correct phoneme label qj for each observation ot . Given a large training set of observations and correct labels, the algorithm iteratively
adjusts the weights in the network so as to minimise the error on a validation set.
The resulting model is efficient in terms of parameter usage due to the difference between
likelihoods and posteriors. Suppose we have two classes, c1 and c2 . The likelihood P x ci describes the distribution of the input x given the class, while the posterior P ci x describes the
probability of each class ci given the input. This means that likelihoods are independent density
models, while posteriors are indicators of how a given class distribution compares to all others.
For likelihoods we have x P x ci
1, while for posteriors we have ∑i P ci x
1. As illustrated
in Figure 3.2, likelihoods model the surfaces of distributions, while posteriors model the boundaries between distributions. Thus, likelihood models (as used in the states of a GMM/HMM) may
have to waste their parameters modelling irrelevant details, while posterior models (as provided
within the NN/HMM) can represent critical information more economically leading to compact
acoustic models.
Other advantages of the hybrid approach over traditional GMM/HMM systems include discriminative training, better robustness to insufficient training data, contextual inputs and faster
sentence decoding (in terms of CPU and memory run-time requirements). However, NN/HMM
systems usually have training times that are orders of magnitude higher than those observed in
GMM/HMM systems. This is largely due to the costly, gradient-based error back-propagation
learning algorithm applied to very large neural networks which often requires the use of specialised parallel hardware. We achieved faster training by using a dedicated fixed point neural
network and signal processing accelerator board known as SPERT T0 [Wawrzynek et al., 1996].
NN/HMM approaches have been compared with the best GMM/HMM approaches on a number of tasks. In small/medium vocabulary tasks NN/HMM systems have performed as well as
16 [Morgan

and Bourlard, 1995] reviewed in detail other approaches and subproblems in the NN/HMM approach.
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Figure 3.2: The likelihood P x ci vs.
ter [Riis, 1998].

the posterior P ci x for two classes

c1 c2 , af-

or better than GMM/HMM systems, e.g. [Renals et al., 1994, Robinson et al., 1996]. However,
in large vocabulary tasks such as Hub-4 broadcast news (BN) [Graff, 1997], GMM/HMM systems have performed significantly better. A major source of improvements in BN systems over
the past few years has been through local adaptation of acoustic models to the characteristics of
each segment, where a segment is defined as an utterance by a single speaker in constant acoustic
conditions. The most popular technique used for this purpose with GMM is maximum likelihood
linear regression (MLLR) [Leggeter and Woodland, 1995], but since neural network models do
not have an explicit representation of class means, that algorithm can not be directly employed.
Gradient-based adaptation techniques have also been used to similar effect for NN/HMM systems
[Neto et al., 1995], but with limited success.

3.1.5 Search algorithms
The search problem in ASR can be defined as the estimation of the most likely word sequence
given a sequence of acoustic observations, an acoustic model and a language model. This is a
demanding problem since word boundary information is not available in continuous speech and
each word in the dictionary may be hypothesised to start at each frame of acoustic data. The problem is further complicated by the vocabulary size and the structure imposed on the search space
by the language model. Direct evaluation of all the possible word sequences imposes formidable
computation and storage capability. Thus the search algorithm needs to restrict the search space
without compromising system performance. Most popular techniques for restructuring the search
space involve effective ways to share information amongst active hypotheses. Use of approximations forces the decoder to make suboptimal choices. However, it has been observed that a
suboptimal solution often does not impact recognition accuracy. In the rest of this section we
review some popular search techniques. Some of the most popular search algorithms are the
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following [Ney and Ortmanns, 1999, Deshmukh et al., 1999]:
Viterbi search and its variant forms belong to a class of breadth-first search algorithms. In this
approach, all hypotheses are pursued in parallel and gradually pruned away by a dynamic
programming procedure as the hypothesis with the maximum score emerges [Viterbi, 1967].
Viterbi search is time-synchronous, i.e. it processes all states at time t before going into the
time t+1. Since these hypotheses correspond to the same portion of the utterance, they can
be directly compared with each other. However, an exhaustive Viterbi search is impractical
even for medium sized tasks due to the large size of the state space. A Viterbi beam search
is used to reduce the search space.
stack decoding belongs to the class of depth-first algorithms and is similar to the A*
search [Paul, 1992] that is used in artificial intelligence. The most promising hypothesis is
pursued until the end of the speech data is reached. The stack decoding algorithm requires
an evaluation function to compare hypotheses. This problem is elevated by normalising the
score of a path based on the number of frames it spans.
multi-pass search employs a coarse-to-fine strategy starting with computationally inexpensive
acoustic models to produce a list of likely word hypotheses. These hypotheses are later
refined using more detailed and computationally demanding acoustic models. The first
search pass produces either an N-best list of possible word sequences or a lattice which can
then be reduced into a word graph as its output [Chen and Soong, 1994].
forward backward search uses an approximate time-synchronous search in the forward direction to facilitate a more complex and expensive search in the backward direction. This generally results in speeding up the process on the backward pass as the number of hypotheses
to be explored is significantly reduced by the forward search. A simplified acoustic model
or language model is used to perform a fast and efficient forward pass search in which the
scores of all partial hypotheses that fall above a pruning beam width are stored at every state.
Then a normal within-word beam search is performed in the backward direction to generate
a list of N-best hypotheses. The backward search yields a high score on a hypothesis only
if there also exists a good forward path at that instant of time. This algorithm is similar to
the Baum-Welch algorithm used for training acoustic models.

3.1.6 The Abbot/SPRACH system
The experiments on automatic transcription of voicemail described in this thesis were
conducted with the Abbot/SPRACH large vocabulary, speaker independent, ASR system [Robinson et al., 2002]. Abbot/SPRACH has been developed by Cambridge University,
Sheffield University, ICSI and SoftSound Ltd. The system is based on the NN/HMM framework and uses both MLP [Morgan and Bourlard, 1995] and RNN [Robinson et al., 1996] acoustic
models. In our implementation only MLP acoustic classifiers were employed.
Common to most ASR systems, speech in Abbot/SPRACH is represented at the waveform,
acoustic feature, phone probability and word string levels. A preprocessor extracts acoustic vectors from the waveform which are then passed to a neural network that estimates which phones are
likely to be present. This sequence of phone observations is then parsed by a conventional HMM
to give the most probable word string that was spoken (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: An overview of the Abbot/SPRACH ASR system. Only the MLP acoustic classifier
that was used in this work is depicted.

Acoustic front-end
As a basic technique to compute a simple auditory spectrum Abbot/SPRACH uses PLP and
MSG features, which provide a more robust representation than mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC).17.
Acoustic models
Phone probabilities are estimated using an acoustic model, which transforms the acoustic vectors
into phone probability vectors. The transformation is carried out using an MLP. The state layer
output along with the acoustic input is connected to the output layer. The MLP is trained using
back propagation through time. The training of the systems is slower than the HMM counterpart,
but this is made up for by faster execution at recognition time. The NN/HMM system also has relatively few parameters, and these are used in a simple multiply and accumulate loop so hardware
implementation is more plausible.
Search algorithms
Abbot/SPRACH supports large vocabulary decoding of arbitrary finite state grammars and large
vocabulary decoding using n-gram language models. The decoder’s task is to find the most likely
word sequence subject to all constraints. The two main tools for decoding are:
N OWAY is single-pass stack decoder [Renals and Hochberg, 1999] that is naturally factored
into time-asynchronous processing of the word sequence and time-synchronous processing of the
HMM state sequence. The architecture enables the search to be decoupled from the language
model while still maintaining the computational benefits of time-synchronous processing. In a
precursor to the acoustic confidence measure research [Williams and Renals, 1999], a pruning
technique, referred to as phone deactivation pruning was employed. This method – which is
complementary to other beam search and language model pruning methods – uses the phone
posterior probability estimates output by a connectionist acoustic model directly. A threshold is
placed on the phone posteriors, and those phones below the threshold are pruned. This approach
enabled a search space reduction by more than 40%, with a relative search error of less than
2% [Renals and Hochberg, 1999].
17 D.

Ellis’ report (Jul. 1999) at http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/ dpwe/respite/multistream/msgmfcc.html
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C HRONOS is a low-memory stack decoder [Robinson and Christie, 1998] which employes a
time first search approach. It allows real-time large vocabulary search to be performed with a
modest (approx. 5%) increase in the number of errors while it requires very little operational
memory. C HRONOS differs from other implementations in that a stack item consists of a group
of partial paths, all of which have the same language model state. This results in more efficient
implementation as fragmentation of language model unique paths occurs much less frequently.

3.2 Automatic summarisation
Automatic summarisation is the process of distilling the most important information from a source
(or sources) to its most essential points by using computational approaches to produce an abridged
version for a particular user (or users) and task (or tasks) [Mani and Maybury, 1999]. In a similar
way that ASR tries to match human performance in transcribing speech, automatic summarisation
is a challenging task because humans are good summarisers having the capacity to condense
information. They are particularly good in learning the global structure of an archive although
they have difficulty in remembering specific information [Whittaker et al., 1999]. A large portion
of all available information today exists in an unstructured form such as books, magazine articles,
research papers, product manuals, memorandums, emails, audio/video archives, movies and of
course the WWW. Analysing huge amount of information is often involved in making informed
and correct decisions. Solving the task of summarising such information can provide means for
automated intelligent processing of information that require every day human attention.
Several scientific disciplines such as linguistics, artificial intelligence and information theory contribute to the study of automatic summarisation. Most research so far has been on
summarisation of written text. However, there is an increasing need for summarisation of new
domains, stimulated by the growth of computerised information and communication systems.
Computerised information is also driving summarisation researchers to consider audio and visual media and thus to expand from text to multimedia summarisation.18 The process of automatic summarisation can be decomposed into three phases (Figure 3.4): analysing the input,
transforming it into a summary representation, and synthesising an appropriate output form.
An important parameter to summarisation is compression rate, which is defined as the ratio of
summary length over source length. As compression rate decreases, more information is lost.
There are several dimensions which have to be considered when talking about summarisation
(cf. [Sparck Jones, 1999, Mani and Maybury, 1999, Hahn and Mani, 2000]), such as the following:
extracts vs. abstracts Extracts are summaries consisting entirely of material copied from the
input while abstracts are summaries where at least some material is not present in the input,
e.g. subject categories or paraphrase of content. Abstracts can result in summarisation at a
much higher degree of compression than extracts. For a computational approach extracts are
an easier target than abstracts, since the system does not have to create new text. Although
extracts are often fragmentary in nature, extraction is relatively low cost solution, compared
to additional knowledge resources required to construct abstracts. This has resulted in much
more attention paid to the automatic production of extracts.
18 Another approach that does not concern this thesis is based on techniques for structuring, filtering, and presenting recorded speech. SpeechSkimmer [Arons, 1997] included pause removal for faster playback, pitch emphasis
detection for highlighting important sections and phase vocoding for improved playback of time compressed audio.
[He et al., 1999] also performed video skimming on multimedia presentations by using different types of hints, e.g.
slide translations, pitch emphasis and user access patterns.
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Figure 3.4: A high level architecture of a summarisation system depicting the phases of input
analysis, transformation and synthesis, after [Mani and Maybury, 1999].

indicative vs. informative Indicative summaries provide a reference function for selecting material for more in-depth reading, while informative summaries cover all the salient information
(e.g. main results or conclusions) in the source at some level of detail. In the latter, the user
may be able to glean useful information without needing to refer to the full document at all.
generic vs. user-focused Generic summaries aim at a particular but usually broad readership
community and provide an unbiased view of the most relevant information in a source. As
the computing environments have continued to accommodate full text searching, browsing
and personalised information filtering, user-focused summaries have assumed increasing
importance. Such summaries rely on a specification of a user information need, such as an
area of interest, topic or query. If it is a query-driven summary it should reflect the specific
terms contained in the user’s query. The notion of truly generic summary is problematic,
since some background assumptions of an audience are involved in every case.
single vs. multiple documents Summarisation of a single document requires the selection of a
central topic while in multiple documents the selection of themes is required. It is necessary
to process all the documents to find the themes as what is central in one document may be
peripheral in another.
single vs. multiple topics Occasionally large or complex documents might have several parts
corresponding to different thematic clusters. Such documents can be treated as multi-topic,
or they can be split in separate parts. Methods have to be established to reflect the multitopicality in the summary which often requires separate knowledge resources.
text-only vs. multimedia Multimedia summarisation instead of just using text as input/output
consists of a combination of different media types, such as text, audio, pictures, diagrams
and video.
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entity vs. discourse vs. surface Entity level approaches build an internal representation for text,
modelling text entities and their relationships. These approaches tend to represent patterns
of connectivity in the text (e.g. graph topology) to help determine what is salient. Discourse
level approaches model the global structure of the text, and its relation to communicative
goals. In this thesis we have focused on surface-level approaches that tend to represent
information in terms of shallow features which then selectively combined together to yield
a salience function used to extract information.

3.2.1 Text summarisation
Research in automatic summarisation dates back to the late 1950’s. Over the years a variety
of summarisation approaches, including both shallow and knowledge-rich methods leveraging
linguistic and statistical information, have been proposed. Early systems are characterised by
a surface-level approach. There have been many suggestions as to which low level features
can help determine the importance of a sentence in the context of a source text. These include stochastic measurements for the significance of key words in the sentence [Luhn, 1958],
location in the source text [Baxendale, 1958, Edmundson, 1969] or connections with other sentences [Skorochodko, 1972] and the presence of cue or indicator phrases [Paice, 1981] or of title
words [Edmundson, 1969].
The 1980s enjoyed an explosion of a variety of different work, especially entity-level approaches based on artificial intelligence such as the use of scripts [Lehnert, 1981, DeJong, 1982]
logic and production rules [Fum et al., 1985], semantic networks [Reimer and Hahn, 1988], as
well as hybrid approaches [Rau et al., 1989, Aretoulaki, 1994]. The late 1990s represents a renaissance of the field; all types of approaches (entity, discourse and surface) have been explored aggressively, fuelled by government and commercial interest. Work in that period has
almost exclusively focused on extracts rather than abstracts along with renewed interest in earlier
surface-level approaches. Such systems typically extract sentences from the original document,
e.g. [Paice, 1990]. Sentence extraction involves assigning importance scores to sentences based on
term frequency and other document characteristics. Then the system collects only those sentences
which have a score higher than a certain adjustable threshold value. The size of the summary is
controlled through changing the sentence selection threshold.
[Kupiec et al., 1995] described a corpus-based method that can be used to obtain term statistics and to decide on an appropriate combination of features. Assuming that sentences of a document are independent, a maximum likelihood classifier is trained on feature vectors constructed
from full-text sentences which are labelled as extract-worthy based on comparison with abstracts.
[Edmundson, 1969] found on their data that location was the best individual feature and that the
best feature set comprised location, cue phrase and sentence length. A variant of this approach
was applied in Korean technical texts [Myaeng and Hang, 1999], where it was found that using a
combination of cue words, sentence location and presence of title words in a sentence led to the
best results. This suggests that features examined in [Edmundson, 1969] are not language specific. Additional work focused on building more complex, structured models such as probabilistic
syntax trees to compress single sentences [Knight and Marcu, 2000]. A method for automatically
constructing decision trees to predict whether a sentence should or should not be included in a
document’s summary is proposed in [Mani and Bloedorn, 1998]. They use three machine learning algorithms and a neural network classifier to determine which sentences should be extracted
from the text.
It is not possible to produce a coherent document summary shorter than a single sentence, or to
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produce a summary that conforms to particular stylistic constraints using pure extractive summarisation techniques. Ideally, one would prefer to understand the text, and to generate an appropriate
summary directly from the results of that understanding. Without a comprehensive natural language understanding system, an approximation must be used. [Witbrock and Mittal, 1999] were
the first to use generative statistical models for text summarisation. Their model jointly applies
statistical models of the term selection and term ordering process to produce brief coherent summaries in a style learned from a training corpus.
A ‘noisy channel’ view of summarisation was proposed by [Berger and Mittal, 2000]. This
was inspired from the noisy channel model in information theory. A summary is sent across a
noisy channel, producing a garbled ‘verbose translation’ in the form of a ‘source’ document. The
task of summarisation is to decode the summary from this document and this could be seen as
a machine translation problem (translating from source to summary, via a generative model of
source given the summary). The summarisation problem can be decomposed into generic and
user-focused summarisation. However, the model tends to rely on large quantities of data, which
is hard to collect and annotate.
Another emerging area is that of multi-document summarisation (MDS) where content is
extracted from an information source that is a collection of related documents by removing redundancy and taking into account similarities and differences in information content.
[Salton et al., 1999] compared paragraphs from one or more documents in terms of similarity of vocabulary and those paragraphs above a particular similarity threshold were linked to
form a ‘text relationship map’, which could be traversed in various ways to extract summaries.
[McKeown and Radev, 1999] studied relationships between different news stories on terrorist incidents by operators that aggregate together similar extracted templates based on logical relationships such as agreement and contradiction. A morphological level approach to topic focused MDS
is that of maximum marginal relevance (MMR) [Goldstein and Carbonell, 1998]. In this framework, multiple texts can be ranked in terms of relevance to a query. Once the user has scanned
some of these, the remaining texts can then be reranked so as to maximise their dissimilarity from
the ones already seen. This is achieved through a linear combination of relevance and novelty.
A document has high marginal relevance if it is both relevant to the query and is dissimilar to
other relevant documents. The various similarity metrics are based on cosine similarity, but allow
for different weighting schemes when comparing documents versus comparing a query against a
document.
NLP based approaches
NLP approaches to text summarisation systems first attempt to model how text represents content using deeper notation and then manipulate this model to produce a summary. Rules for text
analysis and manipulation are needed at all levels. The main strength of this approach is higher
quality of summarisation and the support of abstracting. The main drawback of systems employing deep NLP approaches is brittleness. They may fail when confronted with a text that reaches
even slightly beyond their linguistic or domain knowledge. This approach is also labour-intensive
and computationally costly. In addition, knowledge acquisition for such systems can not be automated until a non-trivial critical mass of knowledge has been accumulated. Some success has
been reported in NLP-style text summarisation for audio/video browsing, but those systems rely
on using almost exclusively error-less human transcriptions of the audio, such as those produced
for closed-captioning, e.g. [Ehara et al., 1997]. These efforts primarily generate indexes of single
words and NE and not the phrase- or sentence-length units favoured in summarisation literature.
In particular, rule-based systems for NE identification make use of punctuation, capitalisation and
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other features found in text and would thus be difficult to apply to raw ASR output.
Of particular importance in NLP based summarisation is the notion of lexical or coreference
chain [Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997] which is essentially a sequence of related words spanning a
topical unit of text. By grouping words together into lexical chains, it is expected that a reader
might get a better identification of the topic rather than simply picking the most frequent words
in the text. These lexical chains also serve as their source representation, from which a summary
representation is produced using heuristics for choosing the ‘best’ lexical chains. From these
the summary is produced by employing a further heuristic to select the ‘best’ sentences from
each of the selected lexical chains. [Azzam et al., 1999] used lexical chains for template-based
summarisation.

3.2.2 Speech summarisation
While the majority of summarisation research has focused so far on written documents (mostly
news articles or scientific papers), three areas of spoken language have attracted interest recently:
a) summarisation of spoken dialogues in restricted domains, b) summarisation of spoken dialogues
in unrestricted domains, and c) summarisation of spoken news. The type of data output by a ASR
system is fundamentally different from written text, even though both consist primarily of words.
There are important orthographic differences, since spoken language transcription lack many features present in written language, such as punctuation and capitalisation. In addition, there is an
inherent uncertainty in spoken language transcriptions, which almost always contain substitution,
deletion and insertion errors. The WER for current speaker-independent ASR systems can range
from very low (0-5%) to very high ( 40%), depending on the domain, a factor which needs to
be weighted heavily in considering how to produce summaries. Since it is impossible to identify
all the words transcribed correctly in decoded audio, we can not depend heavily on sentence-level
parsing because even a single incorrect word can completely garble syntactic structure. Instead
information is needed to be chosen in another way that does not depend on syntactic or semantic
analysis. In the following paragraphs we discuss developments related to summarisation using as
input automatic transcriptions.
Summarisation of spoken dialogues in restricted domains
During the past decade, there has been significant progress in the area of closed domain spoken dialogue translation and understanding, even with automatically transcribed
speech. Example systems include Verbmobil [Nöth et al., 2000], JANUS [Lavie et al., 1997] and
MIMI [Kameyama and Arima, 1994] systems, an overview of which follows.
Within Verbmobil a knowledge-rich approach was used. The domain was travel planning and
negotiation of a trip. In addition to finite state transducers for content extraction and statistical
dialogue act recognition, they also use a dialogue processor and a summary generator which have
access to a world knowledge database, a domain model, and a semantic database. The abstract
representations built by this summariser allow for summary generation in multiple languages.
The JANUS speech translation system operates on a number of limited domains such as appointment scheduling, hotel reservation, or travel planning. Speech translation is guided by the
general principle that spoken utterances can be analysed and translated as sequential collection
of semantic dialogue units, each of which roughly corresponds to a speech-act. Each semantic
dialogue unit is processed to capture the meaning. In order to disambiguate among multiple interpretations, they apply a late stage disambiguation which utilises knowledge from the machine
translation components – acoustic and language models, parser scores and contextual information
obtained from discourse analysis. Each of these components provided a score for each possible
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analysis of an ambiguous input.
The MIMI system was designed specifically for automatic summarisation of human-human
spontaneous spoken dialogues. It recognises key linguistic patterns and merges information to
construct a summary of conference room scheduling dialogues. Dialogues about single reservations are summarised with a simple merging scheme, but several extensions and changes needed
in order to cope with the aboutness complexity in unrestricted dialogues – knowing exactly how
many reservations are being discussed and which reservation values must be updated by subsequent utterances.
Summarisation of spoken dialogues in unrestricted domains
The Meeting Browser [Waibel et al., 1998] allows the user to review and browse the content of
meetings which are transcribed using a recogniser trained on Switchboard corpus with a 30%
WER. They employed an algorithm inspired from MMR [Goldstein and Carbonell, 1998]. However, they did not address any dialogue or speech related issues in their summariser. In a questionanswer test with summaries of five dialogues, subjects could identify most of the key concepts
using a summary size of only five turns. These results varied widely across five different dialogues tested in this experiment (20-90% accuracy). The above work was followed by a prototype
system called DiaSumm [Zechner and Waibel, 2000, Zechner, 2001]. This system segments documents into sentences, uses MMR to rank the sentences and finally extracts the highest ranking
sentences in order of appearence in the original transcription.
Summarisation of spoken news
Within the context of the TREC SDR conferences as well as the recent DARPA BN workshops, a
number of research groups have been developing multimedia browsing tools for text, audio, and
video data, which facilitate the access to news data by combining different modalities.
The Informedia project [Hauptmann and Witbrock, 1997] used a combination of ASR, image analysis and keyword searching techniques to extract meaningful content that can be used in
video indexing and retrieval. The Broadcast News Navigator system [Merlino et al., 1997] is a
tool for searching, browsing and summarising TV news broadcasts. It uses a number of mixed
media presentation strategies, combining key frames extracted automatically from the video with
summaries of the accompanying closed-captioned text along with key organisations, locations and
people involved. Their experiments indicated that the speed with which a user could retrieve well
segmented relevant stories was orders of magnitude greater than the speed of linear search or even
a flat keyword based search.
A basic architecture for audio summarisation was proposed by [Valenza et al., 1999] according to which speech is transformed to text and summarised using text processing techniques.
Acoustic confidence scores are combined with simple IR techniques to accept/reject words and
phrases for inclusion in summaries. Their evaluation showed that human judges prefer summaries
with a compression rate of about 15% whilst the WER of the summary was significantly lower
than the WER of the full transcript.
A method for automatic speech summarisation that also uses salient features in combination
with linguistic information was proposed by [Hori and Furui, 2000]. Their summarisation process
is performed sentence by sentence, and extracts words that maximise a summarisation score consisting of word significance measure (relevant only to nouns), linguistic likelihood, acoustic confidence measure and modification score. The latter score is determined by a so-called stochastic
dependency context free grammar and the extraction is performed using a dynamic programming
technique [Ney and Aubert, 1996]. Their results showed that this method can reduce Japanese BN
captions by about 30-40% while keeping the meaning of about 72% of all sentences in the test set.
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This summarisation method has recently been applied to lecture recordings and US English BN
data [Hori et al., 2002].

3.3 Mobile messaging
In recent years, there is a growing interest in mobile communication systems that allow users to
use their voices to do more than simply talk to other users. Besides pure voice communication,
there are several ways for transmitting and accessing information through a wireless network.
Data communication is used to transfer information between devices or a device and a network.
The main mobile messaging platforms are the following (in chronological order of appearance):
paging is one way of sending data to a recipient allowing only a notification and a call back
number to be delivered.
SMS allows up to 160 characters to be transmitted with one message from and to a global standard
for mobiles (GSM) phone.
GSM data is part of the GSM specification and can be used for data or fax transmission at
9.6 Kbps.
high speed circuit switched data (HSCSD) is circuit-switched wireless data transmission with
rates up to 38.4 Kbps, four times faster than the standard data rates of the GSM data standard.
WAP is an application environment and a set of communication protocols optimised for viewing
content over mobile networks.
general packet radio service (GPRS) is a packet oriented-standard offering transmission rates
with a theoretical maximum of 171.2 Kbps.
multimedia messaging service (MMS) enables sending of messages with rich media such as
audio, images and video clips.
From the platforms listed above, SMS had an unprecedented and unexpected user-driven success.19 This is in contrast to the technology and industry driven approaches to other non-voice
services such as WAP. In the following sections we give further details about the above mobile
messaging platforms and explain their applicability to our architecture.20

3.3.1 Short message service
SMS is a wireless data delivery platform, allowing text or data packets to be exchanged between
mobile devices and external entities. SMS is the biggest profit-generating data service for mobile operators today. It is available on GSM, code division multiple access (CDMA), the North
American IS-136 and the Japanese personal digital cellular (PDC) system among other networks.
Although the underlying protocols may vary [Peersman et al., 2000], all of them define a mechanism for sending and receiving short text messages. In this thesis we focus on SMS within the
19 According

to the GSM Association April 2002 report, 75 billion text messages were sent globally in Q1 2002, an
increase of more than 50% over the same period of 2001.
20 Paging, GSM data, HSCSD and GPRS are beyond the scope of this thesis and are mentioned for the sake of
completeness.
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GSM, in which the maximum length of each short messages is 140 octets, sufficient coding for
160 7-bit ASCII characters while non-text based short messages are also supported. Although
SMS has mainly been used for person-to-person messaging, services from application to person
are also very popular. Short messages can be sent and received simultaneously with voice, data
and fax calls. This is possible because voice, data and fax calls take over a dedicated radio channel
for the duration of a call, while short messages travel over and above the radio channel using the
signalling path. The signalling path is always active monitoring phones and passing information
across the mobile network and therefore it rarely gets busy on peak network usage times.21 The
SMS is a store and forward service. In other words, short messages are not sent directly from
sender to recipient, but always via an short message service centre (SMSC) instead. This allows
message storage if the recipient is not available. A short beep or an icon on the display screen
indicates that a message has arrived. Perhaps the single best feature of SMS is that it is discreet.
The message is permanently stored in the user’s inbox so that it can be selected at some later time,
until it is deleted from the inbox.
The basic network structure of the SMS is depicted in Figure 3.5 while the functionality to
deliver mobile-terminated messages is as follows:
1. The short message is submitted through a SMS gateway to the SMSC which stores it.
2. The SMSC contacts the home location register (HLR) which contains the subscription and service
profiles and receives the routing information for the mobile subscriber.
3. The SMSC sends the short message to the mobile switching centre (MSC) using the
forwardShortMessage operation.
4. The MSC retrieves the subscriber information from the visitor location register (VLR). This operation may include an authentication procedure.
5. The MSC transfers the short message to the base station controller (BSC) and base tranceiver station
(BTS) via a radio link.
6. The MSC returns to the SMSC the outcome of the forwardShortMessage operation.
7. If requested by the short message entity (SME), the SMSC returns a confirmation of short message
delivery.

The two types of short message delivery available are point-to-point and cell broadcast. During the first, short messages can be sent between mobile phones (including confirmation messages)
or from a PC to a mobile phone and vice versa. In cell broadcasting text messages are sent to all
mobile phones present in a cell. This service is unidirectional and is used for broadcasting messages regarding, for instance, weather or traffic conditions.

3.3.2 Multimedia message service
SMS is evolving towards MMS that is accepted as a standard by the next generation mobile networks [mms, 2001]. MMS enables the sending of messages with rich media such as audio, images
and video clips. Initially MMS will be very similar to a short PowerPoint presentation on a mobile
phone, i.e. a series of slides featuring colour graphics and sound. Similar to an SMS, the recipient
receives a notification and when the full message is received, the presentation starts running. Visually, the presentation looks like a slide show with still images and sound. MMS will emerge in
two phases. The first phase is based on GPRS as a bearer, rather than third generation (3G). Once
3G is deployed, more sophisticated features like streaming video will be introduced.
Message delivery within MMS is slightly different than SMS:
21 The constraints for supporting a large number of simultaneous users are associated more with the capacity of the
SMSC than the signalling path.
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Figure 3.5: The basic network elements and architecture of SMS.

1. The sender sends a message to the multimedia messaging service center (MMSC).
2. When the MMSC receives the message, the MMSC sends confirmation. The sender then gets a
message sent.
3. MMSC sends the receiver a notification that a new message is waiting.
4. The receiver can then download the message immediately or later.
5. Once the message is successfully downloaded, the receiver gets a messageReceived notification.
6. Once the receiver has successfully downloaded the message, the sender gets a messageDelivered
notification.

In SMS, storage of messages is not an issue since the size of a message is small and the issue
of storing a message arises only when the recipient is not available. In contrast, MMS messages
can be longer. Also, they may be stored in the recipient’s MMSC for longer (since they may not
be downloaded immediately) introducing a cost. Further, users may wish to store messages in a
permanent form e.g. photo albums. Unlike SMS, MMS communication will not be discreet due
to the rich media used. SMS does not have a concept of a user profile whereas in MMS, the notion
of user profile is central, e.g. determines when a message will be downloaded. Finally, copyright
protection is much more significant in the MMS environment.

3.3.3 Wireless application protocol
WAP is an application environment and a set of communication protocols for wireless terminals
designed to overcome resource limitation issues such as low processing capabilities, high bit error
rate, limited memory and operation over a variety of bearer networks. WAP takes a client server
approach by incorporating a relatively simple micro-browser into the mobile phone while services
and applications reside temporarily on WAP gateway servers, rather than permanently in phones.
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WAP comprises a five-layer model, consisting of transport, security, transaction, session and application layers [wap, 1998]. WAP does not force applications to use the entire protocol stack. If
an application, for example, does not require security but reliable data transmission, it can use a
service of the transport layer without using the security layer.
WAP push framework
A feature of WAP that makes it attractive as a voicemail summarisation delivery platform is the
push access protocol (PAP). PAP outlines a proactive way to send information from Internet
servers to WAP-enabled mobile devices without the user having to actively request it. Typical
examples include alerts to which the user has subscribed, small adverts, and email notifications.
Combined with other applications, such as location-based services, PAP becomes a powerful way
of providing users with valuable real-time information.
Push services already exist in mobile phone networks, using the SMS and the cell broadcast
mechanism in GSM networks. Many people already use SMS regularly, for information on key
news items, or notification that a new message has arrived in their voicemail box. However, there
is a very important element missing in the above: the service is not interactive. WAP provides the
required interactive behaviour through specifications such as the wireless telephony application
(WTA).
Within the push framework, the protocols used by the server that initiates the push of content
are separated from the protocols used in the WAP domain. This is achieved by placing an intermediary known as the push proxy gateway (PPG) between the push origin server, known as the
push initiator (PI) and the WAP client on the wireless device (Figure 3.6). If the push message is
unread, it may be silently replaced by subsequent push messages under the control of the PI, ensuring that up-to-date content is always in the handset. The PAP is designed to work on top of one
of the application level protocols, like HTTP or SMTP on the Internet. Push over-the-air (OTA)
protocol that is used for delivering the push content from the PPG to the device over the wireless
network is a thin protocol layer that is implemented in both the mobile device and the PPG. In
addition to the two push specific protocols, PAP and Push OTA, the PPG implements the entire
WAP protocol stack.

Push Over-the-Air (OTA) Protocol

Push Access Protocol (PAP)

Internet

SME

Mobile Network

Push Proxy Gateway (PPG)

Push Initiator (PI)

Figure 3.6: The basic network elements and architecture of WAP Push.
WAP is used with MMS as an underlying protocol. Future versions of MMS will be based on
the standard Internet protocols such as HTTP over TCP/IP. However, currently WAP is the only
effective mechanism to terminate a push message.
Optimal bearers for WAP push
None of the existing GSM bearers for WAP – SMS, unstructured supplementary services data
(USSD), cellular datagram packet data (CDPD), GPRS and circuit switched data (CSD) – are
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optimised for this protocol [Buckingham, 2001]. Although, SMS can be used as a bearer for WAP
browsing, it is just too slow for practical use. Instead, operators rely on IP-based bearers for good
performance. However, for push we expect SMS to be the most widely used bearer, due to several
limitations with IP in the current mobile systems.
With the exception of SMS, the existing bearers are inappropriate for push services because a
connection establishment requires the mobile client to act as a remote access server. This feature
is not supported by today’s mobile terminals so as to keep the client’s processing load low. But
even if mobile terminals had this feature, those bearers lack immediacy in the sense that they
require a certain amount of time to establish connection and reserve the voice channel prohibiting
voice calls to be placed at the same time. Although GPRS, the new packet-based bearer, is often
described as ‘always on’, that is unlikely to be true for IP connections in the near future. The
user has to start the WAP browser in the handset before the IP connection is established, and
the connection is usually dropped if there are several minutes of inactivity. Even if an operator
does offer long-lasting IP sessions for thousands of WAP users, they are going to have trouble
finding enough IP addresses for them. Until the 128 bit long addresses of IPv6 become common,
the solution has to rely on network address translation (NAT). This is a technique that allows
many devices to share a single public IP address. Although that is sufficient when the handset is
browsing, but there is no way for push messages to reach them.22 For the above limitations of the
other bearers and the simplicity and effectiveness of SMS, we selected it as an adequate bearer for
WAP push for the purpose of delivering voicemail summaries.

3.4 Hypotheses
Following the description of the technologies that compise VoiSum’s architecture, we can make
the following hypotheses:
H1 A hybrid connectionist/HMM system can provide good performance on the Voicemail task. We
expected that a relatively simple ASR system with components trained using the Voicemail
corpus and other existing databases would give adequate recognition accuracy. Further,
the rich transcription output from our own system would be the basis for designing the
summarisation component.
H2 SMS is adequate for transmitting voicemail summaries. We predicted that key content of an
average voicemail message could be encapsulated in a couple of SMS messages and the
time required for creating and transmitting the summaries would be kept minimal.
In the next chapter we shall examine the validity of the above hypotheses experimentally.

3.5 Concluding discussion
This chapter introduced the diverse fields of ASR, automatic summarisation and mobile messaging. In order to implement the VoiSum architecture we need to look closely at the characteristics
of these technologies and use them together in creative ways, each building on the strengths of
the others. With the exception of SMS, the existing bearers are inappropriate for push services.
At the same time, selecting SMS as a message transmission mechanism introduces an essential
22 The

push message would be sent to a pre-defined port. However, when the NAT server receives a connection to
port on its public IP address, it has no way of knowing which terminal it should be routed to.
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limitation on the length of a text summary. Domain, size and complexity of the spoken messages will affect the summarisation component. For example, speech of a restricted domain is
easier to summarise than multi-topical, because it might be feasible for the former to find and
codify the rules-templates which produce the summaries. Further due to transcription errors, the
summariser must capable of generating summaries using reliably transcribed words. Additionally,
short spoken messages require different summarisation techniques from long ones while statistical
approaches require a large and homogeneously annotated corpus.

4. Baseline voicemail summarisation
system

This chapter describes the baseline voicemail summarisation system and attempts to examine the
validity of the hypotheses we have just made. We describe the construction of the ASR component
which is based on a parameter efficient hybrid connectionist/HMM approach. We then define the
problem of voicemail summarisation and describe the annotation of the messages for training,
validation and testing. A weighting of lexical and audio-specific features is used at this stage
to score words. According to it, the lowest scoring words in message transcriptions are being
removed to form summaries. After a voicemail summary has been produced, it is fitted into a template which encapsulates it within the appropriate protocol headers so that it can be transmitted
over a mobile netowork’s signalling path. We finally discribe the testbed we used to estimate the
text summaries submission delays.

4.1 Automatic transcription of voicemail speech
Current ASR systems perform acceptably in controlled environments.
Voicemail data
is characterised by a variety of speaking rates, accents, tasks and acoustic conditions [Padmanabhan et al., 1997]. Additionally, phenomena such as a wide variability in speaking
rate and in vocal effort as well as an increase in disfluencies (e.g. false starts, repetitions, broken
words) are common. In contrast to natural dialogue, voicemail speech is a “one-way” communication: speakers do not receive any direct feedback when they leave messages, resulting in many
questions and instructions which are not present in conversational or dictated speech. Since immediacy is of primary importance while recording a voicemail message, the speakers do not have
enough time to complete message and utterance planning, and often speak without a good plan.
A motivated user tends to speak more clearly and the speech is a little more formal in its nature,
42
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without the problems of cross-talk and barge-in.
There are no restrictions in location or type of phone used to leave a voicemail message.
The telephone channel provided on any particular call has spectral and temporal effects on the
transmitted speech signal. These sources of variability are particularly a problem for cellular
and cordless telephones. Background noise and acoustics in the environment that a telephone
speaker is in have also tangible effects on the signal. Different handsets, or in general different
microphones, have different frequency response which is also affected by tilting a microphone
at different angles. Finally some degradation is due to the file compression method used by the
voicemail systems.

4.1.1 Experimental data
Voicemail data is difficult to collect because of privacy and legal issues. The largest corpora known
to be available have been collected by AT&T and IBM. AT&T have reported ASR and indexing results using a database of 10 000 voicemail messages from 2 500 speakers [Hirschberg et al., 2001].
We use the Voicemail Corpus-Part I that was recorded from volunteers at various IBM sites in the
United States and is available through the linguistic data consortium (LDC) (LDC98S77). The
database is not quite gender balanced, with the percentage of male speakers being 38%. The topics covered in the collected data ranged from personal messages to messages with technical or
business related content. In this sense the Voicemail corpus is different from the Switchboard corpus [Godfrey et al., 1992] where the speakers were asked to talk about a specified topic (1 of 35
topics), and gives a distribution of topics in real-world voicemail. The messages were subjectively
categorised as follows: 27% business related (e.g. schedule of a meeting), 25% personal (e.g. ‘get
back home before 9pm. . . ’), 17% work-related (e.g. maintenance schedule for a lab), 13% technical (messages containing technical information about programming) and 18% miscellaneous
(messages not falling in any of the above categories). We also observed that a large number of the
speakers in the corpus had strong dialects and non-native accents.1
The average length of a voicemail message is 31 sec and has about 100 words, however the
peak of the histogram of voicemail durations occurs at 18 sec. The average rate of the speech
is approximately 190 words per minute. Each voicemail message typically has a click at the
beginning or end of the message arising of the caller hanging up. The data was sampled at 8 kHz,
and recorded in 8 bit µ-law compressed format. As the messages were retrieved from the voicemail
system, they had been compressed by the proprietary compression techniques used by the ROLM
voicemail system that is used in various IBM locations. [Padmanabhan et al., 1997] showed that
although the voicemail compression has some effect on the speech recognition error rate, it is
generally small for most speakers.
Datasets and dictionary
The system presented herein is trained using the 14.6 hours of speech contained in the Voicemail
Corpus Part I and we refer to this set as Vmail15. This corpus comprises 1801 messages in the
training set and in our implementation the first 1601 messages are used as training set and the
remaining 200 as validation set. For evaluation purposes, we use the development test set of
this corpus comprising 42 messages (test42, 2 000 words) and a second test set containing 50
messages (test50, 4 000 words).2 The messages in the test50 set are on average twice as long
as those in test42. The difference between validation and test data is very important. If every
1 Non-native

speakers, in general, exhibit a large acoustic variability, reduced grammar, slower speaking rate, and
their pronunciations are located in a speaker specific space that is less discriminative.
2 M. Padmanabhan is acknowledged for providing us with test50.
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potential improvement is evaluated on the same test set that is used for the final evaluation, then
one runs the risk of ‘tuning’ the recogniser/summariser to that data.
Vmail15 corpus contains approximately 150 000 words, 10 000 of which are unique entries.
Our basic pronunciation dictionary was derived from a subset of the 65 000 word dictionary used
in the Abbot/SPRACH Hub-4 BN transcription system [Robinson et al., 2002] that contained an
average of 1.3 pronunciations for each word. There were about 1 000 new words in Vmail15
for which pronunciations were constructed manually following sub-word rules of the 1998 Abbot/SPRACH Hub-4 BN dictionary. The out of vocabulary (OOV) rate of the test42 and test50
with respect to the the above dictionary was 2.2% and 2.7%, respectively.3

4.1.2 Construction of the ASR component
Although the majority of ASR systems use parametric distribution models to estimate the likelihoods of particular feature vectors given a particular speech class, we constructed the ASR
component using the NN/HMM framework (Section 3.1.6). This will allow us to examine the
validity of the H1 hypothesis. According to this approach a neural network serves as the acoustic model, estimating discriminative posterior probabilities for each context independent (CI)
phoneme class [Robinson et al., 2002]. These probabilities, converted into likelihoods (Equation 3.11), are then used in a conventional HMM decoder to find the most likely word sequence.
One of the reasons behind selecting this approach is historical since SPandH is one of the labs
(along with Cambridge, Faculté Polytechnique de Mons, ICSI and IDIAP) where NN/HMM models have been held on despite the proliferation of techniques and tools specific to GMM systems.
But there are also other advantages:4
performance NN/HMM systems are comparable in performance to other architectures. On small
vocabulary tasks, the differences are marginal. On large vocabulary tasks such as BN, the
NN/HMM systems may make as many as 50% relative more errors than the best performing
systems (which are GMM based), but the best systems are much more complex e.g. speaker
adaptation and context-dependence.
simplicity The structure of a NN/HMM system is rather simple: a single neural network with
a few tens of outputs, each of which has a direct interpretation as a particular phone.
GMM/HMM systems typically rely on a rather fine sub-phonetic state division, and in consequence have complicated state-tying infrastructure to maximise training efficiency. Much
of the complexity of context-dependence, phoneme states and parameter sharing is accomplished automatically within the single network-training operation, and is hidden from the
user. Further, while GMM/HMM systems typically make use of a vector of acoustic features
and their first and second derivatives, NN/HMM use wider acoustic context.
flexibility Whereas GMM/HMM systems often perform very differently in response to relatively
minor changes in feature representation, NN/HMM systems are much better at adapting to
changes in input feature distributions.
hardware availability Easy and fast training of neural network acoustic models from hand labels
or forced alignment through back propagation can be achieved by using SPERT T0 custom
vector microprocessor [Wawrzynek et al., 1996].
3 The OOV words were infrequent in the test sets. If all words are considered irrespectively of their frequency, the
OOV rates were 7.3% and 12.8%, respectively.
4 cf. Section 3.1.4 and the ICSI Speech FAQ at http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/speech/faq/connVsGMM.html
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discrimination Because NN/HMM systems calculate the posterior probability of all possible
classes in a single step, they can focus on discriminating between classes that might be
most prone to confusion. By constrast, in GMM/HMM systems each class is represented
by a separate set of parameters without regard to the other classes, so there is typically no
method to make more precise models of the critical regions of feature space (discriminative
training of GMMs is an active area of research).5
posteriors The neural networks acoustic models estimate true posterior probabilities rather than
the likelihoods (arbitrarily scaled probabilities) resulting from distribution models. Posteriors present several interesting application opportunities, including confidence estimation,
search efficiency, and visualisation.
Preprocessing
We experimented with both PLP and MSG front-ends. We created 12th order PLP features plus log
energy without augmenting with deltas or double-deltas (Section 3.1.1). The MSG features consist
of two banks of 14 spectral energy features each; the first bank is filtered to contain modulation
frequencies between 0 and 8 Hz, while the second covers 8 to 16 Hz. The statistics of each feature
channel were normalised to zero mean and unit variance over the training data to increase the
robustness of the system to environmental conditions.
System configuration
The input to the MLP network is a window of 9 successive feature vectors centered on the frame
of interest, providing the classifier with temporal context. Therefore, the PLP network has 117
9 13 input units and the MSG network has 252 9 28 input units. The output layer consists
of 54 nodes,6 each associated with a particular CI phone class. Input and output are connected by
a sigmoidal hidden layer of 2 000 units. The number of parameters for each layered network was
9 feature vector length 54 2 000 weights, plus (2 000+54) biases.
The underlying statistical model was an extremely simple HMM. For each of the 54 phonetic
classes, we had a HMM consisting of strictly left-to-right model with multiple states tied to a
single distribution; multiple repeated states were used to establish a minimum duration of each
phone. The parameters of the system were adapted using Viterbi training to maximise the log
likelihood of the most probable state sequence through the training data. First, a Viterbi pass
is made to compute an alignment of states to frames. The parameters of the system were then
adjusted to increase the likelihood of the frame sequence, i.e. maximising the emission probabilities of the HMM. The emission probabilities were scaled likelihoods estimated by dividing the
network outputs by the priors of each class while the transition probabilities were set to 0.5.
Initial labelling
We made an initial forced alignment7 of the Vmail15 data, by passing it through a network trained
on Hub-4 BN data downsampled to 8 kHz bandwidth. That network had offered a WER8 of 36.0%
on the Hub-4 BN task [Robinson et al., 2002]. That system yielded a 67.0% WER for VMail15 as
5

Another set of transcriptions which will be used for our summarization experiments to which we shall be referring
to as SR2 was produced by discriminative training of GMMs [Cordoba et al., 2002].
6 No separate phone classes for non-speech phenomena such as ‘click’ or ‘mumble’ that are common in Voicemail
corpus were modelled. Silence should be capable of modelling those too.
7 The word sequence for each training utterance is defined in advance, and all that is required is to find the best
match between those words and the acoustic signal.
8 NIST’s standard scoring package sclite in dynamic programming string alignment mode was used in all
experiments.
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ASR system configuration
(1) BN Acoustics, PLP features, VMail15 bigram
(2) VMail15 Acoustics, PLP features, VMail15 bigram
(3) Combination of (1) and (2), VMail15 bigram
(4) Embedding training of (3), VMail15 bigram
(5) PLP features, VMail15, BN bigram 100:1 weighted mixture
(6) PLP features, VMail15, BN bigram 50:1 weighted mixture
(7) PLP features, VMail15, BN bigram 20:1 weighted mixture
(8) PLP features, VMail15, BN bigram 1:1 weighted mixture
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test42
67.0%
56.1%
55.2%
54.2%
54.4%
53.9%
54.4%
58.0%

Table 4.1: Recognition performance on test42 after bootstrapping from the BN acoustics and the
effect of combining VMail15 and BN bigrams.
shown in Table 4.1. We then trained the MLP network with the acoustics of Vmail15 and tested it
using a bigram language model to get a WER of 56.1%.
Combination of acoustic probability streams
By combining acoustic probability streams framewise in the log domain [Hochberg et al., 1995]
the WER decreased to 55.2%. Although MSG features alone were not as good as PLP features,
the WER was significantly reduced by combining these two systems as table 4.2 depicts. MSG
features offered a significant benefit for messages that were degraded in some manner, and were
therefore used as the basis of our subsequent work.
Embedded training
There may be a subtle9 inconsistencies between the transcribers’ labelling in the training database
and the intrinsic capabilities of the classifier. Such a mismatch can compromise the training of the
classifier, since it may keep reproducing aspects of the training labelling which are not necessary
correct. One approach to reducing or avoiding these effects employs an iterative process of training a classifier. This classifier is used to relabel the training examples (subject to the original word
transcriptions), and the training of a new classifier starts from the relabelled training data. The
idea is that if there are systematic timing biases in boundaries, or questionable label assignments
where a free choice exists within the pronunciation lexicon, the relabelling will correct these, and
the classifier trained in the next iteration will have a more consistent set of labels to train to, and
thus will be more accurate. This process can be repeated indefinitely, although the experience is
that iterations beyond three or four times yield little or no additional gain. The WER of the first
embedded training was 54.2%, and we did not get any real improvements through iterations.
Language model
Due to the relatively small size of the Vmail15 corpus used to train language models, we experimented with weighted mixtures of Vmail15 language model and a BN language model. The latter
was created using a set of carefully transcribed data that containing approximately 1M words. Although we managed to get a slight improvement of 0.3% absolute after combining VMail15 and
BN data with a ratio of 50:1, we shortly abandoned the use of those combined language models,
not wishing to increase the vocabulary size to 35 000 words with a marginally useful technique.
9 This can be worse whenever errors occur in the database, e.g. vm103315 audio file contains two voicemail message
recordings while the corresponding transcription corresponds only to the first one.
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ASR system configuration
(9) 193 compound words in (4), PLP features, VMail15 bigram
(10) 53 compound words in (4), PLP features, VMail15 bigram
(11) PLP features, VMail15 trigram
(12) MSG features, VMail15 trigram
(13) PLP+MSG features, VMail15 trigram, 53 compound words
(14) PLP+MSG features, VMail15 trigram, no compound words
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test42
53.7%
52.4%
51.2%
51.8%
48.4%
46.5%

Table 4.2: Effect of modelling compound words in performance and comparison of different
acoustic features.
Compound words
It is known that in spoken language some words are more closely grouped with adjacent words.
Since the pronunciation of a word depends on contextual factors such as following and preceding words, word predictability and speaking rate, we also examined ways to add more contextual influence into the pronunciation model. Merging confusable words with other words with
which they co-occur frequently and modelling coarticulated pronunciation at the boundaries is
expected to improve recognition accuracy. Our initial model consisted of 193 compound words10
which are marked in original transcriptions and were used as single lexical items in both the
vocabulary and the language models. We modelled their pronunciations using rules described
in [Finke and Waibel, 1997]. When the baseline vocabulary was augmented with compound words
a small reduction in WER (0.5% absolute) was gained using a bigram model. Since in that set
there were included infrequently occurring word-pairs (which would have limited impact on any
WER statistics), an additional constraint of word pair frequency was added. After setting a threshold of 15 or more occurrences in order to include words in compound word list, we came up with
53 compound words while the respective model produced a WER of 52.4%. However, when the
same compound words were incorporated into the trigram language model this gain vanished as
shown in Table 4.2. Reduced performance can result from crude pronunciation models which
seem to assist language models of lower complexity in making better assumptions. The CI nature
of our system can be an important factor related to the above results.
We revisited the issue of compound words by augmenting both the vocabulary and the trigram language model with 32 manually designed compound words specific to voicemail following [Saon and Padmanabhan, 2001]. This reduced the WER to 44.4% and 46.6% for test42 and
test50, respectively. Before computing the WER all compound words in the reference and decoded transcriptions are replaced with the corresponding sequence of words. We also split the
acronyms into individual words of letters (e.g. C. E. O. instead of CEO). Hence part of the information would be retained in the case that some letters are misrecognised or not included in the
summary, giving the user a chance to recognise a familiar acronym even in the presence of some
errors.
Extended language model
In an attempt to extend the language model and the vocabulary while keeping the confusability as low as possible, we trained a trigram language model with the available voicemail
10 Compound

words in the linguistics literature are known as collocations and fixed phrases [Smadja, 1993].
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Compound words

A-CALL
ALL-RIGHT
AREA-CODE
AS-SOON
BYE-BYE
CALL-ME
FIND-OUT
FOLLOW-UP
GET-A-CHANCE
GIVE-ME
GIVE-ME-A-CALL
GOING-TO
HAVE-A-NICE-DAY
HELP-DESK
KIND-OF
LET-ME-KNOW
LET-YOU-KNOW
LITTLE-BIT
PHONE-MAIL
PHONE-NUMBER
PLEASE-GIVE-ME-A-CALL
SET-UP
SORT-OF
TAKE-CARE
TALK-TO-YOU-LATER
THANK-YOU
THANKS-A-LOT
THANKS-VERY-MUCH
THIS-IS
WANT-TO
WANTED-TO
YOU-GET-A-CHANCE
YOU-KNOW
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Phonemic Transcription

ax kcl k ao l
ao r ay tcl t
ey r iy ax kcl k ow dcl
ax s uw n
bcl ax bcl b ay
kcl k ao l m iy
f ay n dcl aw tcl
f aa l ow ah pcl
gcl g eh dx ax ch ae n s ay
gcl g ih v m iy
gcl g ih v m iy ax kcl k ao l
gcl g ah n ax
hh ae v ax n ay s dcl d ey
hh eh l pcl dcl d eh s kcl
kcl k ay n dcl ax
l eh m iy n ow
l eh y uw n ow
l ih tcl t el bcl b ih tcl
f ow n m ey l
f ow n ah m bcl b axr
pcl p l iy z gcl g ih v m iy ax kcl k ao l
s eh tcl ah pcl
s ao r tcl ax v
tcl t ey kcl k ey r
tcl t ao kcl t y uw l ey dx axr
th ae n kcl y uw
th ae n kcl k s el aa tcl
th ae n kcl k s v eh r iy m ah ch
dh ih s ih z
w aa n ax
w ah n ax dcl tcl t ax
y uw gcl g eh tcl ax ch ae n s
y ax n ow

Table 4.3: Compound words modelled in the ASR system and some of their alternative pronunciations.
data and measured the perplexity of every sentence in the Hub-4 BN and Switchboard11 corpora [Fetter et al., 1996]. Prior to calculate the perplexity of each sentence in Switchboard corpus
we removed overlapping portions (both speakers talking at the same time) and certain non-speech
events such as laughter or coughs and interruptions/hesitations. Approximately 1 300 sentences
of both corpora that scored the lowest perplexity and contained at least ten words were added to
the training data. We then trained a language model with the augmented texts and tested on the
Voicemail test set.
In all experiments the singleton bigrams and trigrams were excluded and a Witten Bell discount strategy was used.12 As shown in Table 4.4, the extended language model and the 2 000
extra entries in the vocabulary that reduced the OOV rates to 1.6% and 2.0%, leading to WER
of 41.1% for test42 and 43.8% for test50, respectively. Since the WER is not uniform, but rather
11 Switchboard corpus

(LDC93S7) [Godfrey et al., 1992] is a collection of about 2400 two-sided telephone conversations among 543 speakers (302 male, 241 female). A computer-driven “robot operator” system handled the calls, giving
the caller appropriate recorded prompts, selecting and dialling another person to take part in a conversation, introducing
a topic for discussion and recording the speech from the two subjects into separate channels until the conversation was
finished.
12 This is an estimator where the first occurrence of each word is taken to be a sample for the “unseen”
event [Witten and Bell, 1991].
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bursty across and within messages, it is possible to perform useful summarisation where the WER
is low. In the experiments reported in the remaining of this dissertation the above WER rates will
apply.
ASR system configuration
Baseline
Compound words
Low perplexity sentences

test42
46.5%
44.4%
41.1%

test50
48.2%
46.6%
43.8%

Table 4.4: Improvements in transcription accuracy after augmenting both the language model and
vocabulary with task specific compound words and Hub-4 BN and Switchboard sentences that
scored low perplexity with respect to the Voicemail training set language model.
By comparing the above WER with those reported by [Padmanabhan et al., 1998,
Saon and Padmanabhan, 2001] and [Cordoba et al., 2002] our system produces up to 25% relative (11% absolute) more errors. This supports H1 hypothesis that predicted a good recognition
accuracy, especially given the parameter efficient topology of our models. Further improvements
in recognition accuracy could be obtained by taking advantage of the fact that the differences in
the nature of the errors made by the multiple configurations we presented are in some sense complementary. A mechanism for performing such a combination of ASR output is provided by the
recognizer output voting error reduction (ROVER) system [Fiscus, 1997].

4.2 Voicemail summarisation
Voicemail summarisation has several features that differentiate it from conventional text summarisation:
1. Typical voicemail messages are short: the average duration of a voicemail message is 30 sec
in the IBM Voicemail corpus;
2. The summaries are extremely terse, designed to fit into short messages; hence coherence
and document flow (style) are less important than the transmission of the main content of
the message;
3. Since the voicemail message is transcribed by an ASR system, a significant WER must be
assumed.
We have adopted a word-extractive approach to voicemail summarisation. That is, we define a
summary as a set of content words extracted from the original message transcription. Given this
definition, we can frame the problem of voicemail summarisation as a word-level discrimination
task: for each word, decide whether or not it should be included in the summary. The automatic voicemail summarisation task can be defined as the selection of important, topical words or
phrases from within the body of a transcribed message. Assuming that each word can be considered independently13 , given a spoken message S , the task of summarisation is to map each term
into a predefined summary class according to values of feature vectors.

S :RV
13 When humans

01

C

(4.1)

listen to spoken utterances they need to identify individual words before they can extract a linguistic
meaning from them. Although continuous speech does not contain words as discrete entities surrounded by silence,
listeners are able to resolve the problem of segmenting continuous speech into words without any noticeable difficulty.
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Stop words
A
AM
ANYWAY
ARE
AS
BE

BEEN
BY
BYE
HE
HELLO
HI

I’D
I’M
I’VE
IS
IT
IT’S

ITS
LITTLE
ME
MY
OF
PLEASE

SHE
SHOULD
SO
THAT
THAT’S
THE

THEIR
THEM
THERE
THIS
THOUGH
THUS

TO
TOO
WAS
WE’D
WE’LL
WE’RE

WE’VE
WERE
WHERE
WHETHER
WHICH
WHILE

WHOM
WHOSE
WHY
WOULD
YEAH
YOU’RE

Table 4.5: Words excluded from the summaries during the annotation phase.
where V is the vocabulary size and C is the class-set size. A fundamental difference of voicemail summarisation with summarisation of spoken dialogues or BN is that only one speaker speaks
at the time and due to the relatively short length of messages segmentation is not necessary.

4.2.1 Annotation protocol
The construction of a supervised classification system for a summarisation task, requires a data
set of labelled examples in order to train, validate and test the system. The experiments reported
in this chapter have used manually annotated data corresponding to the first 800 and last 200
messages in the IBM Voicemail Corpus as a training set and validation set, respectively.
The annotation of principal content words in the transcriptions was partially based on the
extraction of NEs, along with the selection of additional words necessary for the understanding
of the message. Labelling of important words in a message is not an easy task and possibly not
very robust, since vast interpretive differences are possible and common. Any annotation schema
must attend to the details within context. The following rules were followed during the annotation
phase:
1. Pre-annotated NEs were always marked as targets unless unmarked by later rules
2. The first occurrences of the names of the speaker and message recipient were always marked
as targets,14 other occurences of them were not marked as targets unless they resolve ambiguities
3. Any words that determine explicitly the purpose of the message were marked as targets
4. In case the same information is repeated within the message only the first instance was
selected with the exception when the speaker changed his/her mind
5. Any stop words (Table 4.5 ) were automatically excluded from the summaries
6. During labelling only the human transcription was available to the annotator15
As shown in Table 4.6 the training set comprised 66 000 words and the validation set 17 600
words. The average compression rates for all sets was 30% with the exception of test50 where the
rate is 20%. The relation between the number of target words and total words in each transcribed
message contained in test42 and test50 is shown in Figure 4.1, respectively. The annotation of
an example message (vm103317) follows with target words shown in boldface. The reference
summaries for the two test sets are given in Appendix A.
14 Some names such the recipient’s name are not important in the summary. This means that the performace of NE
matching for classification is an over-estimate, since in reality there should be more insertions.
15 This was because we did not want to introduce a bias towards words that were prominent in the audio message.
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Data set
Messages
Transcribed words
Total target words
Proper names
Telephone numbers
Dates and times
Other target words
Average compression rate (%)

Training
800
66 049
20 555
2 451
3 007
1 862
13 235
31.1%

Validation
200
17 676
5 302
666
577
518
3541
29.9%

Test42
42
1 914
561
111
120
46
284
29.3%

51
Test50
50
4 223
820
170
190
81
379
19.4%

Table 4.6: Description of the data sets used to perform the summarisation experiments.
HI BLAINE KAREN GATES JUST WANT TO LET YOU KNOW I HAD TO MOVE THE BIWEEKLY
WITH ASH- WITH ASHOUK AND DRAGUTIN FROM JUNE THIRTIETH MONDAY TO TUESDAY JULY FIRST ELEVEN THIRTY TO TWELVE THE SAME TIME BUT THE NEXT DAY UH IIT WILL NOT HAPPEN ON THE THIRTIETH OF JUNE WE’RE GOING TO PUT IT JULY FIRST
THANKS BYE BYE

Agreement between annotators
Humans tend not to agree very well on what constitutes an ideal extract. If we are to trust that a
summary is indeed a reliable substitute for the source, we must be confident that it does in fact
reflect the content of that source. Hence, methods for creating and evaluating summaries must
complement each other. Several empirical studies have compared different human summaries for
their degree of overlap. It is possible to measure the level of agreement between annotators by
counting the proportion of times they agree or disagree on a decision.
In order to analyse the agreement among human annotators for the voicemail summarisation
task we adapted a software tool whose purpose was to allow human annotators to extract words
from BN data and create summaries with a target compression rate.16 In particular we asked asked
16 human annotators to create summaries for 5 randomly selected messages contained in test42
(messages: 2, 7, 9, 14 and 26) with a target summarisation rate in the range of 20-30%. A sample
of the tool containing message 9 is depicted on Figure 4.2.
With the exception of two subjects (out of 16) who started summarising by selecting important words, all subjects at a first pass scanned the transcription and excluded irrelevant words,
producing summaries with compression rates in the range of 45-50%. During subsequent passes
they included/excluded words so as to meet the compression rate requirements. We also found
that virtually all annotators tended to the upper limit of compression (29-30%).
Inter-annotator agreement was measured using the Kappa statistic. A use of Kappa statistic
(Section 2.6.2) can be seen in the SUMMAC evaluation [Mani et al., 1998], where 4 subjects
were asked to assess how acceptable the summaries were, without being given explicit criteria. A
unanimous agreement only on 36% of the data was observed, leading to a Kappa of 0.24. It was
unclear whether this disagreement was due to different interpretations of ‘acceptability’ or due to
similar interpretations with different judgements. As shown in Table 4.7 the agreement among the
16 annotators in our experiment found to be relatively good, in the range of 0.36 to 0.55 (average
0.48).

4.2.2 Summarisation through term subtraction
As we saw in Section 3.3.1 selecting SMS as a message transmission mechanism introduces an
essential limitation on the length of a text summary. As the maximum length of each SM is 140
octets (sufficient coding for 160 7-bit ASCII characters), we needed a summariser capable of
16 C.

Hori is acknowledged for giving permission to modify her tool for the purposes of this experiment.
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Figure 4.1: The number of target words versus the total number of words in the message transcriptions comprising test42 (top) and test50 (bottom).
retaining only the most important words contained in a message. In theory, we need to generate
summaries that use only correct information. Since we can never guarantee that we can perfectly
identify the words in decoded audio that are correct, we can not depend on sentence-level parsing
because even a single incorrect word can completely garble syntactic structure. Instead, we need
to choose information in another way, one that does not depend on syntactic or semantic analysis.
After taking into account the lack of sentence-level structure in voicemail, we performed
voicemail summarisation by representing each message as a vector of weighted terms, with the
weights derived from collection frequency, NE matching and acoustic confidence measures. In the
rest of this chapter, the task of message summarisation can be seen as a linear combination of statistical and prior knowledge information, where the decision to accept or to reject words or phrases
in a summary is based upon speech recognition confidence measures, term collection frequency
and NE matching. The idea behind term weighting is selectivity: what makes a term a good one is
whether it can express correct information content from the original message. The computation of
the weights reflects empirical observations of the data. In this particular implementation, we did
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Figure 4.2: Sample of the tool used to collect summaries produced by different annotators, which
then were analysed regarding their similarity.
Message number
Target tags
Non targets tags
Po
Pe
Kappa

2
300
788
0.79
0.60
0.48

7
475
1317
0.75
0.61
0.37

9
380
932
0.79
0.59
0.49

14
292
796
0.80
0.61
0.50

26
314
838
0.82
0.60
0.55

Table 4.7: Agreement among 16 annotators on five random messages contained in test42. The
proportion of target and non target tags as well as the Kappa statistic, Po and Pe (Section 2.6.2)
for each message are shown.
not remove stop words (e.g. prepositions and conjunctions) via a stop word list.17 The algorithm
shown in Figure 4.4 removes the words with the lowest score till the restrictions of message length
are met. A description of the lexical features and the text compaction technique we used follows.
Acoustic confidence
In theory, we need to generate summaries that use only correct information. Confidence
measures quantify how well a model matches some spoken utterance, where the values
are comparable across utterances. NN/HMM systems are well suited to producing computationally efficient acoustic confidence measures, without requiring explicit normalization. [Williams and Renals, 1999]. Their relationship to the acoustic model enables them to be
applied at the frame-, phone-, word- and utterance-levels, providing a basis for distinguishing between different sources of recognition error. The most discriminating measures are achieved by
normalising all phonemes in a word by the duration of the entire hypothesised word, rather than
normalising each phoneme constituent by its own duration. These confidence measures are computed directly by C HRONOS decoder [Robinson et al., 2000] where the language model is used
to constrain the search for the optimal state sequence but is not used in the computation of the
confidence estimates.
17 Collection

frequency alone should be sufficient to assign low scores to stop words.
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Figure 4.3: The frequency of compression rates used by 16 human annotators to summarise 5
random messages within a range of 20-30%.

Collection frequency
Collection frequency18 is inspired from IR (see e.g. [Robertson and Sparck Jones, 1997]) and is
based on the fact that words which occur only in a few messages are often more likely to be
relevant to the topic of that message than ones that occur often in the entire corpus. For a term wi
the collection frequency is defined as:
CFWwi

log

N
nwi

(4.2)

where N is the number of messages in the training data and nwi is the number of messages that
word wi occurs in. The CFWwi weights are then normalised to the number of messages.
Named entity matching
Named entity lists were employed in order to prioritise words that may be classified as proper
names, or as certain other classes such as organisation names, dates, times and monetary expressions. This is less straightforward than identifying NE in written text, since speech recognition output is missing features that may be exploited by “hard-wired” grammar rules or
by attachment to vocabulary items, such as punctuation, capitalisation and numeric characters. Our NE lists contain 3 400 entries, 2 800 of which derived from the Hub-4 BN corpus [Stevenson and Gaizauskas, 2000] whereas the remaining were classified manually from the
Vmail15 transcriptions.19 This allowed us to retain information such as telephone numbers or
proper names in the summaries.
Text compaction
By replacing words with abbreviations, we can compact the text without losing information. This
is based on the fact that users of SMS are familiar with text messaging abbreviations. As an
example the phrase “SPEAK TO YOU LATER” can be replaced with “spk 2 u l8r”.20 In our system
18 Collection

frequency is also known in the IR literature as inverse document frequency.
Stevenson is acknowledged for providing their BN corpus derived NE lists.
20 We use lower case letters to indicate such abbreviations.
19 M.
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Figure 4.4: A schematic outline of the mechanism that assigns scores to each recognised word
reflecting empirical observations regarding a combination of statistics and prior knowledge. Each
term in the recogniser output is assigned a score based on a acoustic confidence measure, collection frequency weight and membership of predefined NE lists.

we have been using a set of approximately 40 such abbreviations that offer a reduction of more
than 10% in the message length. We also replaced words describing numbers with the respective
digits, e.g. the word “THREE” was replaced by “3” in the summaries offering a further reduction
in length and increasing message readability.
The closest analogy to the simple term subtraction techniques described is the work
by [Grefenstette, 1998] where telegraphic representations of every sentence in a document are
created by deleting elements of a sentence determined to be relatively unimportant on the basis
of a shallow syntactic analysis. These telegraphic representations are motivated by user interface
considerations: text reduction enables a visually impaired reader to skim a document being read
aloud. The analysis comprises four levels according to the target compression rate: a) retain only
subjects, head verbs, and object nouns, preposition and dependent noun heads, no sub-clauses
b) retain only subjects, head verbs, and object nouns, no sub-clauses c) retain only subjects and
object nouns, no sub-clauses, and d) retain only proper names, no sub-clauses.
More recently, a collection of text compaction strategies was proposed by
[Corston-Oliver, 2001]. These include character removal, inter-word space removal and
linguistic text compaction and are tested in reducing the amount of space required to display an
email message, enabling a user to view it on the small display of a mobile device such as a mobile
phone or a pager. It is claimed that users are very successful at deciphering the compacted text.
Feature weighting
Feature weighting can be viewed as a generalisation of feature selection (Chapter 6). In feature
selection, feature weights are restricted to 0 and 1, i.e. a feature is used or not. Feature weighting allows finer differentiation between features by assigning each continuous valued weight. In
general, feature weighting algorithms do not reduce dimensionality of a data set. Unless features
with very low weight are removed from the data initially, it is assumed that each feature is useful
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Figure 4.5: A schematic outline of the mechanism that removes the words with the lowest score
till the message length restrictions are met. A list of common abbreviations is also used to compact
the text without losing information.

for induction; each degree of usefulness is reflected in the magnitude of its weight.21
The scores of three different knowledge sources were combined to remove non-target words
from the message transcriptions. Since the scores are assumed to be probabilities of independent
events one should be able to simply multiply them. However, these scores are computed by components which have been trained independently and in a sub-optimal way. Since the independence
assumption is only partially true, we used heuristic weights to normalise the scores when they are
combined. A good combination of weights proved to be 1.0, 0.5 and 0.7 for acoustic confidence,
collection frequency and NE matching, respectively. The results we report in this section are
an indication of how summaries can be produced using elimination to shrink automatically produced transcriptions. The lack of a systematic framework to maximise the quality of summaries
produced using feature weighting become evident.
Preliminary evaluation using MOS
Summaries are inherently hard to evaluate because the quality of a summary depends both on
the use for which it is intended and on a number of other human factors, such as how readable
an individual finds a summary or what information an individual thinks should be included in a
summary. In order to evaluate how the summaries reflect the information content of the original
messages of the voicemail task, we asked human subjects to evaluate summaries using a MOS
rating, i.e. 1=Poor,5=Excellent (Section 2.6.1). A sample of the web-based MOS evaluation is
depicted in Figure 4.6. The summaries were judged by 14 subjects who compared them with the
human transcriptions of the messages in terms of information completeness.
Figure 4.7 shows the average summaries score of the 10 longest messages of the test42 set
(messages 2, 7, 9, 14, 20, 26, 33, 34, 35, 36) for three compression rates (60%, 40% and 20%). 22
21 Using

continuous weights for features involves searching a much larger space and involves a greater chance for
over-fitting [Kohavi et al., 1997].
22 For this experiment, compression rate is defined as the ratio of summary length to source length in characters
including spaces between words. Although, this is appropriate for SMS, to avoid any bias and to be consistent with the
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Some low scores could be explained by the fact that five of the subjects were not familiar with
SMS abbreviations used in the summaries. The average MOS scores given by the evaluators to
these initial message summaries were 3.14 and 2.56 for a compression rate of 40% and 20%,
respectively. From these initial experiments is shown that the statistical model in combination

Figure 4.6: Sample of the MOS evaluation (message 7 of test42). The human transcription is
shown on the left while three summaries with compression rates 60%, 40% and 20% are shown
on the right.
with prior knowledge sources can produce summaries of some use. In the subsequent chapters,
we will investigate how other types of features, namely prosodic, can be used to improve the
summarisation component.

4.3 System integration and performance evaluation
In order to examine the validity of H2 hypothesis we constructed a demonstrator that allows automatically produced summaries to be transformed into a format suitable for submission over SMS
and we estimated the time required to create and transmit the summaries. Our experimental setup
uses connection-less sessions based on the simplest submission service, which comprises of the
datagram layer, the session layer, the Push OTA layer and finally the application layer that contains the actual summary. After a voicemail summary has been produced, it is fitted into a wireless
mark-up language (WML) template designed particularly for this service. The template allows
specific types of information such as caller’s number or name and time of call to be displayed in
a more formalised way. The WML page is then forwarded to a mechanism that encapsulates it
within the appropriate protocol headers. The page is then sent to a WAP PPG, which handles the
compaction of the page as well as the communication with the SMS gateway. For the delivery of
the push content to the WAP PPG the PAP is used. PAP runs over TCP/IP and it carries information to the WAP PPG when the messages should be sent, through which network bearer, and a
summarisation literature in the rest of the thesis the compression rate will be calculated in words.
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Figure 4.7: MOS results on how well each summary retains the information contained in the
original transcriptions of the 10 longest messages of the test42.

number of other options that can be found in the PAP specification [wap, 1999a].

Figure 4.8: Summary retrieval of message vm1dev26 on the display of a WAP phone. An optional
connection to the voicemail system in order to listen to the particular message is provided by the
WTA.
The Nokia WAP Toolkit23 1.3 beta was used in order to compile the WML code. Its emulator
offers a real-time depiction of the content on a WAP enabled handset and Figure 4.8 shows the
summary of message 26 of test42 on such a display. In case a text summary suffers from coherence
degradation, readability deterioration and topical under-representation, a link that allows a direct
connection to the voicemail system is offered to the user in order to listen to the particular message.
Some users might also prefer not to rely entirely on a text summary, but instead been able to access
the intonational information contained in the original recording. This functionality is specified
by the WTA [wap, 1999c] and save users from typing numbers and passwords while accessing
telephony services. The characteristic of the WAP service enabler offers the ability to create an
enhanced user experience and adds value to the underlying SMS bearer.
23 Available

from Nokia Wireless Data Forum, http://www.forum.nokia.com
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Human transcribed message
HI MARY IT'S MARY ANN SHAW I JUST HAVE A QUICK QUESTION
FOR YOU THE DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE THAT IS TOMORROW
AND THURSDAY CAN YOU LET ME KNOW IF THAT'S IN THE
HAWTHORNE ONE OR HAWTHORNE TWO JUST WANTED TO MAKE
SURE I'M NOT SURE THE WAY THEY YOU KNOW SET UP THEIR
ROOMS SO IF YOU COULD GIVE ME A CALL I'M ON TIELINE EIGHT
TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO BYE
Automatically transcribed message
HI GARY IT'S MARY INITIAL I SHOULD HAVE A QUICK QUESTION
FOR YOU DID DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE IT IS TOMORROW AND
THURSDAY YOU LET ME KNOW THANKS IN THE HAWTHORNE
WONDERFUL POINT TWO JUST WANTED TO MAKE SURE MUCH
SURE THE WAY YOU KNOW SET UP THERE SO IF YOU COULD GIVE
ME A CALL ON TIELINE EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO BYE
Automatically summarized message
MARY I A QUICK QUESTION 4 u DRIVING COURSE IT IS 2moro AND
THURSDAY u LET ME KNOW IN 2 WANTED 2 MAKE SURE SURE THE
WAY u KNOW SET THERE SO u GIVE ME A CALL ON TIELINE 8 2 6 16 0 2
BYE
Summarized message in WML format
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE wml PUBLIC "-//WAPFORUM//DTD WML 1.1//EN"
"http://www.wapforum.org/DTD/wml_1.1.xml">
<wml><card id="MainCard" title="Voicemail Notification">
<p> <b>Caller:</b> 07979123456 <br/>
<b>Date and Time:</b> Fri 14 Apr 2000 - 14:56</p>
<p align="center"> <b>Message</b><br/>

MARY I A QUICK QUESTION 4 u DRIVING COURSE IT IS 2moro AND
THURSDAY u LET ME KNOW IN 2 WANTED 2 MAKE SURE SURE THE
WAY u KNOW SET THERE SO u GIVE ME A CALL ON TIELINE 8 2 6 16
0 2 BYE
<a href="wtai://wp/mc;01141234567,4557">Listen to message</a>
</p></card></wml>

Table 4.8: Human transcription, automatic transcription, summary and WML template of the
vm1dev26 spoken message.

4.4 Message submission experiments
The testbed used to estimate the text summaries submission delays is described in Figure 4.9.
It consists of two PCs, each connected to a V.DOT. The latter are self-contained GSM phones
with voice, data, fax and SMS capabilities controlled by standard and extended AT commands
from the RS232 serial port. Expressway 2.0 of Dialogue Communications was used on both
computers as SMS gateway software. The WBXML encoding as well as the software to embed
the summary text to the WML template was especially written for the purposes of this application.
The headers of the protocols have been hard-coded because at the time of writing there were no
WAP phones on the market supporting push capabilities, as this feature was specified in the WAP
1.2 specifications [wap, 1999b].
In order to calculate the delay of the voicemail summary delivery, two types of measurements
have been performed; the time needed for the V.DOT device to send a SM and the time needed
for the SM to be received by the mobile client.24 SMs can be transmitted over the mobile phone’s
air interface using the signalling channels so there is no delay for call setup. SMs are stored by
an entity called SMSC and sent to the recipient when the subscriber connects to the network. The
average delay time for a successful delivery of a pair of SMs is given by the following:
Dservice

2

Tsetup

Tsubmission

(4.3)

where T represents the corresponding time. This is because our testbed puts the SMs in a queue,
24 H.

Ladas is acknowledged for setting up the gateway and performing the message submissions related to this
experiment.
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Figure 4.9: Overview of the testbed used to estimate message summaries submission delays.

while the operators SMSC supports multiple submission sessions. Figure 4.10 shows the average delays after delivering SMs corresponding to the summaries of 25 voicemail messages
(50 SMs in total) during four time ranges in a single working day over BTCellnet’s network.25
The submission mechanism over this network gives a stable performance by delivering a message summary WAP page after approximately 10 sec. Further performance analysis and results on SMS submission utilising different protocols over multiple networks can be found in
[Koumpis et al., 1999, Jiang, 1998]. Although the implementation of SMS in GSM networks is
very much standardised and is defined in the GSM specifications, each operator provides a proprietary interface. By using WAP Push instead, the only information that is different from users
under one operator to another is the location of the PPG while the rest of the protocol (i.e. PAP)
would be the same making much easier the development of portable applications across different
networks.
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Figure 4.10: Average setup and submission delays corresponding to the delivery 25 voicemail
messages (50 SMs in total) within each time range. All SMs first get sent to the SMSC from
where they are routed to the mobile terminal.

In order to estimate the full data path delay we have to add the automatic transcription (including feature extraction), summarisation and message formating times. Text summary encoding
into the WAP domain takes a fraction of second and can be regarded as insignificant. The summarisation algorithm presented in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 is implemented in C and its execution time
25 These

experiments were performed in August 1999. BTCellnet is currently known as O2 .
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depends mainly on the length of the NE lists. For the NE lists described herein the summary of
a transcribed message is produced within 3-4 sec. The latter delay can be reduced by using more
efficient indexing techniques such as hash tables. The trigram probabilities used for the language
modelling are usually pre-computed before the recognition run. Computing the transition score
then corresponds to one or two table lookups and this is not an expensive operation. On a PII PC
with 512MB of RAM, fast and memory efficient C HRONOS decoder [Robinson et al., 2000] gives
a 1 3 real-time recognition. Consequently, a typical spoken message contained in the Voicemail
I corpus with duration of 31 sec can be delivered on a WAP compatible terminal as a text summary within approximately 54 sec. The above figures are provided only to indicate that significant
delay savings are possible. Further investigation into feature extraction methods, NE lists length,
configuration of the mobile network and traffic load are likely to affect the above figures, however
the H2 hypothesis, regarding the suitability of SMS, is valid.

4.5 Concluding discussion
We have proved the concept of automatic voicemail summarisation for mobile messaging. The
construction of a baseline system that transcribes and summarises voicemail messages contained
in the Voicemail corpus was outlined. The results on the transcription task validated our H1
hypothesis by demonstrating that competitive performance can be achieved using a fraction of
parameters than those required by CD systems based on mixtures of Gaussian likelihoods. We
benefited from bandlimited acoustic data and the NE lists derived from the Hub-4 BN corpus.
The combination of acoustic probabilities of different systems in the log domain proved to be a
simple and effective method to reduce transcription errors. That was particularly true in the case
of MSG features which provided significant gains as part of a combination with the PLP baseline.
We also noticed some improvements by augmenting the textual data used to train the language
models with task specific compound words and similar utterances from BN and Switchboard corpora. This suggests that for a compact system multi-style language is an effective method. The
summarisation mechanism that we have presented has a simple and explicit link to the models. It
makes use of knowledge sources derived from corpora and removes the least informative words
when length restrictions apply. Given the relatively high WER rate the automatically produced
summaries retained content words, however MOS dropped with higher compression rates. A series of message submission experiments supported our H2 hypothesis related to the suitability of
SMS as a bearer to deliver text summaries. Furthermore, the WAP push system can offer immediate and easy access to recorded messages through seamless sign on. Up to now our models we
have limited the information used to construct summaries on lexical matching and acoustic confidence. However, a spoken message is richer than its text transcription. The prosodic manifestation
of a message – its duration, pitch and energy – can disambiguate a text transcription as well as
adding new information.

5. Aspects of speech prosody

Prosodic phenomena are both wide-ranging and pervasive in speech. Both speakers and listeners
use prosody to disambiguate similar words, to group words into meaningful phrases, and to highlight words or phrases. This chapter presents some definitions of prosodic phenomena through a
basic taxonomy. We then give an overview of the main theoretical and experimental developments
of research in prosody from the view point of practical speech applications. Computational models
of prosody can be useful in automatic speech summarisation. For example, a prominent word may
mean that the word is new or important information, or that it replaces something previously said
in error. Furthermore, prosody is a complementary information source to help the summarisation
component recover from errors and ambiguities.

5.1 Definitions
This section discusses the terminology used to describe the prosodic phenomena with which the
thesis is concerned. There is no standardised technical terminology for prosody. The literature in
general is diverse, coming from fields such as speech pathology, speech production, pragmatics,
conversation analysis, discourse analysis, computational linguistics, artificial intelligence as well
as psycholinguistics.1 As a result of the variety of approaches, many different terms are found
in the literature to describe what are often the same phenomena [Werner and Keller, 1994]. In
addition, many different systems of categorisation mean that different divisions are made in the
phenomena according to the research orientation of specific studies. This section will describe
some approaches and then explain the selection of terms used in this study and define their role in
data description.
Prosody is the term used to describe collectively the aspects of speech-related information
1 Although there are cultural differences, there is considerable overlap in the motivations and objectives of the several

communities working in prosody and opportunities for mutual support.
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that lie above the level of phoneme or syllable segments. Consequently, prosodic phenomena are
often called suprasegmentals2 . Prosody refers to the ways in which the individual sounds which
make up words are modified under the influence of contextual, rhythmic, informational, syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic factors to produce a coherent utterance. Additionally, the structure and
prominence patterns of prosodic features often provide the link between acoustic realisation and
linguistic interpretation of a word, giving clues as to how to parse an utterance, which element
is in focus, whether a point is in question, and whether there has been a chance in topic. Other
uses of prosody – although beyond the scope of this thesis – include paralinguistic phenomena
referring to aspects of vocal or bodily expression that convey meaning, but in a less structured or
systematic way than properties of speech itself. The main paralinguistic phenomena are: a) tones
of voice, such as the nasal, breathy, and creaky vocal effects used to convey everyday emotions
or to express social, psychological, or occupational states, e.g. the flat tones of a person suffering
from depression b) aspects of body language, such as gestures and facial expressions.3
In this thesis we are interested in prosodic features related to the acoustic realisation level and
can be quantified using acoustic signal analysis, rather than the whole set of possible features. As
such they can be split into two categories:
basic include pitch, loudness, duration, speaking rate and pause.
compound include intonation, stress/accentuation, rhythm and voice quality.

5.1.1 Basic prosodic features
Each of the basic features has an acoustic correlate. The acoustic correlates of prosody are among
the cues least affected by noise, so it is likely that human listeners use prosody as a redundant cue
to help them correctly recognise speech in noisy environments [Lindfield et al., 1999]. Pitch and
loudness have a direct acoustic correlate which can be obtained by signal processing algorithms.
The same can be true for duration and speaking rate, which can be estimated from the modulation
spectrum of the acoustic signal. Pauses (especially filled pauses) require some sort of model, e.g.
an ASR system, to identify them.
Pitch
The acoustic correlate of pitch is fundamental frequency (F0 ). F0 of speech is defined as the time
between two successive glottis closures. The periodic closing and opening of the glottis produces
the voiced signal, which is rich in harmonic frequencies. F0 is a function of vocal cord vibration,
while a formant is a function of a vocal tract configuration, which boosts some frequencies and
dampends others. The psychoacoustic scales of pitch are linear only at relatively low frequencies.
However, it is assumed that there is a linear correlation between pitch and F0 at the low ranges of
frequency that are relevant to the voicing of male and female speech (approximately 50-250 Hz
and 120-400 Hz, respectively).
The assigmment of pitch to words is known as pitch accent. Pitches may be assigned to phrases
and their boundaries. The variation of pitch across male and female speakers is due to physiological differences. In addition to physiological and cultural-gender differences, some people have
and use a much wider range than others. Throughout discourse structure, pitch range expands and
contrasts, raises and depresses. When speakers begin a new topic, their pitch range expands or
constasts. Conversely, when speakers are drawing to the end of an intonational phrase, their pitch
2 This

is basically due to the title of a classical study on prosody by [Lehiste, 1970].
from speech pathology shows that linguistic and paralinguistic prosody seem to be processed in different
hemispheres of the brain; e.g. [Fromkin, 1987].
3 Evidence
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range compresses. There are two representational methods of accounting for this event: the declination model which accounts for the lowering in a continuous linear fashion [Cohen et al., 1982]
or a categorical model which demonstrates in a step-wise manner the tendency for pitch accent
targets to diminish proportionally across speakers [Bruce, 1977, Pierrehumbert, 1980].
As discussed is Section 3.1.1, many speech feature analysis techniques such as LPC analysis
and cepstral techniques, deliberately ignore F0 , because the speech message results mainly from
the vocal tract filter rather than from the excitation source. However, F0 has been very popular
parameter in prosodic analysis because: a) it is single-dimensional and thus facilitating statistical
analysis of data b) F0 data can be obtained and analysed in immense quantity, and c) it can be
naturalistically manipulated to construct stimuli for perception experiments. [Bruce, 1977] was
one of the first to take advantage of the above.
Several F0 calculation algorithms have been proposed, e.g.
[Rabiner et al., 1976,
Gold and Morgan, 1999, Cheveigne and Kawahara, 2001]. Typically a number of spectral analysis or inverse filtering techniques are used to locate the frequency of primary excitation energy.
There are several obstacles in estimating F0 accurately: maintaining adequate frequency resolution, removing the effects of vocal tract resonances, and avoiding frequency doubling or halving
due to harmonic content. F0 estimates of lower quality are also obtained when the algorithms
are applied on telephone speech, due to signal degradation caused by the noisy and bandlimited
telephone channel. In addition to the F0 computing, part of pitch determination process is to determine which parts of the utterance are voiced and which are unvoiced. This is usually accomplished
by applying constraints to the autocorrelation function of the low-pass filtered speech waveform,
which indicate that no voicing is present. Extensive smoothing operations such as median filters
can be applied to enforce a degree of continuity in the final pitch contour.
Loudness
Loudness is a measure of the perceived amplitude of sound. It is directly related to the energy
envelope of the speech signal. It may be calculated on a frame-by-frame basis and the mapping
between them depends on the sensitivity of the human auditory system to different frequencies.
Furthermore, the auditory system does some energy normalisation, but it is not clear how this
normalisation is performed during speech perception.
Duration and speaking rate
Speaking rate depends primarily on the speaker style and the nature of communication. However, it has also been reported that cognitive load tends to affect the variance of the long-term
speech rate [O’Shaughnesy, 1995]. There have been many attempts to find a consistent measure
for quantifying speaking rate but there is no consensus for a common accepted measure. An
acoustic correlate of the speaking rate can be defined as the average of the phoneme durations
corresponding to a certain segmental unit such as a phoneme. Each phoneme has its own intrinsic
mean and standard deviation of duration [Beckman, 1986]. When examined in context, relative
to the average duration of the phoneme, it may help convey stress. Words that are repeated by
a speaker tend to have reduced durations compared to the initial instance of the word. Using
broadcast monologues and interviews, [Fowler and Housum, 1987] showed that the later token of
a repeated word, which referred to given information, tended to be shorter and less intelligible
than the previous, which introduced new information. [Campbell, 2000] argued that a measure of
segment’s lengthening is more useful information than a measure of its duration.
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Pause
Pauses may be expressed by vocalisation, such as “um” or “uh”, or by silence. The first are
called filled pauses while the second are called unfilled pauses. The actual size of these units is
unspecified in both definitions as pause lengths are probably a matter of personal speaking style
and are therefore likely to vary from speaker to speaker. Pause duration is often a cue to the
strength of a phrase boundary, and more so for read speech. [Ayers, 1994], among others, found
long pauses at the boundaries between segments of read speech, but found no clear pattern of
pause duration in spontaneous speech. However, when the durations of filled pauses are taken
into account for spontaneous speech, there is evidence that pause duration reflects topic structure.
Pauses are also distinguished by their location in the structure of a phrase or utterance. Typically, pauses reflect the speaker’s uncertainty in formulating utterances marking a conflict between speech planning and speech production. Pauses in general are far more frequent in spontaneous than read speech as a result of constructing the content and form of utterances in real-time.
[Maclay and Osgood, 1959] have suggested that filled pauses are usually used for syntactic planning, while unfilled pauses usually precede lexical search.

5.1.2 Compound prosodic features
While basic features are physical properties of sound, compound features are subjective ones
referring to perceived phenomena. For compound features there is no unique correspondence with
the basic prosodic features [Hart et al., ]. Instead, any relations are complex and multi-parametric.
Intonation
Intonation is defined as the melodic feature of an utterance and can be decomposed into three
components linked to: the syntax of an utterance (such as interrogative, declarative), the attitudes
of the speaker (what the speaker wants to explicitly show to the listener: e.g. politeness, irony) and
finally the emotions (involuntary aspects of the speaker’s speech) [Scherer et al., 1984]. The third
feature is differentiated mainly by the pitch contour (the global envelope of the pitch), loudness,
speaking rate and pause. For example, variations in intonation can convey very different meanings for the same sequence of words: ”next Monday” with a rising F0 contour generally implies
a question, while the same phrase with a falling F0 contour are usually associated with a statement [Ladd, 1996]. The intonational phrase can be distinguished by the presence of an ending
tone that signals its closure and by a duration of silence that follows the utterance. The ending
tone, or boundary tone, forms a tonal tail on the utterance that is high, equal, or low relative to the
utterance. An intonational phrase does not imply any degree of well-formedness. For example,
the presence of silence should be sufficient reason to mark the end of an intonational phrase if a
person stops speaking suddenly during an utterance and starts again on a different subject.
Stress/accentuation
The acoustic correlates of stress are pitch, duration and loudness, through a complex relationship.
Stress and accent both refer to basically the same phenomenon i.e. emphasis or, more generally,
prominence. In the literature, however, hardly ever they are used as synonyms. Very often, word
prominence is referred to as word stress, while accentuation is referred to the phrase or utterance
level. However, in both cases it is always single syllables that bear the stress. For example,
in the utterance ‘I don’t have a green car but I have a red one’, stress would be put on the words
‘green’ and ‘red’. An accent selects out a particular word over other words, revealing the speaker’s
communication intention to contrast and compare, or to focus attention over an entire phrase. Any
word, irrespective of syntactical class, can bear an accent, depending on the speaker’s intention.
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[Silipo and Greenberg, 1999] using data from the Switchboard corpus argued that amplitude
and duration are the most important acoustic parameters underlying the patterning of prosodic
stress in casually spoken American English, and that F0 plays a minor role in the assignment
of stress. Using both heuristic-model and decision-tree analysis, [Silipo and Greenberg, 2000]
re-examined this conclusion using both the range and average level of F0 in order to ascertain
whether there may be circumstances in which F0 figures importantly in prosodic stress. Although
their more recent results indicated that F0 -range is slightly more effective than average F0 level,
this finding is most likely a consequence of duration-related information intrinsic to F0 -range.
This in consistent with the conclusions of [van Kuijk and Boves, 1999] for a comparable corpus
of spoken Dutch.
[Lea, 1980] has shown that there is a relationship between word class and stress. Content
words i.e. those carrying an independent semantic meaning (e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives) are
more likely to contain stress syllables than function words (e.g. articles, conjunctions, suffixes)
which have little intrinsic meaning but are essential to the syntax. Although this dichotomy is not
categorical it has been validated experimentally by [Silipo and Crestani, 2000].
Rhythm
Rhythm is mainly related to variations in speed of speech production, i.e. syllabic timing.
Rhythm is the product of interaction between a number of basic prosodic features, including
loudness and duration of phonemes and duration of pauses. Theories of linguistic rhythm, e.g.
[Liberman and Prince, 1977], generally agree that the perceived rhythm of an utterance reflects
the combined influence of two components: a) a grouping component which indicates the hierarchical organisation of phonological units, from phonemes at the lowest level to syllables, and
phrases at the highest level; and b) a metrical component which describes the temporal pattern of
stressed and unstressed syllables. Hence, rhythm gives rise to different perceptual impressions,
depending on the length of the stretch of speech that is modified.
In the context of automatic speech processing, it is important to note that neither local or
global rate modifications are entirely linear. That means that is hard to produce natural-sounding
speech by accelerating or decelerating normal speech by a fixed rate. This might involve methods
of normalising the differences in time required to produce certain phonemes as opposed to others
or applying other non-linearly rhythmic changes. A theory for rhythmic patterns for spontaneous
speech has been introduced by [Umeda and Wedmore, 1994]. Using English speech material they
identified a hierarchy of rhythmic patterns including the repetition of amplitude-accents in addition to pitch accents at regular time intervals. For rhythmic reasons, also a word which is not
semantically important might carry an accent.
Voice quality
Voice quality is defined as the characteristic auditory colouring of an individual’s voice, derived
from a variety of laryngeal and supralaryngeal features and running continuously through the
individual’s speech [Trask, 1996]. The natural and distinctive tone of speech sounds produced by
a particular person yields a particular voice. Distinctive characteristics of a person’s speech such a
breathiness or creekiness are aspects of voice quality. Speakers do, however, introduce variations
in voice quality for particular purposes. For example: speaking in a soft voice to indicate sympathy
or a harsh voice to show anger.
The relationship between a particular voice quality and any acoustic measurement is multidimensional, complex and not well understood. Typically, objective measurements of voice
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quality involve a lot of measurements with different methods and techniques. One such technique, called electroglottography, works by registering laryngeal behaviour indirectly by a measuring the change in electrical impedance across the throat during speaking. Experimental evidence [Marasek, 1997] supports the hypothesis that voice quality (even pathological) can be distinguished using electroglottographic waveforms. The shape and timing of the single periods of
the glottal waveform differ not only between different utterances produced by the same speaker,
but also between speakers and between groups of speakers. In that experiment the differences
between groups of speakers were not only properly identified, but also the relative importance of
the parameters was established.

5.1.3 Computational theories of prosody
The main focus of existing computational theories of prosody is on stress and intonation, primarily as reflections of the lexical, syntactic and information structures. One such theory developed
by Pierrehumbert and colleagues [Pierrehumbert, 1980, Beckman, 1986] has three main distinguishing features. First, it assumes that a phrasal intonation is comprised of as string of tones
generated by a finite-state automaton. In general, this will consist of an optional boundary tone, a
series of pitch accents, a phrase accent, and an optional final boundary tone. The second feature
of the theory is the decomposition of the text to be associated with the tune into some metrical
representation, indicating stressed and unstressed syllables. The third feature of the theory is the
system of rules for associating tune with text. Thus, given some metrical representation of the
text and intonational string of tones, there is a mechanism which associates the two. [Ladd, 1996]
made another distinction for intonation, between the contour interaction theories, which treat pitch
accents on words as local differences of a global contour for the phrase, and the tonal sequence
approaches, which treat phrasal tune as compositional from a sequence of elements associated
with the word.
Computational theories of prosody however have not yet progressed to a point where interesting generalisations can be made for an engineering approach to voicemail summarisation (Section 4.2.1). Hence, we shall use raw prosodic features without addressing any formal theory of
prosody in our modelling.

5.2 Differences among languages and speakers
Prosody plays a role in human communication in virtually every language. However, differences
in evolutionary development among languages have resulted in enormous variance in the way
that prosodic features are used. Although all languages contain prosodic information, particularly
stress and intonation, some languages use prosody in opposite ways than others.
stress languages include most languages of Western European origin, such as English, German,
French and Spanish. Prosody is generally used to convey syntactic information to speech,
but stress and intonation (with some exceptions) do not denote word meaning and usage
directly.
tone languages include a large number of Asian languages such as Mandarin Chinese, Vietnamese, and Thai, and some African languages. In these languages, phonemic information
alone is not sufficient to distinguish between words and phrases.4 Vocal pitch is an intrinsic
part of the lexical representation differentiating the meanings of words and phrases.
4 For this reason in ASR systems for tone languages it is important to include an estimate of F in the front-end to
0
discriminate words.
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[Grandour, 1978] conducted studies on tone and range perception and found that for speakers
of tone languages direction and slope proved most important while for English speakers, average
pitch and extreme endpoints were the most important perceptual features. There are other languages that have similarities to both stress and tone languages, such as Japanese, in which relative
pitch differences between words alter their meanings, but individual syllables or monosyllabic
words are not distinguished by pitch when spoken in isolation.
Beyond these fundamental characteristics, there are also notable differences in the way different cultures use duration, pause, and rhythm to enhance communication, how emotional states are
indicated and perceived, and how the concepts of melody/harmony and pitch interactions affect
language, singing and music. Even within the same language, regional differences and dialects,
also dramatically affect the use of prosody. Individual differences based on gender, age, cultural
background, and education all affect the usage of language.

5.3 Differences between read and spontaneous speech
Spontaneous speech is produced without referring to a text, in contrast to read speech. The most
obvious difference between these two cases is the need for message planning. When reading a
text aloud, the reader is more concerned with the form of the utterance, since the message is already encoded in the text. One the other hand, in spontaneous speech the speaker has to create the
message. In natural speech, prosodic features are influenced by whether the utterance is generated
spontaneously or read aloud. Prosodic data from three American English corpus studies (laboratory speech from ATIS, Resource Management and Boston Directions Corpus) were discussed
by [Hirschberg, 2000]. It was observed that the speaking rate was faster for read speech than
spontaneous speech. Further, the boundary F0 contour on declaratives yes-no questions and whquestions was also seen to vary in different speaking styles. Declaratives in spontaneous speech
are more often characterised by final rises than in read speech, while yes-no questions are more
often characterised by a final falling intonation in spontaneous speech than in read speech.
Significant differences were also observed between the two speaking styles regarding certain
absolute measures of global parameters related to overall range and timing e.g. maximum and average F0 for each intermediate phrase, speaking rate, and duration of a preceding pause. However,
there did not appear to be any significant differences regarding other relative values associated
with the amount of change in prosodic parameters between phrases, e.g. amount of F0 from a
previous phrase or in the choice of nuclear pitch accent of phrase final contour. This suggests that
although more global features such as overall range and timing may vary greatly over speaking
styles, the more local features are relatively constant.

5.3.1 Disfluencies
Speech disfluencies constitute a phenomenon which seems to be limited to spontaneous speech.
Their distribution is not random, and in fact may be a part of the communication itself. Disfluencies tend to be less frequent in human computer interaction (HCI) than in human to human
interactions. However, the reduction in occurrences of disfluencies may be due to the fact that
people are as yet not comfortable talking to computers. They may also be less frequent because
there is more of an opportunity for the speaker to plan, and less of a potential for interruption. As
people become increasingly comfortable with HCI and concentrate more on their tasks than on
monitoring their speech, disfluencies can be expected to increase. Speech disfluencies are a challenge to the integration of ASR and NLP systems since the evidence for disfluencies is distributed
throughout all linguistic levels, from phonetic to at least the syntactic and semantic levels.
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Most work on disfluencies has looked at its prosodic and lexical characteristics, for example the PhD theses by [Shriberg, 1994, Lickley, 1994]. These approaches look for prosodic
clues which indicate interruption points, or word patterns which help indicate how far the repairs extends backwards. Non-syntactic methods for detecting and removing disfluencies can
be clasified as: a) pre-recognition which study the speech signal to find clues to disfluencies
[O’Shaughnessy, 1992, Nakatani and Hirschberg, 1994]. b) pre-parsing and post-recognition that
assume a perfect transcription, but detect disfluencies using word pattern-matching and part-ofspeech information provided by a tagger, but without using a parser [Heeman and Allen, 1997].
c) post-parsing that use word pattern-matching techniques to detect likely disfluencies. Syntactic and semantic parsing techniques are then used to discriminate actual disfluencies from false
positives [Bear et al., 1992].

5.4 Prosody in speech technology
Although a great deal of work has been done on the computation of prosody and its relationship
to speech communication, only a few specialised areas within the speech processing field have
been able to effectively integrate prosodic knowledge. [Cutler et al., 1997] reviewed the progress
has been made towards new conceptions of prosody’s role in speech processing, and found that
this has involved abandonment of previously held deterministic views of the relationship between
prosodic structure and other aspects of linguistic structure. The most wide-spread technological
application of prosody is related to the development of speech synthesis systems. Other areas are
also being developed with the speech and language technology context, the mainstream of which
is presented below.

5.4.1 Speech synthesis
Speech synthesis is performed by selecting a string of elements and concatenating the pertinent
acoustic waveforms; manipulations affect duration, intensity, and F0 , and in some systems spectral smoothing is applied at concatenation points, e.g. [Sagisaka, 1990]. There are three primary
methods of synthesising speech:
articulatory synthesis produces a speech waveform by modelling the physiological characteristics of excitation of the human vocal tract;
formant synthesis models directly the acoustics of the speech waveform
concatenative synthesis uses pre-recorded segments of real speech to construct a new utterance.
Concatenation is the conversion of a discrete sequence of linguistic or phonetic symbols on
the phonetic level into a continuous data stream on the parametric or acoustic level. In some
sense concatenation is the inverse problem to segmentation.
For the manipulation of the characteristics of synthesised speech, articulatory synthesis offers the
most natural built-in constraints, formant synthesis offers the most flexibility but concatenative
synthesis while producing the most natural sounding speech is the rather complex to implement.
Because concatenative synthesis employs digitised segments of recorded speech, it is in principle capable of reproducing all the fine variation of detail that is still too complex or too delicate
for the other methods to model. The output of a system with such a prosodic component is typically a sequence of phonemes with each being characterised by a duration and a F0 value. The
duration of every phoneme is dependent on the phonetic context. The F0 value is influenced by
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the lexical stress, the accented or focused element in a sentence and the intonational tune of the
utterance, e.g. a final rise for questions. The main difficulty for concatenation is co-articulation.
There are several different fundamental methods used for prosodic modifications in the synthesis field, including [Moulines and Charpentier, 1990, Black and Taylor, 1994, Dutoit et al., 1996].
Each of these approaches provides a consistent foundation for implementing time-scale modification (altering a speaker’s speech rate without changing F0 and spectral characteristics) and F0
modification (altering a speaker’s pitch without changing speech rate and spectral characteristics).
By combining intonation modification, duration modification (via time-scale alteration), and amplitude modification, the prosodic content of synthesised speech can be effectively controlled. The
more the prosody in a synthesis system is varied from the original recording, the more the waveform is destorted from its original shape, and the more artifacts are introduced by the processing.
Determining the proper prosodic pattern for a sentence is difficult, as real-world knowledge and
semantic information is needed to know which syllables to accent, and which tune to apply. However, by increasing the size and variety of the segment inventory, this problem with concatenative
synthesis can be greatly reduced.

5.4.2 Speaker recognition
Speaker recognition can be divided into speaker identification and speaker verification. Speaker
identification is the process of determining from which of the registered speakers a given utterance comes. On the other hand, speaker verification is the process of accepting or rejecting the identity claim of a speaker. The use of prosody in speaker recognition is very limited
and it has been treated as a frame-level feature, in the same way that other front-end analysis techniques are used. Most prosody related work is based on modelling of pitch statistics,
e.g. [Atal, 1972, Sonmez et al., 1998]. The same is the case for other areas such as gender identification or language identification where speaker dependencies are helpful rather than harmful.

5.4.3 Automatic speech recognition
Studies to apply prosodic knowledge to ASR have a long tradition. One early example is Lea’s
PhD dissertation in 1972, followed by a series of studies [Lea, 1980]. It was suggested at the time
that stressed syllables provide phonetic reliability in speech communication. Related experiments
that have aimed at improving transcription accuracy were though largely unsuccessful. This can
be explained by the nature of prosodic information. As it does not give us more cues at the lexical
or sublexical level, so it will not increase the word level accuracy of a recogniser. Hence, the
use of prosodic features in ASR has been largely neglected in commercial and research systems.
The most obvious reason is the difficulty of integrating suprasegmental information in mainstream
ASR models such as HMMs, which are by definition segmental in nature. An efficient and statistically sound combination of the two information sources is difficult to obtain. Another reason is the
lack of large prosodically annotated speech databases for training and testing speech recognisers.
Yet another reason why prosody is difficult to use in ASR is that many applications do not have to
deal with long sentences, for which prosody is most useful to provide a segmentation of the input
and help dissambiguation. However, as more complex applications are under development the use
of prosody is being reconsidered.
If prosodic information is to be used in ASR systems, prosodic transcriptions need to be
created automatically, defining the locations of prosodic features and determining their type.
This can be seen as an extension of the ASR problem: we want to determine a symbolic sequence corresponding to a time series signal. The HMM approach can be used to recognise ToBI
style [Silverman et al., 1992] prosodic categories and models can be built for each boundary tone
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or pitch accent and train them on annotated sequences using prosodic features such as F0 and root
mean square (RMS) energy as input. The inventory of tone categories is very small and so only
a small number of models would be needed. A similar approach could be used after training a
classifier to produce a tone category given F0 /RMS data sequences as input. Unfortunately, the
accuracy of this approach is not good since there is a lot of ambiguity between the different kinds
of tone and pitch accent.
At a pure ASR level the use of prosody has often been used in post-processing phases to rank
recognition hypotheses [Hirose, 1997, Taylor et al., 1998] and to reject or confirm recognition
hypotheses [Batliner et al., 1996, Bartkova and Jouvet, 1997]. For example, if some information
about the location of phrase boundaries is available then alternate parses of a utterance may be
constrained. Some word choices may be more likely than others in stressed positions within
phrases. [Hirschberg et al., 1999] found that there exist statistically significant differences in the
mean values of certain prosodic features between correctly and incorrectly recognised user turns
in interaction with a particular spoken dialogue system; and these prosodic cues can be used to
improve accept/reject decisions on recognition outputs.

5.4.4 Boundary detection
Prosodic cues are known to be relevant to discourse structure across languages [Vaissiere, 1983].
The past decade has shown a substantial amount of research in the areas of detecting boundaries. Phrase boundary detection can be used to resolve syntactic ambiguities or to improve the
efficiency of syntactic analysis. A comparison between syntactic and prosodic phrasing in read
speech was presented by [Fach, 1999]. In this study, syntactic structures were generated by a program that recognises noun phrases in text and ToBI [Silverman et al., 1992] prosodic structures.
The results showed that at least 65% of syntactic boundaries correspond to the prosodic ones. In
addition, prosody can aid the segmentation of a long speech recording into topics and sentences,
and help locate speech disfluencies for improved parsing. While earlier work tended to look at
these phenomena in isolation, more recent work attempted a more systematic study within a single
framework.
[Kompe et al., 1994] trained Gaussian and polynomial classifiers on a set of prosodic features computed from the speech signal using automatically generated boundary markers. Comparing the classification results with the judgments of the listeners yielded in a recognition rate
of 87%. A combination with stochastic language models improved the recognition rate to 90%.
They found that the pause and the durational features were most important for the classification, with F0 having minor influence. [Heeman and Allen, 1997] proposed a similar model to that
of [Kompe et al., 1994] and achieved improvements in perplexity by exploiting silence durations
which traditional word-based language models tend to ignore.
[Stifelman, 1995] compared the segmentation of an emphasis detection algorithm
with a hierarchical segmentation based on the theory of discourse structure proposed
by [Grosz and Sidner, 1986]. Her results showed that the indices into the audio selected by the
emphasis algorithm correspond to segment boundaries with high precision, but a low recall. Since
the emphasis detection algorithm employed primarily considered pitch peaks, this corresponded
to previous research hypotheses that new topic introductions (i.e. new segments) are associated
with increases in pitch range. [Hirschberg and Nakatani, 1998] used prosodic features to predict
whether a given frame of speech belonged to an intonational phrase or to a break between phrases.
This classification was driven by a regression tree model (Section 6.3.1) which took as observation
vectors values for F0 , RMS energy and autocorrelation peaks.
[Stolcke et al., 1998] detected utterance boundaries and a variety of speech disfluencies on a
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large portion of the Switchboard corpus. In their approach regression tree models used to associate
lexical and prosodic features. An explicit comparison was made between prosodic and word based
models, and the results showed that a n-gram model, enhanced with segmental information about
turn boundaries, significantly outperformed the prosodic model. Model combination improved the
overall results only marginally. [Shriberg et al., 2000] followed on from this work reported results
on boundary detection on both Switchboard and BN corpora using a large number of prosodic
features. Analysis of the prosodic decision trees revealed that while pause features were heavily
used in both corpora, pitch was a highly informative feature in BN whereas duration dominated in
Switchboard.
[Gotoh and Renals, 2000b] were concerned with the detection of sentence boundaries in a
collection of British English BN transcripts. They combined an n-gram language model with
an alternative model estimated from pause duration information obtained from the ASR output.
Their experimental results showed that the pause duration model alone outperformed the language
model. Further improvements were possible by combining these two information sources. It was
also observed that the longer the pause duration, the greater the chance of a sentence boundary
existing.

5.4.5 Detection of speech acts
Various theories of dialogue structure suggest that different kinds of utterances will be marked
with different prosodic structure. Without knowing the detailed structure it might be possible
to recognise the type of utterance from prosodic cues. This is the basis of a number of studies
which seek to improve the performance of ASR in dialogue systems. [Taylor et al., 1998] used
knowledge of the utterance type to constrain the language model within dialogue system. Their
system used a constrained language model to make decoding more accurate and efficient if, for
example, the prosodic cues suggest that an utterance is a yes/no question. In some cases, the
recogniser would tolerate misrecognitions without causing communication errors, i.e. when the
recognised string was conceptually identical to the intended meaning of the user’s utterance (e.g.
yeah vs. yes). The reasoning behind using utterance type specific language models was that certain
word sequences are more likely to occur in utterances of a certain type. Their simulations showed
that if they were better at move detection they could improve WER even more. More recent
work by this group [Hastie et al., 2002] has looked at combining these low level cues with high
level discourse information in analysing the structure of dialogues. They show that a hierarchical
analysis of dialogue structure can improve dialogue act recognition. This is achieved by seeking
a best overall hypothesis for what words have been spoken and what dialogue act they represent,
in the light of both the dialogue history so far and the current speech signal. [Campbell, 2000]
also used data from spontaneous dialogues to illustrate how vowel duration ratios can be used to
identify speech acts.

5.4.6 Speech understanding
There has been a considerable activity in prosody driven ASU in the last few years. Most of
the studies are restricted in scope, and could be regarded more as feasibility studies that have
demonstrated the effectiveness of prosodic information. The role of prosody in reducing syntactic
ambiguity becomes increasingly important as language processing systems handle more syntactic
constructions and as ASR systems deal with increasing amounts of hypotheses as the vocabulary
size increases. The impact of incorporating prosodic events on the overall system performance
for these applications is dependent on many issues. These include the underlying representation
of prosodic events as well as the performance of an automatic system in recognising these events.
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In reports from the Verbmobil project [Nöth et al., 2000] it is claimed that they were the first to
incorporate prosody in a complete ASU system. Analysis of phrasal breaks and accentuation is
claimed to bring down the processing time in the searches and to boost performance.

5.4.7 Speech summarisation
The use of prosody in speech summarisation has been very limited. The earliest reported related work concerned the generation of crude summaries based on acoustic emphasis [Chen and Withgott, 1992]. They trained a HMM on hand labelled transcriptions by a panel
of listeners of spontaneous speech to detect emphasis based on the pitch and energy content
of conversations. Their summaries on an unseen (but rather small) test set received a good
agreement with human annotators. DiaSumm (Section 3.2.2) was another speech summarisation
system to use prosody but it restricted its use to the turn length and inter-turn pause features.
[Yamashita and Inoue, 2002] proposed a system that extracts sentences from hand transcribed
and segmented lecture speech using a linear combination of F0 and linguistic information. A
more systematic use of prosody for speech summarisation can be found in our previous work
e.g. [Koumpis et al., 2001, Koumpis and Renals, 2001] where we compared the relative contribution of lexical and prosodic types of features for voicemail summarisation.

5.5 Concluding discussion
Prosodic cues play an important role in human speech communication. At the lexical level, they
help define words and above it, they structure a message into smaller phrases and mark the focus
of a phrase. Prosody also conveys extra-linguistic information such as gender, emotion and attitude of a speaker. Prosodic models can potentially be used in many aspects of a human-machine
communication system, including speech synthesis, ASR, syntactic/semantic analysis, topic segmentation, dialogue act determination and dialogue control. As the diversity of the literature
shows, its integration is not a trivial task. A consistent prosodic framework is not available neither
for a single, nor for the multi-lingual description of prosody. Prosody is very much speakerdependent, even idiosyncratic (e.g. F0 range, speaking rate), and as such, the issue of normalisation has problematic implication in speaker-independent systems. The same compound features
can be expressed by different basic features or by different contours of the same feature. Different
compound features also influence each other [Hart et al., ] and the same acoustic attributes, that
indicate much of the prosodic structure, are very common in aspects of spontaneous speech that
seem to be related more to the speech planning process than to the structure of the utterance. The
actual relationship depends on the context and on the speaker. In the subsequent chapters, we
examine which prosodic features are the most relevant for the task of voicemail summarisation
and how these features interact with lexical ones. We avoid any assumptions as to the role of the
features, and leave it to machine learning approaches to find out the relevant features and optimal
sets of them from collections of speech data.

6. Feature selection

In the task of voicemail summarisation although lexical features, such as NE matching and collection frequency provide substantial information, there are many cases when a major cue can come
from prosodic features such as duration or energy. One can identify many tens of potentially useful lexical and prosodic features for this classification task. However, the quality and selection of
the features representing each class of words has a considerable bearing on the robustness of the
subsequent classification. In addition, we wish to reduce the dimensionality in order to make the
classification calculations quicker, to save storage space and to permit rapid feature extraction.
Therefore it is desirable to select a subset of the most useful features and to discard the remainder.
In the first part of this chapter we review the major feature selection approaches and discuss their
characteristics. The second part of the chapter focuses on feature subset selection in variable
cost domains. This is important because the costs of different types of errors (e.g. recall/precision
trade-off) are not necessarily known when the system is trained and thus different classifiers or
feature sets may be optimal for different costs. Emphasis is given on the Parcel algorithm which
is based on ROC analysis and allows the construction of systems robust to cost variation using
combinations of multiple feature subsets and classifiers.

6.1 Importance of feature selection
Feature selection1 can have a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the resulting classification algorithm [Ferri et al., 1994, Zongker and Jain, 1996]. Very often it is not known in advance
which features will provide the best discrimination between classes, and it is usually not feasible to measure and represent all possible features of the the objects being classified. As a result,
feature selection and extraction methods have become important techniques for automated pattern
recognition, exploratory data analysis and data mining. The main purpose of feature selection is
1 Feature

selection in statistics literature is known as variable selection [Krzanowski, 1988].
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to reduce the number of features used in classification while maintaining an acceptable classification accuracy. Feature extraction is a more general method in which the original set of features is
transformed to provide a new set of features. The feature selection problem can be viewed as a
combinatorial problem. It refers to the task of identifying and selecting a useful subset of features
to be used to represent patterns from a larger set of often mutually redundant, possibly irrelevant,
features with different associated measurement costs and/or risks. Any feature belonging to a
‘good’ subset must have two basic properties (Section 2.1):
1. features characterising objects belonging to different classes have dissimilar values
2. features characterising objects belonging to the same class have similar values
There are various reasons for which one wants to perform feature subset selection. It can reduce
the dimensionality of the data2 and may allow learning algorithms to operate faster and more
effectively. In some cases, accuracy on future classification can be improved; in others, the result
is a more compact, easily interpreted representation of the target concept. Exhaustive evaluation
of possible feature subsets is usually inpractical because of the large amount of computational
load required. On the other hand, there are dangers in using feature selection with limited training
data [Zongker and Jain, 1996].

6.2 Characteristics of feature selection algorithms
Feature selection algorithms perform a search through the space of feature subsets and as a consequence, must address four main issues affecting the nature of the search [Langley and Sage, 1994].
Different algorithms address the following issues differently.
starting point Selecting a point in the feature subset space from which to begin the search can
affect the direction of the search. The search process starts with either an empty set or a full
set. An alternative is to begin somewhere in the middle and continue from this point.
search organisation An exhaustive search of the feature space is prohibitive for all but a small
initial number of features. In a domain where classes are described by N features, there are
2N possible feature subsets to choose from. Heuristic search strategies are more efficient
than exhaustive ones and can give good results, although they do not guarantee finding the
optimal subset.
evaluation criteria The way feature subsets are evaluated is the single biggest differentiating
factor among feature selection algorithms. An optimal subset is always relative to a certain
evaluation function (i.e. an optimal subset chosen using one evaluation function may not be
the same as that which uses another evaluation function). Typically, an evaluation function
tries to measure the discriminating ability of a feature or a subset to distinguish the different
class labels.
stopping criterion A feature selection algorithm must decide when to stop searching through
the space for feature subsets. Depending on the evaluation strategy, a feature selection
algorithm might stop adding or removing features when none of the alternatives improves
upon the merit of a current feature subset. The decision whether a subset suffices or not is
determined using a statistical significance test. In principle we compare two classifiers and
2 This

also means that fewer features have to be calculated for future system realisations.
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determine whether adding a new input improves the classification accuracy significantly.
Alternatevely, the algorithm might continue to revise the feature subset as long as the merit
does not degrade. A further option could be to continue generating feature subsets until
reaching a specified size for the feature subset or the opposite end of search space and then
select the best.
Search organisation and evaluation criteria are particulary important issues in feature selection
and we review the main approaches separately in the following two sections.

6.2.1 Search organisation
We already mentioned that in a domain where classes are described by N features, there are 2N
possible feature subsets to choose from. It is often intractable to consider all possible feature
subsets, even if the size is specified. Feature selection algorithms usually proceed greedily. Different approaches can be taken towards the method in which the feature subset space is searched,
namely: complete, incremental and random.
complete search requires the examination of all possible subsets to find the optimal one. Simple
methods for a complete search are exhaustive algorithms such as breadth-first search, depthfirst search and best-first search [Russel and Norvig, 1995]. A complete search does not
necessarily have to be exhaustive. Methods can be employed to reduce the number of subsets examined, without compromising the optimality of the chosen subset. An example of
such algorithm is the branch and bound feature selection [Narendra and Fukunaga, 1977],
which is guaranteed to find the optimal feature subset under the monotonicity assumption
(the addition of features can only increase the value of the objective function). The branch
and bound approach can be described as an exploration of a state space tree. At each point
of searching the tree, a bound is computed from the best solution in the current subtree.
Promising nodes in the tree are expanded, whereas nodes for which the lower bound is
larger than the best solution found so far are pruned (the monotonicity assumption ensures
that their children nodes will not contain a better feature).
incremental search methods tend to examine fewer subsets and thus are usually faster than complete search methods. However, they usually do not guarantee optimal results. The two
basic incremental search algorithms are sequential forward selection (SFS) and sequential
backward selection (SBS). The SFS algorithm starts with an empty set of features and at
each iteration adds to the current subset one feature from the remaining features. It generally chooses the feature that best satisfies the evaluation criterion. In contrast, the SBS
algorithm starts with the full set of features and removes at each iteration the feature that
least satisfies of the evaluation criterion. Both methods usually perform O N2 operations.
A major problem of SFS methods is that it is difficult for them to select sets of features that
are good co-predictors of the class if none of these predictors is a good predictor of the class
by itself. On the other hand, SFS is much faster than SBS and therefore scales better to large
datasets. The preceding two methods suffer from the so-called nesting effect. This is, once a
feature is discarded in the SBS method, there is no possibility for it to be reconsidered again.
The opposite is true for the forward procedure; once a feature is chosen, there is no way for
it to be discarded later on. [Ferri et al., 1994] introduced a variant of SFS called sequential
forward floating selection (SFFS), that allows after every forward step in which a feature is
added, the opportunity to remove features with backwards steps, as long as the corresponding subsets are better than the previously evaluated ones at that level. In their comparative
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study which included an SFS algorithm and genetic algorithms [Raymer et al., 2000], SFFS
was found to be optimal. [Zongker and Jain, 1996] too compared many feature selection
algorithms, including many variants of the sequential search, and found that SFFS gave the
best results.
random search methods [Selman, 1995] are newer in their use compared to the other two categories. They typically start with a random feature set and search fewer number of subsets
than 2N by performing randomly SFS and SBS in order to escape local minima for a maximum number of iterations. Optimality of the selected subset depends on the resources
available but in general poorly selected control parameters will result into suboptimal solutions due to early convergence.

6.2.2 Evaluation criteria
A feature selection algorithm evaluates subsets using a function in order to select the optimal
subset. Functions biased towards different criteria can lead to the selection of different optimal
subsets. [Ben-Bassat, 1982] divided the feature evaluation criteria into three groups: information
measures, distance measures and dependence measures. [Dash and Liu, 1997] also added criteria
derived from consistency measures and the classification error rate. A discussion of the above
criteria follows:
information criteria are based on notions from Information Theory, such as mutual information3 and relative entropy [Cover and Thomas, 1991]. [Koller and Sahami, 1996] proposed
a SBS algorithm which uses the measure of relative entropy to minimise the information
loss due to the removal of features.
distance criteria measure the separability of the class distributions, either the class-conditional
distributions, or the class-posterior distributions. Instances of the same class should be
closer in terms of distance than those from different classes. The optimal feature set is
constructed by selecting those features which support instances of the same class to stay
within the same proximity.
dependence criteria are based on the correlation between features. Generally, a dependence criterion tends to give a higher score to features that show a higher correlation to the variable
representing the true class. [Hall and Smith, 1997] used a correlation based heuristic to select feature subsets, their goal is to find feature subsets that are highly correlated with the
class, yet showing little correlation with each other. [Ben-Bassat, 1982] stated that evaluation criteria derived from dependence measures have close relations to both the distance and
information criteria and generally could be assigned to one of those categories. However,
since they represent a different concept they are listed separately.
consistency criteria are used to find subsets that remain consistent with the examples in the training set. Focus algorithm (Section 6.3.3) is an example of an algorithm using this measure.
[Dash et al., 2000] suggested a measure that scores feature subsets according to the number
of inconsistencies they have in the patterns of the training data and implemented it using a
variety of search methods.
classification error rate criteria use the classification algorithm itself to assess the feature subsets evaluated. These criteria are computationally expensive but increase the accuracy towards the classification task for which feature selection is performed76.
3 Mutual

information is also known as the information gain between the feature and the class.
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6.2.3 Filters and wrappers
Feature subset selection algorithms can be classified into two categories according to their evaluation criterion, i.e. on whether or not feature selection is performed independently of the learning
algorithm used to construct the classifier. If feature selection is performed independently of the
learning algorithm – undesirable features are filtered out of the data before learning begins, the
technique is said to follow a filter approach [Kohavi and John, 1997]. These algorithms use heuristics based on general characteristics of the data to evaluate the merit of feature subsets. Otherwise,
it is said to follow a wrapper approach [Kohavi and John, 1997], where an classification algorithm
is used along with a statistical re-sampling technique such as cross-validation to estimate the final
accuracy of feature subsets. Filters use the first four types of criteria listed in Section 6.2.2 (i.e.
information, distance, dependence and consistency), while wrappers use the fifth criterion (i.e.
classification error). Figure 6.1 illustrates the filter and wrapper approaches to feature selection.
Filter approach
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Search

Dimensionality
reduction

Feature set

fearure set
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heuristic
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Feature evaluation:
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Figure 6.1: An overview of filter and wrapper approaches for feature selection. The filter approach
is independent of the classification algorithm and optimises simple criteria which tend to improve
performance. In the wrapper approach a classification algorithm is retrained and re-evaluated to
estimate the accuracy of different feature subsets.
There are strong arguments in favour of both approaches. While the filter approach is generally computationally more efficient than the wrapper approach, its major drawback is that an
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optimal selection of features may not be independent of the classification and representational biases of the learning algorithm that is used. The wrapper approach on the other hand, involves the
computational overhead of evaluating candidate feature subsets by applying a learning algorithm
on the dataset represented using each feature subset under consideration. This is feasible only if
the learning algorithm used to train the classifier is relatively fast.

6.3 Main feature selection paradigms
Recently there has been an increased interest in the field of feature selection from both the datamining and machine learning communities. In particular, the use of decision trees (Section 6.3.1),
as either wrappers or filters, has attracted a wealth of attention. Decision trees are seen as more
interpretable and “user friendly” than other classifiers and much application-oriented research
has been undertaken, with the aim of creating easy-to-use, interactive tools for end-users. In the
neural network community, an attempt to detect suitable features through the effects they produce
on weights during training has lead to algorithms for relevance detection (Section 6.3.2). Some
interest has also been developed in algorithms that attempt to eliminate irrelevant features prior
to classifier training (Section 6.3.3) and as such these algorithms fall into the filter framework.
Finally, another set of algorithms (Section 6.3.4) improve the classification results by means of
voting procedures that collect the answers of different learners applied to the same problem, but
where each learner has access to a differently distributed set of training data.

6.3.1 Decision trees
Decision tree structured algorithms such as classification and regression trees
(CART) [Breiman et al., 1984] and C4.5 [Quinlan, 1993] perform feature selection as part
of the construction process. Classification trees hierarchically decompose the feature space and
can be classed as wrappers if the constructed tree is used for classification, or as filters if the
tree is used to select features that will subsequently be used for another algorithm. The class
allocation of a test observation is decided by the partition in the feature space that the observation
is positioned in. Trees are most commonly binary, i.e. every non-terminal partition is divided into
two sub-spaces. The root of the tree represents the full feature space. The aim of the partitions
is to concentrate as many training observations of one class within the resulting subspace, while
minimising the observations from other classes. The process may be repeated recursively for leaf
nodes until all spaces corresponding to leaf-nodes are pure, i.e. only contain training observations
from a single class. Several leaf-nodes can correspond to the same class. This can lead to large
bias towards the training data (over-fitting) and consequently poor generalised classification
performance. To overcome this problem, the trees are pruned, i.e. leaf-nodes are recombined
bottom up until a suitable compromise between the purity of the leaf-nodes and the size of the
tree is achieved.
Decision trees has been the default method of incorporating prosodic features in spoken language systems. Prosodic integration at SRI e.g. [Shriberg et al., 2000] uses CART-style decision
trees to perform combination of discrete and continuous features. Decision trees split according
to an entropy criterion, large differences in class sizes remove any effect of the features themselves, causing the tree not to split. By downsampling to equal class priors they retain sensitivity
to the features. Leaf nodes are successively pruned if they fail to reduce the entropy in the crossvalidation procedure.
Tree performance is evaluated using two metrics, accuracy and efficiency. Accuracy is the
number of correct classifications divided by the total number of samples. Accuracy is based on
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hard decisions; the classification is that class with the highest probability. For any particular
accuracy level, there is a trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Efficiency measures the
relative reduction in entropy from the root node to the final tree, taking into account the probability
distributions produced by the tree. Two trees may have the same classification accuracy, but the
one which more closely approximates the probability distributions of the data (even if there is no
effect on decisions) has higher efficiency (lower entropy).

6.3.2 Automatic relevance determination
[MacKay, 1992] proposed the automatic relevance determination (ARD) algorithm that applies a
simple hierarchical prior to MLP weights for determining the relevance of the inputs.4 Subsequently, ARD was empirically investigated by [Neal, 1998]. Relevance weightings are produced
for each of the inputs to the network by examining the parameters of the network during training.
Irrelevant inputs should have smaller weights in the connections to the hidden units than more
important weights. With separate hyperparameters the weights from irrelevant inputs can have
tighter priors, which reduces such weights more effectively towards zero than having the common
larger variance for all the input weights. No features are ever completely excluded, so ARD is
not strictly a feature selection algorithm; it always uses all the features available. However, ARD
can be said to be performing a form of soft selection, due to the application of relevance weightings. Unlike the other wrapper algorithms described here, ARD is not generally applicable. It is
specifically designed for neural network architectures.

6.3.3 Relief and Focus
In the filter model, feature selection is performed as a preprocessing step to classification.
Thus the bias of the learning algorithm does not interact with the bias inherent in the feature selection algorithm. Two of the most well-known filter methods for feature selection are
Relief [Kira and Rendell, 1992] and Focus [Almuallim and Dietterich, 1991]. Las Vegas filter
(LVF) [Liu and Setiono, 1996] is an algorithm similar to Focus also presented here.
Relief does not directly select a subset of features, but rather each feature is given a relevance
weighting indicating its level of relevance to the class label. It is important to note that
this method is ineffective at removing redundant features as two predictive but highly correlated features are both likely to be given high relevance weightings. The algorithm uses
a distance criterion by calculating the actual distance (e.g. Euclidean) between samples. It
assigns a weight to each feature according to its relevance to the target concept. It does so
by repeatedly selecting instances from the training set and updating each features weight
according to values of the distance between the sample and its two nearest neighbours: the
closest instance from the opposite class (“nearest miss”) and the closest instance from the
same class (“nearest hit”). The idea is that a good feature should display large differences in
the values of instances from different classes and small differences in the values of instances
from the same class. The Relief algorithm was extended by [Kononenko, 1994] to handle
multi-class, noisy and incomplete data.
Focus uses exhaustive breadth first search in the space of feature subsets until it finds the minimum combination of features that divides the training data into pure classes, i.e. every
combination of feature values is associated with a single class. This consistency criterion
4 An

implementation of ARD approach to handling inputs that may turn out to be irrelevant comes with Netlab
toolkit [Nabney and Bishop, 2001].
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makes Focus very sensitive to noise or inconsistencies in the training data. Moreover, the
exponential growth of the size of the power set of the features makes this algorithm impractical for domains with more than 25-30 features.
LVF randomly searches the space of subsets using a Las Vegas algorithm that makes probabilistic
choices to help guide them more quickly to an optimal solution, and uses a consistency
measure that is different from that of Focus. For each candidate subset, it calculates an
inconsistency count based on the hypothesis that the most frequent class label among those
instances matching this subset of features is the most probable class label. An inconsistency
threshold is fixed in the beginning and any subset, having an inconsistency rate greater than
it, is rejected. This algorithm is efficient, as only the subsets whose number of features is
smaller than or equal to that of the current best subset are checked for inconsistency. One
drawback is that it may take more time to find the optimal subset than algorithms using
heuristic generation procedure for certain problems, since it cannot take advantage of prior
knowledge.

6.3.4 Boosting and bagging
Methods such as bagging [Breiman, 1994] and boosting [Schapire, 1990, Freund, 1995] improve
the classification results by means of voting procedures that collect the answers of different learners applied to the same problem, but where each learner has access to a differently distributed set
of training data.
Boosting is a general method for improving the accuracy of a weak learning algorithm. Boosting
can be seen as combining classifiers to minimise the cost of misclassified examples. Boosting takes a set of supervised training examples and assigns a weight to each. These weights
can be thought of as artificially adjusting the frequency of each example. In each iteration
of training, a single classifier is selected and tested on the training set. The weights are then
updated so correctly classified examples are weighted more and incorrectly classified examples are weighted less. The final prediction is the weighted vote of each selected classifier,
where the weight is derived from the accuracy of the classifier on the training set. A nice
property of boosting is its ability to identify outliers, i.e. examples that are either mislabeled
in the training data, or which are inherently ambiguous and hard to categorise.
Bagging was introduced to give more robust predictions when the model class under consideration is unstable with respect to the data, i.e. when small changes in the values of the data
can cause the predicted values to change significantly, such as with linear regression over
correlated variables or with neural networks. Bagging works by using bootstrap replicates
of the data and averaging over the predictions of these replicates. Each replicate is created
by randomly sampling m items from the original dataset of n items, a way of distorting
the training set that can be seen as enhancing any intrinsic noise. [Breiman, 1994] suggested that the effectiveness of bagging depends crucially on the instability of the learning
algorithm. Unstable learners such as decision trees and neural networks are capable of producing very different classifiers given small changes in the training data. Bagging can harm
the accuracy of stable learners because each classifier sees less data.
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Figure 6.2: The output of a realisable classifier CR is obtained by switching between the outputs
of CA and CB classifiers. The performance of this hybrid classifier surpasses that of the actual
classifiers for some operating conditions.

6.4 Feature selection in variable cost environments
Feature selection methods are primarily evaluated according to their resulting classification (or
equivalently, undifferentiated error rate), but there are disadvantages associated with this measure:
it may not be appropriate for the context in which the classifier will be deployed. For example, in
speech summarisation, the cost of different types of errors is not known at the time of designing
the system, while these costs may change over time. Additionally, some costs cannot be specified
quantitatively. In speech summarisation such costs include coherence degradation, readability deterioration and topical under-representation. We need a method for the comparison, management
and application of multiple classifiers that is robust to imprecise and variable cost domains.
ROC analysis (Section 2.4) is an alternative evaluation technique that makes it possible to
evaluate how well classifiers perform given certain misclassification costs and class distributions.
However, [Scott et al., 1998] using two real-world classification tasks showed that no single feature set could be discovered producing a generally dominant ROC curve.

6.4.1 Maximum realisable ROC
[Provost and Fawcett, 2001] found that it is possible to construct a hybrid classifier that optimally
uses a set of available classifiers according to specific properties of the deployment context. This
hybrid classifier is known as realisable classifier (Figure 6.2) and performs at least as well as the
best available classifier for any target conditions. Therein we assume two classifiers CA and CB .
If we switch between the outputs of these classifiers, new operating points in the ROC space can
be achieved. For any input xj , the output CR i of the realisable classifier will produce operating
points on the straight line linking (FPCA TPCA ) and (FPCB TPCB ) points with probability:

P CR i

P CR i

CB

CA

1

FPCR i FPCA
FPCB FPCA
P CR i
CB

(6.1)
(6.2)
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where CA , CB and CR i are the outputs of classifiers CA , CB and CR , respectively, with
false positive rates denoted FPCA , FPCB and FPCR i .
It is now possible to derive all classifiers that lie on straight line segments with end points
formed by existing classifiers and such that the new classifiers focus on different areas of the
ROC space. This leads to the construction of classifiers with better overall ROC performance.
The combination of these classifiers is referred to as the maximum realisable ROC (MRROC)
classifier and is equal to, or better than, all existing classifiers. The MRROC classifier has two
important advantages: First, the need for precise knowledge of target conditions is deferred until
run time. Second, in the absence of precise knowledge even at run time, the system can be optimised easily with minimal feedback. In many real-world scenarios, costs and class distributions
can be (re)specified at run time with reasonable precision by sampling from the current data set,
and used to ensure that the MRROC classifier performs optimally. Conceptually, the MRROC
classifier has a single control setting5 which will give the optimal TP/FP trade-off for the target
conditions corresponding to that setting.

6.4.2 The Parcel algorithm
[Scott et al., 1998] derived the Parcel algorithm that sequentially selects features and classifiers to
maximise the MRROC. This implies that different trade-offs in the ROC space require different
optimal feature sets and classifiers. It is the objective of Parcel to produce a MRROC that has the
largest possible area underneath it, i.e. to maximise the AUROC associated with the classification
system defined by the current MRROC. This is achieved by searching for, and retaining, those
features and classifiers that extend the convex hull defined by the MRROC. The Parcel algorithm
seeks not to select a single best feature subset, but rather to select as many as different subsets as
are necessary to produce satisfactory performance across all costs.
The operation of Parcel for feature selection is illustrated in Figure 6.3. In this example, the
objective is to find a MRROC for a problem with a data set described by the features a , b
and c . SFS is used to search the feature space but any algorithm from those described in Section 6.2.1 could be used instead.
Phase A Estimate single feature classifiers and generate the ROC curves for each candidate feature. For continuous output classifiers vary a threshold over the output range to plot the
ROC curve. The MRROC old is the diagonal.
Phase B Form the convex hull of the ROC curves and retain those classifiers that correspond to
the vertices of the convex hull. If MRROC new differs6 from MRROC old , the algorithm
proceeds. Set MRROC old equal to MRROC new . In the illustration, as classifiers produce
a continuous output to which different thresholds have been applied to predict class membership, the convex hull, MRROC new , has five vertices.7 Two use feature subset b , and
three use a .
Phase C For each retained classifier c in the vertices of MRROC old if there are N total features
and c has nc features, then form N nc new classifiers, each with nc 1 features, formed
5 In practice, this setting is the threshold used within a classifier. [Provost and Fawcett, 2001] used the term ‘knob’
to illustrate its role. For example, if the system produces too many false alarms, turn the knob to the left; if the system
is presenting too few cases, turn the knob to the right.
6 Each new classifier/feature either extends the existing convex hull or does not. The degree of difference is implementation dependent. In our experiments we required a 5% minimum difference for the algorithm to proceed.
7 The convex hull of a set of points is the smallest convex hull that contains the points.
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by adding each remaining feature to the input feature set. Generate ROC curves for the new
classifiers and recompute the convex hull.
Phase D Retain those classifiers that are used to form the vertices of the convex hull (In the
illustration two use feature subset a, c , the others using b , a, b and b, c ). If the
new convex hull does extend the old convex hull go to Phase C. Otherwise, terminate and
return the set of classifiers that are the vertices of the convex hull.
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Figure 6.3: The operation of the Parcel algorithm with the objective to find the MRROC for a task
with a data set described by the features a , b and c , after [Scott et al., 1998]. It demonstrates
how subsets of features are compared under different costs according to whether they extend the
MRROC.
The Parcel algorithm has several advantages over existing feature selection approaches allowing for systems to be developed using combinations of multiple feature subsets and classifiers. In
particular the Parcel algorithm:
seeks not to select a single best feature subset, but rather to select as many as different
subsets as are necessary to produce satisfactory performance across all costs. The method
does not require saving every the configuration or statistics of every classification system
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examined for re-analysis under different conditions. Only those systems that their operating
points lie on the MRROC are saved, the rest can never be optimal, so they need not be saved.
requires no fixed classification algorithm to be used, nor does it require a single classification algorithm to be used. It is possible to use multiple classification algorithms and to carry
out the search for suitable classifiers to form the MRROC by not only varying the feature
subset, but also the classification algorithm.8
minimises the management of classifier performance data, facilitates the comparison of a
large number of classifiers, and allows clear visual comparisons and sensitivity analysis.
The above reasons make the Parcel the algorithm of choice to evaluate which of the several and
often correlated lexical and prosodic features are potentially optimal as classifier inputs for voicemail summarisation.

6.5 Hypotheses
Following the description of the nature of lexican and prosodic features and the feature selection
strategy, we can make the following hypotheses:
H3 Lexical and prosodic features have a complementary role of similar significance within the
summarisation component. We predicted that a subset of both lexical and prosodic features
will be present in the feature sets that produce good quality summaries and that prosody
encoded as raw features not only increases the robustness of the summarisation component
but occassionaly surpasses the accuracy offered by the lexical features alone.
H4 A small but variable number of features is adequate for performing summarisation. We
expected that in order to produce a set of accurate – as assessed by SER – summaries a
dimension-reduced feature set would only be necessary.
In the next chapter we present a series of experiments in order to examine the validity of the above
predictions.

6.6 Concluding discussion
This chapter has reviewed a number of feature selection methods and their role in designing classification systems. Feature selection is a combinatorial problem referring to the task of identifying
and selecting a useful subset of features to be used to represent patterns from a larger set of often
mutually redundant, possibly irrelevant features. Feature selection reduces the dimensionality of
the data, allowing classification algorithms to operate faster and more accurately. The majority
of existing algorithms do not consider any variability in costs associated with the classifications
due to the feature sets produced. In fact, variable costs can lead to unpredictable and undesirable
behaviour from existing feature selection approaches, regardless of the evaluation criteria used.
ROC analysis makes it possible to evaluate how well classifiers will perform given certain misclassification costs and class distributions. Classifiers may be combined by random switching to
achieve any operating point on the convex hull of their ROC curves. The Parcel algorithm takes
8 Given

compared.

a set of features, the operating points for all available classification algorithms can be calculated and
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advantage of this and allows the construction of systems robust to cost variation using combinations of multiple feature subsets and classifiers. As in VoiSum the cost of different types of errors
is not known at the time of designing the system and these costs may change over time, Parcel
becomes the algorithm of choice to evaluate which of the several and often correlated lexical and
prosodic features are potentially optimal as classifier inputs.

7. Feature selection experiments

This chapter presents a set of experiments specific to the development of the voicemail summarisation component aiming to examine the validity of the our latest hypotheses H3 and H4 . We start
by describing the experimental setup, the data sets and the calculation of the features used. We
then evaluate and combine lexical and prosodic features (only lexical used in Chapter 4) using the
Parcel algorithm. All experimental results of this chapter use human transcriptions for training
and validation. Two main tasks are presented, namely the binary decision and multi-class summarisation. In the former, the goal is to classify words into those carrying principal content and
those which do not, while in the latter the goal is to further classify the principal content words
into proper names, telephone numbers, dates/times and other. For each of the two summarisation
tasks we conducted experiments in order to compare the contribution of individual features and
studied the effect of the amount of training data and types of classifiers employed. We then give
details about the operating points produced by the Parcel algorithm based on the AUROC criterion. Given a desired operating point in ROC space, Parcel enables us to choose a classifier that
is optimal (with respect to the validation set) for that point. The chapter closes with a description
of a post-processing algorithm applied over the automatically generated summaries to increase
their quality and by making two new hypotheses regarding the evaluation of the summaries.

7.1 Experimental framework and setup
The architecture of the summarisation component is depicted in Figure 7.1. Lexical information
was obtained from the ASR component while prosodic features were extracted from audio data
using signal processing algorithms or the recogniser’s acoustic model. Features related to pauses
and NE matching were treated as binary. The rest of the features were normalised to zero mean
and unit variance over the training set. Alignment with the transcriptions enables the identification
of features that correspond to each word in the recogniser’s output. This information corresponds
87
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to the segments for which lexical and prosodic information has to be computed in order to score
word hypotheses.
Training / Validation Set
Audio signal
Manually
transcribed
message
Annotated
summary

Feature
extraction

Feature subset
selection

Transcription
alignment

Parcel
algorithm

Test Sets

Classifier
application

Costs vs. operating
conditions

Postprocessing

Remove stop words,
retain names and
telephone numbers

Audio signal
Automatically
transcribed
message

Feature
extraction

Training and
validation of
classifiers

Automatically
summarized
message
Evaluation

Objective/
subjective tests &
usability testing

Figure 7.1: The extractive summarisation approach at a glance. Text summaries of spoken messages are constructed using a synchronised combination of lexical and prosodic feature subsets.
The H3 and H4 hypotheses will be examined for a variety of configurations using the Voicemail corpus. A series of experiments was conducted to evaluate the accuracy and sensitivity of the
classification systems that are to be used for summarisation to various internal and external parameters. We report results on two tasks, namely the binary (Section 7.2) and multi-class (Section 7.3)
summarisation, with focus on the following aspects:
1. role of the training data size
2. role of classifier type
3. role of lexical and prosodic features
4. location of MRROC operating points
All experiments reported in this chapter use human transcriptions. Alternatively, we could consider training the summarisation classifiers on ASR transcriptions but we did not want to include
an extra source of variability in our system given the relatively high WER. That approach was
adopted by [Baron et al., 2002] who were concerned with prosody-based detection of punctuation
and interruption events in the ICSI meeting corpus.

7.1.1 Computation of prosodic features
The manual annotation of prosody can be a very complex task, requiring a great deal of time
and training on the part of scientists. Most linguistic prosody research still relies heavily on the
hand-labelling of speech, augmented by semi-automated computer analysis tools, since this is by
far the most accurate way to obtain precise estimates of prosodic features. However, tasks such
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as automatic speech summarisation require large quantities of data for training and validation
purposes, for which prosody can not be expertly transcribed. Automatic computation of prosodic
features is therefore necessary for tasks of this nature. Prosodic features may be extracted from
audio data using signal processing algorithms or the recogniser’s acoustic model. The computation
of each of the features that are to used in VoiSum will be discussed in the following sections. Some
prosodic features used in our models do not depend on word boundary information, but rather on
a computation over a window of speech frames.
We automatically extracted and computed the correlates of basic prosodic features (Section 5.1.1) associated with each transcribed word. These features can be broadly grouped as
referring to pitch, energy, word duration and pauses. Various versions for some features were
used and a more detailed description of them follows.
Duration features
The duration features were extracted from the acoustic model and normalised by the Vmail15
training set on the phoneme level. However, because these parameters are likely to vary among
speakers, we also normalised them for each message. For the rate of speech (ROS) estimation
we used the enrate tool [Morgan et al., 1997] which calculates the syllable rate based on the
computation of the first spectral moment of the low frequency energy waveforms corresponding
to a chosen time series segment.
We expressed the duration of each phoneme, not in terms of its actual duration, but in terms
of how much shorter/longer it is than expected. Thus, we looked at the difference between the
duration of a phoneme and the mean duration of the phonemes in that message. The average
duration of each word was estimated by summing up the mean durations of all the phonemes that
appear in the particular word as found from the forced alignment of the training data. A durations
lexicon was then constructed for each word in the training set by taking into account any multiple
pronunciations.1 For a phoneme p the normalised duration is given by:
dp

d p µp
σp

(7.1)

where d p , µp and σp is the duration, the mean and standard deviation of the duration of phoneme
p, respectively. Hence, if an instance of a phoneme is longer than average, the normalised duration
will be positive; if the instance is shorter than average, the normalised duration will be negative.
Note that a negative normalised duration does not mean that the segment is shortened: it only
means that the duration is smaller than the mean. Since the mean is estimated from all occurrences,
including lengthened phonemes, the mean duration will actually be slightly larger than the duration of unlengthened phonemes. Thus an unlengthened phoneme may have a negative normalised
duration because it is shorter than the mean. This definition of normalised duration has already
proven useful in a number of other studies such as those by [Price et al., 1989, Campbell, 1990].
Pause features
Generally, ASR systems treat silence as an additional phonemic unit and recognise it in the same
way as other phoneme models. Therefore, from a practical perspective pauses may be seen as the
duration of the silence phonemes. This makes calculation of pause boundaries reasonably accurate
for most current ASR systems. Due to the spontaneous nature of speech in Voicemail corpus we
decided not to use raw pause durations. Instead, in our implementation we treated pauses as
binary features of each word in the transcription. Their values are non-zero if non-speech regions
1 This

implies that no durational features were calculated for OOV words.
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preceding or succeeding a word exceed a duration of 30 ms.2 In the current implementation we
did not consider filled pauses. Filled pauses might be informative about important words given
that they tend to point to speakers’ lexical search problems.
F0 features
F0 features were calculated every 16 ms using the pda function of Edinburgh Speech
Tools [Taylor et al., 1999]. This function implements a super resolution pitch determination algorithm proposed by [Medan et al., 1991]. [Bagshaw et al., 1993] compared the contours derived
from this algorithm with those derived by six other algorithms and found to be of superior quality
and independent of speaker’s gender. We smoothed the output values in order to correct for F0
estimation errors. This was performed by applying a median filter which operates on a number of
input samples and places them in ascending order of amplitude and selects a median (i.e. middle)
sample as the filter output. We used a filter length of 5 to correct occasional errors and produce
smoother F0 contours.
As we do not try to model a well defined event but rather find any relations between prosodic
features and target words, we decided to use raw F0 values in all our experiments. We calculated
the mean, range and slope of the F0 regression line over a window ranging three frames preceding
and following each word. The F0 onset (the first non zero value in segment) and the F0 offset
(the last non zero value in segment) were also calculated. In case there were not enough F0
samples in the examined window to calculate an adequate feature value (e.g. for short words
such as articles), each missing value was set to the minimum available value from the words in
the window’s vicinity. For more controlled experiments such as detection of anger or anxiety, F0
features can be based on explicit models of pitch halving/doubling, using straight line stylisations.
[Sonmez et al., 1998] applied a median filter to raw pitch values and then stylised them using a
piecewise linear algorithm. This approach yielded straight line approximations of the original
contour and they argued that it helps to remove outliers and allows for more robust extraction of
local slopes and minimum and maximum F0 values.
Energy features
Energy features were calculated every 16 ms using the energy function of Edinburgh Speech
Tools [Taylor et al., 1999] with default settings. This function calculates the RMS energy for each
frame of the waveform, which is defined as:
ei

1 n 2
ai
n i∑1

(7.2)

As with F0 features, in case there were not enough energy samples in the examined window
to calculate an adequate feature value each missing value was set to the minimum available value
from the words in the window’s vicinity.

7.1.2 Feature space search method
For feature subset selection we used the Parcel algorithm (Section 6.4.2) which is based on ROC
analysis. This algorithm is independent of the method for searching the feature space (Section 6.2.1). We selected SFS for its efficiency and simplicity. The procedure begins by considering
each of the features individually and selecting the one that gives the largest value for the selection
2 The

selection of 30 ms as a threshold to identify pauses within a message is somewhat arbitrary and was derived
by studying a subset of forced alignments of the training data. Further study might lead to a more accurate value.
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criterion i.e. the AUROC within Parcel. At each successive stage of the algorithm, which is illustrated in Figure 7.2, all the remaining features are considered to identify the one which, when
combined with those already selected, yields the largest increase in the AUROC. The algorithm
terminates if no new features have been discovered that improve upon the AUROC. Note that a set
of n features chosen in this manner may not be the best set of n. Some potential subsets might not
have been examined at all by this procedure, however an exhaustive search would be computationally too expensive given the size of training data and the feature set. One particular difficulty
with SFS is that, if there are two features such as that either feature alone provides little discrimination, but where both features together are very effective, then the SFS method may never find
this combination since either feature alone would never be selected.
f1 f2

f1 f4

f3

f4

f2 f4 f3 f4

f5 ... f16 ... f24

f5 f4 ... f16 f4 ... f24 f4

f1 f4 f3 f2 f4 f3 f5 f4 f3 ... f16 f4 f3 ... f24 f4 f3
f1 f4 f3 f16 f2 f4 f3 f16 f5 f4 f3 f16 ... f24 f4 f3 f16

Figure 7.2: SFS for a set of input features, denoted f1 f2
f16
f24 . We augment the feature
set as follows. The single best feature is chosen first, and then features are added one at a time
such as that at each stage the feature chosen is the one which produces the greatest increase in the
AUROC.
Although theoretically it is possible to obtain a single optimal subset, in practice
it has been shown that the subset chosen will be highly dependent upon the classifier
used [Kohavi and John, 1997]. In a previous implementation [Koumpis and Renals, 2001], the
decision to which feature to add at each stage was also related to the classifier used at the time.
Searching the entire feature space with the same algorithm, i.e. SFS, for each of the classifier
allows us to evaluate features by minimising the effect of the classifier chosen. As a new search is
associated with each classifier, we tend to examine more feature subsets and thus producing more
operating points.

7.1.3 Classifiers used within Parcel
The Parcel algorithm requires neither a fixed classifier, nor a single classifier. The five simple
classifiers listed in Table 7.1 were evaluated within this framework, namely a k-nearest neighbours (k=5); a Gaussian classifier; a single layer network; an MLP with 20 hidden units and a
Fisher linear discriminant. The approach of neural network based classifiers is quite different
from that of the other three statistical classifiers. Neural networks are on-line learning systems,
intrinsically non parametric and model-free, with the learning algorithms typically of the error
correction type. Most statistical classifiers, on the other hand, can be interpreted to follow the
Bayesian classification principle, either explicitly estimating the class densities and a priori probabilities, or the optimal discriminant functions directly by regression. More rigourous definitions
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as well as detailed descriptions of the above classifiers, their variants and statistical properties can
be found in sources such those by [Bishop, 1995, Duda et al., 2000]. Here we only give a brief
overview.
Classifier Type
knn: k-nearest neighbours, k=5
gau: Gaussian classifier
sln: single layer network
mlp: MLP comprised 20 hidden units
fld: Fisher linear discriminant
Table 7.1: Classifiers used within the Parcel feature subset selection algorithm.

k-nearest neighbours classifier assigns each case to the class with the highest posterior probability of membership of the k-nearest training cases to the test case. Given a new case x and a
training set of classified cases, the algorithm starts by finding the k-nearest neighbours to x,
as defined by a metric of ‘closeness’. A case x is classified as class c if more of the nearest
neighbours are in class c than in other classes (majority vote). One has to tune parameter
k for optimising classification effectiveness. Then in order to make classification decisions,
the scores have to be thresholded. The k-nearest neighbours classifier is non-parametric and
thus it could fit any real data distribution provided that enough training data is available.
(Maximum Likelihood) Gaussian classifier assumes that inputs are uncorrelated and distributions for different classes differ only in their mean values. Essentially, we take a set of
training vectors each representing a different word and for each of them we calculate the
mean and covariance matrix for a Gaussian model. This model can then be used to find the
probability of any unknown vector. An unknown vector is assigned to the class for which
we get the highest probability.
single layer network classifier is a simple structure that performs a mapping of the input space
to the output space using linear transformations. A logistic activation function was used in
the output layer. A single layer network requires lengthy supervised off-line learning, but
once trained it runs very quickly.
MLP classifier treats a complex problem as the superposition of many simple non-linear functions. Adding extra layers to a single layer network classifier allows non-linear problems
to be tackled. A unit performs a linear combination of the inputs and then applies a nonlinear activation function. The logistic activation function was used in the output layer. As
with the previous classifier, MLP classifier requires lengthy supervised off-line learning, but
once trained it runs very quickly.
Fisher linear discriminant classifier uses a linear function yielding the maximum ratio betweenclass scatter to within-class scatter. A scatter is the number of samples times their variance,
or in other words, the sum of the squared differences from their mean. The scatter-between
is defined by the class means themselves while the scatter-within is the sum of the scatter
matrices for both classes. During classification we want scatter-between to be as large as
possible, while scatter within to be as small as possible.
The best classifier for a given task can be found by experimenting with different designs
which incorporate criteria which, in addition to classification error, can include other issues such
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as computational complexity and feasibility of efficient implementation. An insightful discussion
on the difficulties of benchmarking different types of classifiers is given by [Hand, 1997].

7.1.4 Classification thresholds and rejection rates
A threshold has to be applied on the continuous outputs of the classifiers to predict the word
classes (Section 2.2). A TP occurs when a word is correctly classified to belong into a class, and
a FP when a word not belonging into a class is classified as such. By varying the level of the
threshold, different degrees of TP and FP rates can be achieved. As one ROC curve can dominate
in some interval of thresholds and the other dominates in other intervals, an end-user can pick a
point on the curve, that represents an operating classifier with the most desirable TP and FP rates.
3 and in
For instance, a threshold of .3 implies that a word should be classified in C0 if wscore
C1 if wscore
3. Selecting a lower threshold will improve sensitivity, while selecting a higher one
will improve specificity.
If classifications were mutually exclussive, each instance would much at most one class. However, instances very close to the threshold may be “claimed” by multiple classes, resulting in
potentially conflicting classifications. Resolving these into a single class is called resolution problem [Fawcett, 2001]. In practical applications, when faced with doubtful classification decisions
on individual cases, it can be useful to single out those cases and consider them separately. The reject option entails a compromise between maximisation of the ratio of correctly classifying words,
and the minimisation of the ratio of words excluded from the summaries. If a rejection rate of .1
25 and in C1 if wscore
35. The words
is applied, the word will be classified in C0 if wscore
for which 25 wscore
35 are characterised as rejections. The above essentially introduces a
measure of confidence on the decision as shown in Figure 7.3 where only two classes are considered. In that case, Equations 2.2 and 2.3 can be modified to accommodate the rejected words as
follows:
sensitivity
specificity

TP

TP
FN REJTP FN

(7.3)

TN

TN
FP REJTN FP

(7.4)

where REJTP FN and REJTN FP is the number of rejected words that would have lead (if not had
been rejected due to low confidence) to TP and/or FN, and TN and/or FP, respectively. A number
of rejected, i.e. unclassified, words does not invalidate the ROC analysis framework. A slight
shift of the ROC curve southwest is expected since a loss in sensitivity is balanced by a gain in
specificity.

threshold
classified as C 0

classified as C 1
rejected

Figure 7.3: The role of threshold and rejection rates in the classification experiments (only two
word classes are assumed).
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7.2 The binary decision voicemail summarisation task
The binary decision voicemail summarisation task is a word-level discrimination task: for each
word, decide whether or not it should be included in the summary. We define two classes: one class
containing the principal content words and another class containing all redundant and irrelevant
words (Section 4.2.1). The binary decision summarisation task can be expressed by Equation 4.1
when C
2 and is depicted in Figure 7.4 where the mapping of spoken words to a feature
observation space is shown.
The observation space comprises a total of 16 lexical and prosodic features which are used
as inputs to the Parcel feature subset selection algorithm that tries to maximise the AUROC by
hypothesising one of the two possible classes in the hypothesis domain. The features which we
calculated for the binary decision summarisation task are shown in Table 7.2. Note that variations
of collection frequency and NE matching features were derived by stemming message transcriptions with Porter’s suffix stripping algorithm [Porter, 1980]. This algorithm reduces all words with
the same root to the same stemmed form (e.g. computer, computation, computing, compute) on
a purely lexical basis and is widely used in IR tasks. Since the reference word lists with which
comparisons took place during features’ calculation were computed on training data (human transcriptions), there are no effects due to speech recognition errors.
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decision rule
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C1
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Figure 7.4: Schematic representation of the binary decision summarisation task.

7.2.1 Effect of training set size
As it is shown by the ROC curves in Figure 7.6 the amount of training data does not affect significantly the degree of correlation between features and word classes. The curves are becoming
smoother as the number of training samples increases, but the patterns appear to be similar. Hence,
a relatively small amount of data can be sufficient to study the correlation of lexical and prosodic
features. Note that the same NE lists were used for all four sizes of training sets, as these had been
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Lexical Features
ac: acoustic confidence
cf1 : collection frequency of actual words
cf2 : collection frequency of stemmed words
ne1 all : matching of all actual NE words*
ne2 all : matching of all stemmed NE words*
loc: word location in message
Prosodic Features
dur1: duration normalised by corpus
dur2: duration normalised by message ROS
pp: preceding pause*
fp: succeeding pause*
e: mean RMS energy normalised by message
∆F0 : delta of F0 normalised by message
F0 amp 3 : average F0 normalised by message
F0 ran : F0 range
F0 on : F0 onset
F0 off : F0 offset

Table 7.2: Lexical and prosodic features calculated for each word in the voicemail training, validation and test sets for the binary decision task. The features marked with an asterisk (*) are
represented by binary variables (indicating presence or absense of the property).
constructed off line (Section 4.2.2).

7.2.2 Role of classifier type
Figure 7.5 reveals that the amount of training data appears to be more important for certain types
of classifiers. The single layer network classifier was found to be the most sensitive to limited
amounts of training data, followed by the Fisher linear discriminant and the MLP. However, for
the largest available training data set (800 messages) we can see that the accuracy of the classifiers
converges. The k-nearest neighbours classifier gave very good trade-off between TP and FP for
all four sizes of available training data. The Gaussian classifier produces relatively high number
of both TP and FP covering a wide range of operating points. However, this classifier does not
offer an optimal trade-off for any of the four training data sets. Finally, the results from the single
layer network were relatively poor.

7.2.3 The role of individual features
In order to examine the validity of H3 hypothesis we performed the following set of experiments.
The ROC curves for all the lexical and prosodic features with respect to four different sizes of
training sets are shown in Figure 7.6.
Lexical features
Among the lexical features, collection frequency is the one with the highest correlation with the
target words followed by NE matching. We observed a minor improvement in separability offered
by collection frequency when it was calculated over stemmed words (cf2 ) compared to cf1 . However, the NE matching feature when estimated over stemmed words (ne2 all ) proved to be worse
than ne1 all . Acoustic confidence (ac) and location features (loc) prove to have weak correlation
with respect to the target class in this task. Acoustic confidence has a positive correlation while the
pattern of location ROC curve indicates that most target words can be found towards the beginning
of a message rather than its end.
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Figure 7.5: ROC curves produced by Parcel for the binary decision summarisation task using the
five classifiers described in Table 7.1 and the features listed in Table 7.2 for four different sizes
of training data sets. The accuracy of the classifiers converges as the amount of training data
increases.

Prosodic features
Considering the prosodic features, the one with the highest correlation between the important
words proved to be durational, followed by energy (e). Normalisation of duration by ROS
(dur2 ) offered almost identical class separability as the one obtained by dur1 . F0 information did not offer significant discrimination and this is in accordance with the results presented
by [Silipo and Greenberg, 2000] where it was shown that F0 relevant features of the syllabic nuclei play a much less important role in prosodic stress than duration and energy. F0 range (F0 ran )
and F0 amplitude (F0 amp ) proved to be the most useful among F0 related features. F0 ran was
the only prosodic feature that gave a relatively high rate of true positives, dominating the lower
left area of the ROC space. Both F0 onset (F0 on ) and offset (F0 off ) features offered similar and
rather low separability in the binary decision task. The slope of F0 contours (∆F0 ) proved to offer
no discrimination. We found that important words tend to precede pauses instead of succeeding
them. Although the correlation of important words and pauses is rather weak we found it to be
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consistent through our experiments. This weak correlation can be due to the spontaneous nature
of voicemail speech, although this can be simply due to the rather arbitrary selection of silence
duration of 30 ms that we used to define pauses.
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Figure 7.6: The ROC curves produced for the binary decision summarisation task using as inputs
to a linear classifier the individual features of Table 7.2 with respect to four training sets containing
different amount of data.
From the above results it seems that H3 hypothesis is only partially correct for the binary decision summarisation task. In particular, the role of lexical and prosodic features is complementary
but the former have a far more important role to play. In the next paragraph we shall revisit this
hypothesis along with H4 which is related to the number of features required to produce accurate
summaries.

7.2.4 MRROC operating points
Figure 7.7 depicts the MRROC curves produced by Parcel on the validation set using lexical
only, prosodic only and all features for four different sizes of training data. Each vertex was
produced by using a particular classifier and feature subset. Three different feature subsets at
different target operating conditions are shown in detail, namely A, B, C and will be used to
evaluate summaries of the two test sets (Chapter 8). Details of the operating points are shown
in Tables B.1, B.2, B.3, 7.3 for 200, 400, 600 and 800 messages in the training set, respectively.
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Therein, apart from the classifier, the features selected, the sensitivity and (1-specificity) rates we
also provide the thresholds and the rejection rates used.
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Figure 7.7: The MRROC curves produced by Parcel on the validation set using lexical only,
prosodic only and combination of lexical and prosodic features. Three different feature subsets
with different TP/FP trade-off denoted with A, B, C are also depicted. Lexical features as classifier
inputs clearly dominate prosodic features in the entire ROC space. The combination of lexical and
prosodic features gives superior accuracy than any single constituent classification system.
Regarding the H3 hypothesis we confirm that it is partially correct. Lexical features as classifier inputs clearly dominate prosodic features in all intervals of thresholds. The combination of
lexical and prosodic features gives superior accuracy compared with any single constituent classification system. The lowest FP rate is achieved using lexical features alone (lower left of ROC
curves). Prosodic features extend the system’s classification capabilities for true positives of 0.4
and above. In contrast, prosodic features alone tend to produce relatively high TP and FP rates
(upper right of ROC space). The features most often selected were F0 ran , fp and dur1 . We also
found that almost every single feature subset contributing to the MRROC of lexical and prosodic
features contains NE matching and collection frequency features (most often ne1 all and cf1 ). The
above supports the H4 hypothesis as three or four features on average are sufficient to produce the
most accurate summaries. We shall re-examine these hypotheses on the multi-class task which
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Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.07
0.57
gau
0.9
0.08
0.59
gau
0.7
0.22
0.82
knn
0.3
0.35
0.88
gau
0.3
Lexical Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.07
0.42
fld
0.9
0.11
0.55
gau
0.7
0.13
0.60
gau
0.5
0.24
0.75
knn
0.5
0.45
0.82
gau
0.3
Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.08
0.15
knn
0.9
0.14
0.26
knn
0.7
0.57
0.73
mlp
0.5
0.90
0.95
gau
0.1
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rej.
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.1

features
ne 1 all , cf2 , pp, dur 2
ne 1 all , cf2 , dur1
cf 1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , fp
ne 1 all , cf2 , F0 ran

rej.
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1

features
cf 2
cf 1 , cf2
cf 1 , cf2
cf 1 , ne1 all , ne2 all , cf2
cf 1 , cf2

rej.
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1

features
pp, dur 1 , fp, F0 amp
pp, dur 1 , fp
pp, F 0 amp , e
dur 1, pp, F0 amp

Table 7.3: Operating points of the MRROC curves on the validation set after training on 800
voicemail messages within the binary decision class.
follows.

7.3 The multi-class voicemail summarisation task
In the multi-class voicemail summarisation task we have five predefined classes: four classes containing the words that carry principal content (proper names, telephone numbers, dates/times and
other) and one class containing all redundant and irrelevant words. Hence, the multi-class voicemail summarisation task is expressed by the Equation 4.1 for C
5. The multi-class summarisation task is depicted in Figure 7.8 where the mapping of spoken words to a feature observation
space is shown. The observation space comprises a total of 24 lexical and prosodic features listed
in Table 7.4.

7.3.1 Role of classifier type
Following the result from the binary decision task where the larger the amount of data the slightly
better the accuracy, we conducted subsequent experiments using the full training set (800 messages). For the multi-class summarisation task we experimented only with the single layer network and the MLP classifiers. The reason behind this decision was the availability of the softmax
function [Bridle, 1990]. This function represents a smooth version of the ‘winner takes all’ activation model in which the unit with the largest input has output 1 while the other units have output
0. In case of softmax the integrated outputs of the units can be interpreted directly as probability
estimations, thus we do not need to search for optimal thresholds and rejection rates.
The ROC curves produced by Parcel for the multi-class summarisation task on the validation
set using the single layer network and the MLP classifiers are depicted in Figure 7.9. The accuracy
of the two classifiers is almost identical for the proper names, telephone numbers and dates and
times classes. For the ‘other’ class the accuracy is complementary, but still comparable.
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Figure 7.8: Schematic representation of the multi-class summarisation task.

7.3.2 Comparison of individual features
We found that the distributions of most prosodic features differed for different target classes;
however, the extent of overlap among classes was also significant. The four target word classes of
the multi-class voicemail summarisation task were found to correlate with individual features as
follows (Figure 7.10):
Proper names were best correlated with class specific NE matching (ne1 nam ) offering close
to optimal classification. However, the sensitivity was reduced dramatically when the
matching of stemmed list (nee nam ) was used. NE matching based on all types of NE
(ne1 all ) gives a good discrimination as the related lists entries contain mostly proper names.
This advantage was less evident with the increased confusion introduced by the stemmed
list (ne1 all ). Collection frequency also offered good discrimination with cf2 performing
slightly better than cf1 . Location information (loc) found to have strong negative correlation with the proper names, indicating that proper names appear most often at the beginning
of messages. We also observed a low acoustic confidence for proper names. Regarding
the prosodic features we found rather strong correlations with energy (e), F0 ran , F0 amp
and duration (in descending order). A weak correlation with following pauses (fp) was also
observed.
Telephone numbers were found to be characterised adequately by both class specific NE matching features (ne1 tel , ne2 tel ), offering almost optimal classification, and the date and time
specific NE matching features (ne1 d t ,ne2 d t ). This is explained by the fact that these two
classes share a large number of entries, namely digits. Location features (loc) offered a
good discrimination as telephone numbers typically appear towards the end of a message.
Collection frequency found to have an interesting correlation with this class. For words with
low collection frequency the correlation was strongly negative, while the correlation went
slightly positive for words with a collection frequency above the average. It is also notable
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Lexical Features
ac: acoustic confidence
cf1 : collection frequency of actual words
cf2 : collection frequency of stemmed words
ne1 all : matching of all actual NE words*
ne2 all : matching of all stemmed NE words*
ne1 nam : matching of proper names*
ne2 nam : matching of stemmed proper names*
ne1 tel : matching of telephone numbers*
ne2 tel : matching of stemmed telephone numbers*
ne1 d t : matching of dates and times*
ne2 d t : matching of stemmed dates and times*
ne1 oth : matching of other NE words*
ne2 oth : matching of stemmed other NE words*
loc: word location in message
Prosodic Features
dur1: duration normalised by corpus
dur2: duration normalised by message ROS
pp: preceding pause*
fp: succeeding pause*
e: mean RMS energy normalised by message
∆F0 : delta of F0 normalised by message
F0 amp : average F0 normalised by message
F0 ran : F0 range
F0 on : F0 onset
F0 off : F0 offset

Table 7.4: Lexical and prosodic features calculated for each word in the voicemail training, validation and test sets for the multi-class task. The features marked with an asterisk (*) are represented
by binary variables.
that telephone numbers class had the highest acoustic confidence among all five classes.
From the prosodic features only durational proved to be related with telephone numbers.
The remaining of prosodic features gave close to chance accuracy.
Dates and times were discriminated adequately by the class specific NE matching features
(ne1 d t ,ne2 d t ) in a similar fashion to the previous class. However, the telephone numbers specific NE matching (ne1 tel , ne2 tel ) were found to have a much lower sensitivity
with dates and times class due to the many irrelevant entries. Notably, ne1 all gave a better
discrimination with respect to dates and times than ne1 tel or ne2 tel . In contrast to telephone numbers, collection frequency features gave good correlation with dates and times.
The most important prosodic features were found to be fp, dur1 /dur2 , F0 off and F0 amp
(in descending order). Note that F0 off found to have the best correlation with dates and
times class comparing with all the other classes. Dates and times class was the only class
with a negative correlation with energy features. The rest of the prosodic features examined
offered a discrimination close to that of chance.
Other target words proved to be the most difficult to correlate with individual features. The features that correlate best with this general class are related to collection frequency (cf1 ,cf2 ).
As one would expect for this class NE related features offered virtually no discrimination,
with the slightly positive correlation explained due to several instances of the same target
words (Section 4.2.1). Among the prosodic features dur1 /dur2 , F0 rang , e and F0 off offered
the best discrimination.
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Figure 7.9: The ROC curves produced by the Parcel algorithm for the multi-class task on the validation set using the single layer network and the MLP classifiers after training on 800 voicemail
messages.

The H3 hypothesis becomes even weaker for the multi-class summarisation task, where the
lexical features clearly dominate the ROC space. Even for the ‘other’ class collection frequency
is the most prominent feature. Hence, we conclude that lexical and prosodic features have a
complementary role in the summarisation component but the role of former is more significant.

7.3.3 MRROC operating points
The MRROC operating points for the multi-class task are shown in Figure 7.11. With respect
to H4 hypothesis we can again verify the original prediction that a small but variable number
of features is adequate for performing summarisation. The combination of multiple classifier
outputs within the multi-class summarisation task is not straightforward. Although ROC analysis
can been extended to multiple classes [Srinivasan, 1999], the result is in general non-intuitive and
computationally expensive. In practice, c classes are commonly handled by producing c different
ROC curves. If we let C to be the set of all classes then ROCCc plots the classification accuracy
using class Cc as the positive class and all other classes as the negative class. Each such ROC
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Figure 7.10: The ROC curves produced for the multi-class summarisation task using as inputs to
a linear classifier the individual features of Table 7.4 with respect to a training set containing 800
messages.

curve yields an AUROC value. For a single probabilistic classifier this produces c separate curves
with c different AUROC values. The AUROC values can be combined into a single weighted sum
where the weight of each class Cc is proportional to the class’s prior in the training set:
AUROCtotal

∑

AUROC Cc p Cc

(7.5)

Cc C

A disadvantage of the method described by Equation 7.5 is that words belonging into classes with
low priors are essentially excluded from the summaries. Furthermore, as priors estimated over
a large set they can be totally irrelevant to particular messages. For instance, consider messages
where there are repetitions of the same information e.g. telephone numbers and therefore many
words belong into a certain low prior class. If the classifiers for the classes with high priors are
applied according to these priors, it might not leave enough room to classify words into the remaining classes given the restrictions set by a given compression rate. Subsequently, we took
a different approach in which we subsequently applied one classification system for each of the
classes. We started with the one offering the best accuracy (largest AUROC). The restriction was
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that a classification system with a smaller AUROC than the ones previously applied could not remove from the summaries the words already selected. Following the results shown in Figure 7.11,
we applied sequentially PN800, TN800 , DT800 and OT800 classification systems to produce the
multi-class summaries. The configuration of these classification systems is shown next to the
operating points.
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Figure 7.11: The MRROC curves produced by the Parcel algorithm for the multi-class task on the
validation set using the single layer network and MLP classifiers after training on 800 voicemail
messages. Details of the operating points closer to the optimal classifier are also shown.

7.4 Summary post-processing
Spoken language, including voicemail, contains much redundancy in the form of many words that
carry no information but are necessary to construct grammatical sentences. These words often
include prepositions, pronouns, articles and connectives and are called function words. Function
words can be excluded from the summaries because they do not contribute to the relevance and
importance of an extract. We used a stop list in order to exclude any function words from the summariser’s output, which contains, along with common function words, others that intuitively do
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Class proper names, Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier features
0.01
0.77
mlp
ne 1 nam , loc
0.03
0.97
mlp
ne 1 nam , F0 off
Class telephone numbers, Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier features
0.03
0.99
mlp
ne 1 tel , dur1
Class dates and times, Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier features
0.03
0.40
sln
ne 2 d t , dur2
0.12
0.84
mlp
ne 2 d t , dur2
0.14
0.89
mlp
ne 2 d t , F0 off
Class other, Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier features
0.03
0.22
sln
cf 1 , dur1
0.16
0.65
sln
cf 1 , ne2 oth
0.28
0.79
mlp
cf 1
0.31
0.81
mlp
cf 1 , cf2

Table 7.5: Operating points of the MRROC curves for the multi-class task on the validation set
after training on 800 voicemail messages.

prior to post-processing
BOB GLEN MORRISON AT ONE SEVEN NINE FIVE GIVE ME A CALL
after post-processing
BOB GLEN MORRISON AT ONE SEVEN NINE FIVE GIVE ME A CALL

Figure 7.12: Examples of summarisation errors that the post processing algorithm corrects.

not affect the worthiness of a message summary. Our stop word list contains 54 entries (Table 4.5)
and is applied after the classification has taken place.4 Our experiments revealed that approximately 2% of the hypothesised words were stopped. This indicates that our classifiers were well
trained to exclude frequently occurring and insignificant words from the summaries.
In another scenario when information extends across several words and only a subset of them
is extracted, the information will appear fragmented in the summary and this will be incomprehensible or biased. In particular, a hypothesised summary may contain a subset of the true summary,
but missing one or two words which can distract the meaning (e.g. a missing ‘not’ from a negative statement) or diminish the usability of the extracted information (e.g. a missing digit from
a telephone number). In order to overcome the latter problem we designed a simple algorithm
to compensate for occasional classification errors so as to retain information context beyond the
word level. The procedure is a follows: we search the summariser’s output for proper names and
check whether the word preceding and following them is also a proper name. In case a word in the
vicinity of a hypothesised proper name was in fact a proper name (as indicated by NE matching)
but had not been classified as a target word by the summariser, we included it in the summary
given that its acoustic confidence score was above a certain value, e.g. 0.4. We then repeated the
4 Stop

words could also be removed prior to the classification phase. Although this would reduce the amount of
necessary computations (i.e. not classifying words which would be removed anyway), we decided to remove them in
the post-processing phase as in the future the summarisation models might be extended beyond the word level, where
the stop words will be useful.
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above procedure for acronyms and digits with the search taking place in a wider window so as to
retain in the summaries long acronyms and telephone numbers. Examples of summarisation errors that can be corrected by the post-processing algorithm are shown in Figure 7.12. As a future
extension in the post-processing algorithm it would be useful to include a functionality to detect
repetitions and drop duplicate information e.g. a telephone number repeated twice in a message
or a non necessary spelling of proper names and places.5

7.5 Hypotheses
Prior to the systematic evaluation of the summaries that were produced by the systems described
in this chapter, we made the following hypotheses:
H5 Automatic summaries are better than random summaries but inferior to manual summaries.
We predicted that summaries produced automatically either from a human transcription or
automatic transcription would be consistently better than random or crude summaries but
not superior to the summaries produced manually.
H6 The effects of the summarisation component are as crucial as those of the recognition component. We expected that the summarisation quality would be affected by recognition and
summarisation errors in a similar degree.
H7 Automatic summaries enable accurate and fast message comprehension. We predicted that
reading the message on a mobile display would enable quicker comprehension than accessing the corresponding spoken audio. We expected that proactive delivery of text voicemail
summaries to mobile terminals can in general reduce delays to important decision-making
by capturing and distributing information quickly.

7.6 Concluding discussion
In this chapter we examined in detail the binary and multi-class summarisation tasks. The focus was on the effects of training data size, role of features, and type of classifiers. The results
revealed that the classifiers (with the exception of single layer network) are not sensitive to the
size of training set. Using ROC analysis we identified the most informative features for the two
summarisation tasks. Highly informative features for the binary decision task were collection frequency, NE matching, duration, energy and pauses. For the multi-class summarisation task the
leading features were collection frequency, NE matching, duration and F0 offset. In the rest of the
chapter our goal was to select dimension-reduced vectors of prosodic and lexical features that are
adequate for classifying the words contained in spontaneous spoken messages and produce terse
summaries. Hypothesis H4 was validated as a small but variable number of features is adequate
for performing summarisation. In particular we found that the distributions of most lexical and
prosodic features varied considerably for different target classes; however, the extent of overlap
among classes was also significant. Parcel provided us with a powerful framework to address one
of the difficulties in prosodic modelling, i.e. multiple prosodic components affecting the same
acoustic signal. We showed that it is possible and desirable to avoid single commitment to a single classifier or feature set. Instead we came up with as many as different subsets are necessary
to produce satisfactory accuracy across all costs. Hypothesis H3 proved to be only partially correct as we found that lexical and prosodic features are complementary within the summarisation
5 For

such an example see message 6 of test42 in Appendix A.
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component but the former play consistently a more important role. In all experiments reported
in this chapter we used human transcriptions for training and validation. The next chapter will
discuss evaluation using the classifiers developed in this chapter on unseen test data, both hand
transcribed and automatically recognised.

8. Evaluation and usability issues

The design of VoiSum architecture requires trade-offs between the target summary length and
the retaining of essential information points. The way message transcriptions are processed to
construct summaries can affect everything from a user’s perception of the service to the allocation
and management of the mobile network’s resources. Delivering only correct and content rich entities to the mobile terminal would maximise the potential success of such a system. Although the
ultimate test of a summary is whether or not it is found to be useful by the intended recipient, in
practice deciding how to maximise the utility of a summary for a user is hard. This chapter starts
by reviewing metrics for objective and subjective summary evaluation and provides scores for both
the binary decision and multi-class tasks. The evaluation is done using unseen test data and the
questions we are looking to answer are the effects of WER and the effects of automatic summarisation. This chapter also extends a framework for evaluating and comparing the performance of
voicemail summarisation systems for mobile messaging. The framework combines message and
system attributes in a way that determines which configuration constructs and delivers summaries
that satisfy most of the users most of the time.

8.1 Methods for evaluating summarisation
After having performed feature subset selection and compared different classifiers withn the ROC
space and automatically post-processed their output, as described in Chapter 7, we proceeded
with the evaluation of the summaries. Summaries are inherently hard to evaluate because their
quality depends both on the intended use and on a number of other factors, such as how readable
an individual finds a summary or what information an individual thinks should be included in it.
Automatically generated summaries of textual material can be evaluated by subjective comparison
to existing human-generated summaries of the same material. Unlike application domains where
a ‘gold standard’, e.g. the correct transcription of a spoken utterance, or the correct filled template
108
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in an extraction task can be specified, automatic summarisation systems have proved difficult to
evaluate, as there is no such thing as a best, or canonical summary – especially when the summary
is constructed as an extract. Hence, there is not a wide agreement upon a set of methods for
carrying out summarisation evaluation. In the following paragraphs we outline the two main
evaluation approaches, namely subjective and objective. The first requires human subjects to
perform the actual scoring while in the latter the scoring can be automated by comparing against
reference summaries.

8.1.1 Subjective evaluation measures
Text summarisation evaluation performed by human subjects can be broadly classified into two
categories: intrinsic and extrinsic [Mani and Maybury, 1999]. In an intrinsic evaluation, humans
judge the quality of summarisation directly based on the analysis of a summary. This can involve
user judgements on fluency of the summary, or similarity to an ‘ideal’ summary. In an extrinsic
evaluation, the quality of a summary is judged on how it affects the completion of some other task.
Tasks have included humans determining the relevance of summaries to topics as well as humans
answering questions based on readings of summaries.
Significant work on evaluation of text summarisation systems was carried out during the
DARPA summarisation conferences (SUMMAC) [Mani et al., 1998] and document understanding conferences (DUC) [Marcu, 2001]. SUMMAC evaluations are especially notable because
they are the first large-scale evaluations of text summarisation systems conducted by someone
other than the developers of those systems. An extrinsic evaluation method was employed to measure the impact of summarisation on performance time and accuracy in assessing relevance. The
experimental hypothesis was that the use of summarisation saves time in relevance assessment in
certain tasks, without impacting accuracy. In DUC evaluations the summary evaluation environment (SEE) was used.1 SEE allows summary evaluators to evaluate the quality of summaries by
designating one summary as ideal (model text), and comparing it with the automatically produced
summaries (peer texts). The interface allows comparisons to be performed based on whether the
peer text content is fully or only partially covered by ideal summary.

8.1.2 Objective evaluation measures
A major factor indicating whether or not summaries are useful as shortened versions of the original messages can be determined by whether or not key information is retained in them. Two
metrics commonly used to evaluate extracts in text summarisation are precision and recall (Section 2.2). Recall is a measure of how many words in the ‘ideal’ summary are in the automatic
summary while precision is a measure of how many of the words selected were indeed relevant to the ‘ideal’ summary. F-measure, the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall,
indicates the overlap between the ‘ideal’ summary and the automatic one. A pilot experiment
(40 sentences) reported by [Jing et al., 1998] examined the F-measure performance of three text
summarisation systems. It was found that different systems achieved their best performance at
different compression rates, showing that the cut-off summary length can affect results significantly, and the assumption of a single ‘ideal’ summary is problematic. They also suggested
improvements on the precision and recall measures for summarisation by proposing a fractional
F-measure, while [Goldstein et al., 1999] used 11-point average precision.2 [Radev et al., 2000]
illustrated that F-measure or percent agreement are not satisfactory and proposed that instead one
1 SEE
2 11

was implemented by C.-Y. Lin and is available from http://www.isi.edu/ cyl/SEE/
point average precision is the most standard TREC text retrieval measure.
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can measure the coverage of the ideal summary’s utility, determined by measuring users’ speed
and accuracy in identifying relevant documents.

8.1.3 Integrating subjective and objective measures
The quality of a service is not related to a single measure, but is rather to a combination of several
factors, including learnability, effectiveness and user satisfaction. Speech-enabled applications
should be designed with the needs of the end-user firmly in mind. However, the quality cannot
be presupposed – it is a property that must be assessed by having representative users interact
with each application built. Usability testing (Section 2.6) ensures that application designs are on
target and allow users to accomplish their tasks with ease and efficiency. Poor usability of speechenabled applications has a direct cost. In dialogue systems, every user who cannot reach his/her
goals using the VUI will likely be transferred to a human agent or in case of VoiSum will have to
retrieve the original audio recordings. The true value of automated applications is that they handle
routine but expensive tasks, thus reducing the volume and duration of calls that must be handled
by representatives or by the users themselves. Poor usability negates this value.
Recently there has been a shift from engineering-oriented metrics, which are often limited
to precision and recall, to more HCI-oriented metrics. In evaluation efforts within the DARPA
Communicator program [Walker et al., 2000] this was achieved by collecting and analysing user
satisfaction data via web-based questionnaires completed after each session. This data can then be
correlated with system properties (such as accuracy and coverage) using evaluation frameworks
to see what parts of the system affect usability and to predict how user satisfaction will change
when other trade-offs are made.
PARADISE framework
One of the first frameworks to integrate engineering-oriented metrics with user input was paradigm
for dialogue system evaluation (PARADISE) [Walker et al., 1998]. This framework was designed
to evaluate spoken language agents by comparing the performance of different dialogue strategies,
evaluating performance over subdialogues as well as whole dialogues, and comparing systems designed for different tasks after normalising for task complexity. PARADISE separates how an
agent uses dialogue strategies (e.g. confirmation) from what an agent achieves in terms of task
requirements (e.g. information transfer) as shown in Figure 8.1. This is achieved through the
definition of a single evaluation performance function which incorporates measures of both task
success (core information transfer) and costs (efficiency and other qualitative measures). PARADISE uses user satisfaction ratings as an indicator of usability, and calculates the contribution of
two potential factors (task success and dialogue costs) to user satisfaction using decision-theoretic
framework. This evaluation framework is based on the success rate of the information transfer.
This is done using an attribute-value matrix, by comparing the matrices for the system and the
user. A confusion matrix, where the off-diagonals represent a mismatch between the system and
the user matrices, is used to calculate the Kappa statistic (Section 2.6.2). Examples of dialogue
costs are the number of total utterances and the number of repair utterances.
The PARADISE evaluation framework has been applied to several spoken dialogue systems.
An experimental evaluation of a co-operative versus literal response strategy using hypothesis testing in TOOT 3 showed that a combination of response strategy, application task, and task/strategy
interactions account for various types of performance differences. By using PARADISE to estimate an overall performance function, interdependencies that exist between the ASR component
and response strategy were identified. PARADISE has also been used to examine the effects of
3 TOOT

is a spoken dialogue agent that allows users to access train schedules stored on the WWW.
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Maximize user
satisfaction

Maximize task
success

Minimize costs

Efficiency measures

Quality measures

Kappa

Number utterances,
dialogue time, etc.

Agent response delay,
innappropriate utterance ration,
repair ratio, etc.

Figure 8.1: PARADISE’s structure of objectives for evaluating spoken dialogue performance,
after [Walker et al., 1998].

a short tutorial session with a voice-enabled email retrieval system. In the rest of this chapter we
evaluate the summarisation performance using subjective and objective measures with and without the effects of the other component technology, i.e. ASR. Towards the end we discuss how
PARADISE can be adapted to evaluate the components of the VoiSum system.

8.2 Subjective evaluation and usability testing of voicemail summarisation
As we have already explained, successful automated speech applications meet the needs of users
who expect highly effective, efficient solutions that are likable and quickly learned. Usability
testing is a method for evaluating the quality of the user experience for speech-enabled applications. It reveals diagnostic information on how to improve the application to better satisfy users.
Usability testing offers the opportunity to identify and eliminate problems within applications before unveiling them to the public, resulting in time and cost savings for organisations deploying
such applications. The main goal of the subjective evaluations we performed was to find out what
people think of our summarisation models, both in comparative and absolute terms.4 In general,
this type of evaluation is characterised by the following limitations:
1. Are the messages that the subjects evaluated really representative of the entire task?
2. Are there enough messages to provide examples of all variations that a summarisation system is likely to deal with?
3. Are the human subjects sufficiently familiar with the voicemail/summarisation domain and
are they putting enough effort into their evaluations, so that order statistics can be taken
seriously?
4A

MOS evaluation was presented earlier (Section 4.2.2) where we evaluated the summaries produced by the baseline summarisation system. Therein we presented 14 subjects with the message human transcriptions and automatically
generated summaries at two compression levels and asked them to determine the relevance.
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Summarisation method
Manually produced summary from the original human transcription
Automatically produced summary from the original human transcription
Manually produced summary from the SR 1 transcription
Automatically produced summary from the SR 1 transcription
Manually produced summary from the SR 2 transcription
Automatically produced summary from the SR 2 transcription
Extraction of the first words from the human transcription
Random extraction of words from the human transcription

Table 8.1: The eight types of summarisation methods applied to five random messages in test42.
All evaluations were conducted in a very controlled environment, where the users were given
instructions before proceeding with the evaluation. The messages used to conduct these experiments were selected for their diversity from both test sets and vary considerably in terms of style,
length, WER and consequently difficulty (Appendix C). Regarding the participating subjects in
the experiment of Section 8.2.1 these were computing related professionals (age group: 24-45,
sex: 7 male/3 female, origin: 6 native/4 non-native). On the other hand, the subjects participated
in the experiment of Section 8.2.2 comprised 16 Computer Science graduate students (age group:
20-28, sex: 12 male/4 female, origin: 14 native/2 non-native, all familiar with WAP).5
In the following results the transcriptions denoted SR1 are those produced by our hybrid connectionist system as described in Section 4.1.2 with 41.1% and 43.8% WER on test42 and test50,
respectively. The transcriptions denoted SR2 were produced by a considerably more complex
hidden Markov model toolkit (HTK) system developed for the Switchboard task and adapted for
the Voicemail task [Cordoba et al., 2002] with 31.0% and 30.9% WER on test42 and test50, respectively.6 That system used Switchboard models trained using maximum mutual information
estimation (MMIE) and then adapted to Voicemail corpus using maximum a posteriori (MAP)
adaptation techniques [Gauvain and Lee, 1994]. MMIE training [Bahl et al., 1986] maximises the
mutual information between the training word sequences and the observation sequences. Finally,
the transcriptions denoted HT refer to the original human transcriptions of the Voicemail corpus.

8.2.1 Mean opinion score on eight types of summaries
In order to examine the validity of hypotheses H5 and H6 we presented a set of summaries to
human subjects for evaluation and asked them to score their quality by comparing them with
the original message transcriptions (Section 2.6.1). The summaries are given in Appendix C
and correspond to messages 2, 7, 9, 14 and 26 of test42 (Appendix A for the original human
transcriptions). Each summary has been produced in a different fashion as shown in Table 8.1.7
The automatically produced summaries (types 2, 4 and 6) of the above table were produced by the
system denoted A800 in bottom right subplot of Figure 7.7. This system has the shortest Euclidean
distance from the “ideal” summariser. That summarisation system used a k-nearest neighbours
classifier with 0.3 threshold, 0.0 rejection rate and cf1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , fp as feature inputs.
We decided to keep the number of summaries to a maximum of 8 as for large numbers of
summaries with fine-grained differences subjects would have to make finer judgments than might
be reasonable.8 The results for each message in this experiment are shown in Table 8.2 where
5 The

same subjects produced the summaries of five messages we compared in terms of agreement in Section 4.2.1.
Gales is acknowledged for giving access to their transcriptions for the purposes of this experiment.
7 During the experiment though the summaries were presented to the subjects in a random order.
8 This was particulary notable when we also asked some of the subjects to rank the eight summaries instead of
6 M.
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Message no. (test42)
Summaries scoring 1 / Kappa
Summaries scoring 2 / Kappa
Summaries scoring 3 / Kappa
Summaries scoring 4 / Kappa
Summaries scoring 5 / Kappa
Avg. score / Overall Kappa

2
17 / 0.73
18 / 0.11
24 / 0.13
15 / 0.13
6 / 0.20
2.69 / 0.26

7
15 / 0.61
15 / 0.15
32 / 0.49
13 / 0.44
5 / 0.12
2.72 / 0.41

9
16 / 0.74
13 / 0.07
28 / 0.21
15 / 0.19
8 / 0.14
2.82 / 0.29

113
14
17 / 0.58
17 / 0.16
23 / 0.18
16 / 0.22
7 / 0.15
2.74 / 0.27

26
12 / 0.50
25 / 0.45
20 / 0.29
17 / 0.21
6 / 0.32
2.75 / 0.36

Table 8.2: Inter-subject agreement on eight summaries for each of five random messages in test42
as judged by 10 human subjects. The results (Amount of summaries / Kappa statistic) are categorised by score class (1-5) and message number.
the distribution of scores and the inter-subject agreement, measured by the Kappa statistic (Section 2.6.2) are given. The majority of scores was found to be in the range of 2 to 3 out of 5. The
Kappa statistic shows that subjects tend to agree more on which summaries are of low rather than
high quality. The overall Kappa statistic for these messages found to be in the range 0.26 to 0.41
(poor agreement).
From the same experiment we compiled Figure 8.2 which compares the scores of summaries
according to their type. The results reveal that the automatically produced summaries (types 2,
4 and 6) are consistently better than those produced by random word selection or according to a
simple rule (types 7 and 8), but at the same time inferior to those produced by humans (types 1, 3
and 5). The above results do support our predictions as given in hypothesis H5 .
Regarding the effect of WER, i.e. summary types 1, 3, 5 and 2, 4, 6, it seems that going from
human to ASR transcriptions reduces the MOS by over 1 point, whereas going from human to
automatic summary reduces the MOS by about 0.6. This finding did not support our prediction that
the effects of the summarisation component are as crucial as those of the recognition component
(hypothesis H6 ). A series of objective evaluations (Section 8.3) will follow to investigate this
further. Furthermore, it was confirmed that any type of summary would always score higher if the
correct transcription was to be used as an input (summary types 1, 2; 3, 4 and 5, 6.).

8.2.2 Comprehension and usability tests
A series of comprehension tests was conducted in order to examine the validity of hypothesis H7
that predicted that automatic summaries enable accurate and fast message comprehension. In this
experiment subjects either read text summaries or listened to audio recordings and answered to
questions about their content. A set of questions was designed to measure whether the human subjects could extract the core information contained in 15 summaries of randomly selected messages
from both test sets. We then compared the answers on the same questions when provided the subjects with the original audio recordings. The summaries were produced from the HT (messages:
10, 18, 32 of test42 and 6, 16, 29, 40 , 47 of test50) and SR1 (messages: 17, 28 of test42 and 4,
8, 27, 36, 45 of test50) transcriptions. We chose different messages for HT and SR1 summaries in
this section, as a subject should only see one summary of a message. An alternative would have
been to have had half the subjects see an HT summary of message m, the other half see a SR1 summary of the same message. This would have enabled comparisons between HT and SR1 statistics
on the same message, although at the cost of fewer results for a given recognition/summarisation
condition. All summaries of this experiment were produced by the system denoted A800 in bottom
right subplot of Figure 7.7. That summarisation system used a k-nearest neighbours classifier with
scoring them.
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Figure 8.2: Average MOS on 8 types of summaries explained in Table 8.1 for each of 5 messages
contained in test42 as judged by 10 subjects.

0.3 threshold, 0.0 rejection rate and cf1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , fp as feature inputs. During this evaluation
session for each message we asked the following questions:
1. Who called?
2. Purpose of call?
3. Message priority? (select from high, medium or low)
4. Contact telephone number?9
For the majority of the messages we provided the subjects with the minimum background information that we assumed that would be known to the intended recipient of the original message
(Appendix D). The interface we designed is depicted in Figure 8.3 and includes a WAP phone
emulator.10 Spelling errors were ignored in proper names, ‘do not know’ answers were considered as incorrect and partially incorrect telephone numbers were considered as incorrect. Prior to
analysing the answers we collected, it is useful to look at the corresponding summaries. There we
can see that transcription errors in message 17 of test42 lead to an incorrect contact number (8268
instead of 2688). Similarly, a deletion (digit ‘five’) in message 40 of test50 lead again to another
incorrect contact number (3402878 instead of 53402878). In message 47 of test50 two contact
numbers are provided (1614 or 1615) while in the summary they appear concatenated. In general,
it would be useful if the user knew how many digits a contact number is expected to have so that
a summary entry can be validated.
The aggregate results related to questions 1, 2 and 4 are given in Table 8.3, while those related to question 3 in Table 8.4. From the first table we can see that the identity of the caller was
determined correctly 94% and 57% for the summaries produced using the HT and SR1 transcriptions, respectively. The answers regarding the purpose of call gave a 78% correct result for both
types of transcriptions. The contact telephone numbers were found to be 82% and 80% correct
9 Not
10 The

all messages contained a telephone number.
Nokia 7110 from http://wapsilon.com/ was used for this experiment.
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Figure 8.3: A glimpse of the interface we designed for audiovisual assessment of the application.
Its purpose was first to collect the answers regarding message comprehension for comparisons
and second to estimate the time needed to read text summaries versus retrieving the original audio
messages.

for HT and SR1 derived summaries, respectively. Finally, a significant difference (30% for HT
and 53% for SR1 ) was found among the answers regarding whether the original audio should be
retrieved to validate the summary contents. The above results suggest that transcription errors
affect mainly the identity of the caller while they lead to 23% more retrievals of audio recordings
as users were not confident that the information they read in a summary corresponded to the full
and correct content (although with the exception of proper names the summaries alone proved to
be sufficient).
The analysis of the results also revealed that human listeners were not always correct in picking up telephone numbers and the callers’ names from the audio recordings. This happened despite
the fact that they could have listened again the voicemail messages to verify their answers. In particular, we found that one, four and three subjects misrecognised the telephone numbers contained
in messages 32 (test42), 06 (test50) and 47 (test50), respectively. The automatic summariser using
the correct human transcription as input had extracted these telephone numbers correctly. At the
same time ten subjects failed to recognise correctly the telephone number contained in message 17
(test42). The ASR component and subsequently the recogniser failed to recognise it too. Regarding the name of the caller, two and nine subjects failed to recognise the caller names in messages
10 (test42) and 29 (test50) while the summariser using the correct human transcription as input
extracted it correctly.
The confusion matrices depicted in Table 8.4 suggest that the human subjects were able to
determine the messages’ priority accurately from the text summaries. In particular, the priority of
messages was determined with consistency 62.5% of the times for HT and 58.1% for SR1 after
comparing the results based on text summaries and the audio recordings. The cases where the
subjects completely misjudged the message priority from the text summaries were 2.3% (judged
as high while from the summary they thought it was low) and 4.5% (judged as low while from
the summary they thought it was high). The above results support the prediction of hypothesis H7
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Who called
Purpose
Contact no
Retr. audio

Who called
Purpose
Contact no
Retr. audio

HT transcription
test42
18
32
06
100
100
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
75
75
18.75
12.5
6.25
12.5
100
100
93.75
0
0
6.25
62.5 18.75
50
37.5 81.25
50
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Test set
Message no.
Correct
Part. correct
Incorrect
Correct
Part. correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Yes
No

10
100
0
0
93.75
0
6.25
12.5
87.5

Test set
Message no.
Correct
Part. correct
Incorrect
Correct
Part. correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect
Yes
No

SR1 transcription
test42
test50
17
28
04
08
27
36
31.25
75
0
93.75
0
100
12.50 18.75
0
0
0
0
56.25 6.25
100
6.25
100
0
100
75
93.75 87.50 56.25 87.50
0
12.5
0
0
25
12.5
0
12.5
6.25
12.5 18.75
0
0
100
100
100
100
100
0
0
0
0
18.75 93.75 81.25 43.75
75
37.5
81.25 6.25 18.75 56.25
25
62.5

16
100
0
0
81.25
6.25
12.5
12.5
87.5

test50
29
40
100
75
0
25
0
0
81.25 56.25
18.75 31.25
0
12.5
100
0
0
100
37.5
37.5
62.5
62.5

45
100
0
0
43.75
43.75
12.5
18.75
81.25

47
75
0
25
81.25
12.5
6.25
100
0
6.25
93.75

Avg.
93.75
3.125
3.125
77.68
14.28
8.04
82.29
17.71
29.69
70.31

-

Avg.
57.14
4.46
38.40
77.68
8.93
8.93
80
20
52.68
47.32

Table 8.3: Comparison of the answers given by 16 subjects who were presented with text summaries and the original audio of 15 voicemail messages.
that text summaries can offer accurate message comprehension – with some exceptions of course
particularly related to proper names unknown to the system.
In order to examine whether the claim of faster message comprehension (hypothesis H7 ) based
on the summaries was true, we recorded how much time users needed to accomplish voicemail
understanding and the results are summarised in Figure 8.4. Although not directly comparable
(since each message was used in one form only), the average comprehension time after reading
the summaries produced using the HT output was 33.2 sec, while for the SR1 was 42.7 sec (a
30% increase). These times include the time required to type the answers in the appropriate
fields (Figure 8.3). This favours the audio retrieval case, where users can listen to the recording
while typing versus the text summaries where they have to browse the mobile display to find the
appropriate bit of information prior to typing it. On the other hand, the subjects retrieved the
audio recordings on average 1.5 and 1.6 times for the HT and SR1 summaries, respectively. The
length of the original audio in seconds should not be confused with the time required to listen a
voicemail message as in the real world significant connection overheads (such as typing a PIN)
have to be taken into account. The above results are inconclusive regarding the speed of decision
making as part of hypothesis H7 . The average fastest decisions are divided among the audio and
summary retrievals and given the limitations we discussed in Section 8.2 further investigation will
be necessary to validate this part of the hypothesis H7 . However, after the completion of each
session we asked the users whether they were likely to use such a service regularly to access their
voicemail messages while away from office or home and 13 out of 16 (81%) answered positevely.
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HT transcription
Low Medium
Low
7.0
8.6
Medium 6.3
22.7
High
2.3
9.4

High
0.0
10.9
32.8

SR1 transcription
Low Medium
Low
12.5
12.5
Medium 5.4
31.3
High
1.8
8.9

High
2.7
10.7
14.3

Table 8.4: Message priority confusion matrices as determined by 16 subjects who were initially
presented with the automatically produced text summaries and later with the original audio of 15
messages. Each column corresponds to the percentage of messages classified as low/medium/high
priority based on text summaries and each row gives the percentage of messages classified as
low/medium/high priority based on the original audio. The degree of consistency across judgements can be determined by summing up the diagonal values.

8.3 Objective evaluation of voicemail summaries
In extractive speech summarisation, for a word contained in a summary to be correct there are
two requirements: the particular instance of the word must have been correctly transcribed and
assigned to the correct class. Wrong transcription leads to substitution errors. Regarding classification, false positives lead to insertion errors and false negatives lead to deletion errors. To
calculate any of these errors a correct transcription of the summary is required and the SER is
calculated by aligning and comparing the content words flagged by the summariser with those
annotated in a human-generated reference transcription (hypothesised summary).11
Marking scheme
A word hypothesis whyp may only be marked as correct if an identical word wref exists in the
time-aligned reference transcription such that greater than 50% of the interval spanned by whyp
overlaps with that of wref and vice versa. The last condition makes it possible to identify deletion
errors. This marking scheme was proposed by [Weintraub et al., 1997] to compute confidence
measures for word recognition and is shown in Figure 8.5. The error for each word in the target
summary is set to zero if transcription and classification are all correct, otherwise a 0.5 penalty is
added for every transcription or classification error.
Discussion on SER
Although SER does not forgive transcription errors, it penalises them partially and therefore it is
a good diagnostic for the development of speech summarisation systems. Despite the fact that
SER metric allows summary evaluation in terms of accuracy and completeness by determining
whether key content has been correctly transcribed and captured, a drawback can exist whenever
content words are repeated several times within a message and fewer instances of them have been
identified as target words by the human annotators. This can lead to both deletion and insertion
errors even if the correct words appear in both the target and hypothesised summaries. In order
to reduce the bias introduced by a single ‘ideal’ summary during calculating the SER, we can
compare with extracts chosen by a majority of annotators.12 For every word wn marked by the
11 In

contrast to ROC curves, SER refers to a single operating point.
this is most of the times prohibitively expensive.

12 Though,
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Message number

Figure 8.4: Message comprehension times comparing accessing the text summaries and original audio on a WAP phone emulator. Summaries used were produced using both HT and SR1
transcriptions.

annotators we can define a weighted SER measure as follows:
N

SER

∑

SUBwn

n 1

DELwn
N

INSwn

A wn

(8.1)

where

An
(8.2)
AT
where An is the number of annotators that have selected wn and AT is the total number of annotators produced summaries of a particular message. Awn carries information about the level of
agreement among annotators but does not require to specify the degree in which we expect them
to agree.
A wn

8.3.1 Summaries evaluation based on SER
The notation we use to express the extractive summarisation scores in this section are as follows.
CORR refers to correct transcription and correct classification while SUB denotes wrong transcription and correct classification. DEL refers to words in the reference that failed to be extracted
by the summarisation system and INS denotes non-target words that have been included in the
summary. Finally, SER is equal to the sum of the above three types of errors – SUB, DEL and
INS. The columns entitled Baseline show the ratio of words with correct content and correct extent over the number of target words in a message when as summary we consider the first 30%
and 20% of the words contained in the speech recogniser’s output and the human transcription for
test42 and test50, respectively. Any stop words were excluded from these transcriptions prior to
evaluating the summaries. Calculation of other types of errors is not possible from these partial
alignments corresponding to the beginning of each message.
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Figure 8.5: A schematic illustration of the 50% overlap criterion used to assess the time alignment
of the hypothesised summary, after [Weintraub et al., 1997].

CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)

Baseline
SR1
HT
27.8 38.3
-

binary decision task / test42
A800
B800
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
48.7 60.2 78.8 50.1 59.0
10.5 12.6 1.5 10.9 12.2
30.3 14.6 18.2 28.2 16.6
28.1 29.5 20.2 23.3 25.4
68.9 56.7 39.9 62.3 54.2

HT
73.4
2.1
22.3
15.5
39.9

SR1
52.2
12.4
23.0
27.5
62.9

C800
SR2
HT
61.1 82.4
13.0 1.3
12.8 15.0
31.0 21.8
56.8 38.1

CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)

Baseline
SR1
HT
18.3 31.0
-

binary decision task / test50
A800
B800
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
47.2 54.3 69.6 46.4 52.3
9.4 12.0 1.8
8.6 10.3
34.1 21.8 26.8 36.4 27.0
29.7 35.0 29.3 26.5 32.2
73.2 68.8 57.8 71.6 69.5

HT
70.4
2.2
25.2
23.8
51.2

SR1
50.4
9.9
29.9
30.8
70.6

C800
SR2
HT
55.2 76.2
11.0 1.6
22.7 20.7
37.1 28.8
70.8 51.1

Table 8.5: Extractive summarisation scores for the binary decision task on test42 and test50 after
training using 800 voicemail messages.
For the binary decision task the summaries produced by the systems denoted A800 , B800 and
C800 are depicted in the bottom right graph of Figure 7.7. The SER results on this task are given
in Tables B.4 and 8.5. The comparison of the baseline scores with those obtained by the actual
systems reveals clear superiority of the latter. For test42 in the baseline HT summary there are
38% relatively more correct words than in the one produced using the SR1 , while the equivalent
figure for test50 is 69%. In contrast, the differences between SR1 and HT in our summarisation
models are lower (approximately 25%). The summarisation system A800 used a knn classifier
with 0.3 threshold, 0.0 rejection rate and the cf1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , fp as feature inputs. The scores
of A800 classification systems are also compared in Figures 8.6. Summaries based on SR1 result
in a higher SER than SR2 summaries, and it can be seen that the additional errors for SR1 are
deletions, which may arise due to more summary words being misrecognised. Summaries based
on HT have the lowest SER, as expected. Although the deletion rate is higher for the human
transcription compared with SR2 , recognition errors also give rise to summarisation substitutions.
The system B800 was based on the Gaussian classifier with 0.7 threshold and 0.1 rejection rate,
while the input features compised ne1 all , cf2 and dur1 . The third system denoted C800 used a 0.3
threshold and 0.0 rejection rate within a knn classifier with cf1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , fp as input features.
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Figure 8.6: Extractive summarisation scores on the binary decision task produced by the A800
classification systems (Table 8.5) on test42 and test50 respectively for SR1 , SR2 and HT input
transcriptions.
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For HT, 80% and 72% correct classification was achieved on test42 and test50, respectively
while the baseline systems got only 38% and 31%. For the SR1 transcriptions, 49% and 47%
correct content and classification was achieved on test42 and test50, respectively. At the same
time, for the SR2 transcription scores were consistently higher, 60% and 55% correct content and
classification on test42 and test50, respectively. The significant difference between scores when
the human transcription is assumed shows what a bottleneck the ASR component can be. For SR1
output deletions count for about 26% and 33% in system A that has the best trade-off between true
and false positives. The equivalent scores for SR2 output were lower at 15% and 22%. Finally
, SER scores for test50 follow the same patterns but are poorer than those for test42 primarily
due to a higher deletions rate as a result of the relatively long duration of the messages contained
in the test50. The above results once again do not support our prediction that the effects of the
summarisation component are as crucial as those of the recognition component and therefore
hypothesis H6 is not valid.
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Figure 8.7: Extractive summarisation scores for the multi-class task produced by the A800 classification systems (Table 8.5) on test42 and test50 respectively for SR1 , SR2 and HT input transcriptions.
The results of Tables B.4 and 8.5 show rather unexpectedly that B and C classifiers can occasionally offer a slightly lower error rates than the prime system A. This can be explained by the
fact that the operating classifiers A, B and C where optimised for the validation test and the above
results are on unseen data i.e. test42 and test50.
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For the multi-class task the summaries were produced after combining the MLP classifiers
shown in Figure 7.11 according to the method described in Section 7.3.3. The classifier for proper
names was using ne1 nam and F0 off as input features. The one for telephone numbers was using
ne1 tel and dur1 . The classifier to select dates and times was using as input features ne2 d t
and F0 off . Finally, the classifier to extract the remaining target words used cf1 and cf2 as input
features.
The scores derived from the SER based evaluation on the multi-class task is given in Figures 8.7 and Table B.5. Although the overall summary word detection rate was not improved in
comparison with the binary task, names, dates and times, and numbers could be detected with a
higher accuracy which could be utilised if further processing of the summaries was required. The
results follow similar patterns to those observed for the binary decision task. In particular, the SER
on test42 found to be 63%, 53% and 41% for SR1 , SR2 and HT outputs, respectively. Regarding
test50 the SER scores were 76%, 72% and 61% for SR1 , SR2 and HT outputs, respectively.
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Figure 8.8: ROC operating points of the binary decision task summarisers (left graph) whose
operating points shown in bottom right subplot of Figure 7.7 and the multi-class task summariser
(right graph) whose operating points shown in Figure 7.11 after combining them according to the
method described in Section 7.3.3. The operating points correspond to test42 and test50 for SR1 ,
SR2 and HT input transcriptions.

The role of summary post-processing
The post-processing algorithm we described in Section 7.4 was applied prior to calculating the extractive summarisation scores. The algorithm decreases insertions due to the use of the stop word
list. It also tends to decrease deletions and increase correct extent due to the way proper names,
acronyms and digits are handled. Finally, substitutions remain unchanged as post-processing does
not perform any word replacements. Note that substitution errors for configurations that make
use of the human transcriptions are non zero as one would expect. This error is introduced by
the method we used (Figure 8.5) to examine word extent based on the 50% requirement of timealigned reference and hypothesis transcriptions.
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SR1
75.15

A800
SR2
80.55

binary decision task / test42
B800
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
83.70 77.00 83.00 84.10

SR1
78.30

C800
SR2
84.10

HT
84.20

SR1
76.20

A800
SR2
81.25

binary decision task / test50
B800
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
81.55 75.85 79.30 83.50

SR1
78.20

C800
SR2
80.20

HT
84.75

SR1
78.80

A800
SR2
81.50

SR1
75.20

A800
SR2
76.75

multi-class task / test42
HT
85.75
multi-class task / test50
HT
80.30

Table 8.6: The VTA values for the summarisers whose operating points shown in the graphs
depicted in Figure 8.8. The VTA values have been multiplied by a factor of 100 to give a number
that is similar to percent classification. The results correspond to test42 and test50 for both speech
recognition output and human transcription.

8.3.2 Summaries evaluation based on ROC analysis
The goal of this experiment was to examine whether the ROC analysis employed for training and
validation purposes could be used to conduct the actual evaluation of the summaries produced. For
this purpose, we calculated the sensitivity and (1-specificity) values for each of the summarisation
systems whose operating points depicted in Figures 7.7 and 7.11. As the automatic transcription
of the test sets contained transcription errors we give results for both human transcription and
speech recognition output. We used the marking scheme described in Section 8.3 according to
which transcription errors affect the true positive rates by a penalty of 0.5. The results of ROC
analysis on test42 and test50 are shown in Figure 8.8. As ROC operating points form a closely
spaced cluster and for better visibility we only show the relevant part of the ROC space.13
From these ROC curves we also calculated the triangulation area specified by the coordinates
of the operating point, as defined by Equations 7.3 and 7.4, and the points 0 0 and 1 1 . We
refer to this measure as vertex triangulation area (VTA).14 The results for the training set of 800
messages are given in Table 8.6. Results for smaller training sets are given in Table B.6. In these
tables, we multiply the VTA values by a factor of 100 to give a number that is similar to percent
classification, with 50 indicating random and 100 indicating perfect classification. VTA follows
similar patterns to those of SER, but the differences among results are of smaller range and thus
they are not as discriminatory as SER.
13 Alternatevely,
14 One

DET curves (Section 2.4.2) could be used.
disadvantage of this measure is that it favours operating points with higher false positives.
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task completion | user expertise

Maximise quality
of service

Maximise
summary quality

errors

appearance

Minimise
delivery cost

completion time

throughput

Figure 8.9: Evaluation framework of voicemail summarisation for mobile messaging. Its goal is
to determine which evaluation metrics maximise summary quality and minimise delivery costs by
combining user data and comparing system configurations with different trade-offs. The metrics
associated with this framework are listed in Table 8.7.

8.4 Evaluation framework for voicemail summarisation
In order for a new messaging system to be successful, it must fulfill two important criteria: firstly,
it must offer some new functionality that delivers added value (e.g. in terms of cost or convenience) to the user and secondly, the delivered content must be of adequate quality so it can be
adopted by a large number of users. The trade-offs among accuracy, coverage, and speed can be
intuited to some extent, but there is little quantitative evidence to back up the claims or to help a
system developer decide which aspect to focus on for a particular application. The goal for the
proposed framework is to relate accuracy, coverage, and speed to usability by gathering user data
and comparing systems that make different trade-offs. A high quality summary must minimally
contain the information whose transfer is the purpose of the message and delivered effectively on
a mobile terminal. However, there are many other criteria which enable us to judge on a delivered
summary as being of better quality than another. This requires more powerful, i.e. general but
adaptable methods.
Overall, the PARADISE evaluation framework (Figure 8.1) offers many advantages in measuring and comparing performance of spoken dialogue systems. It facilitates the comparison of
different dialogue strategies and empirically finds the main contributing factors to user satisfaction, which is considered to be the major correlate of performance. The selection of user satisfaction as the top-level criterion can be argued for its generality. Depending on the system one
needs to evaluate, the top level goal can be anything (e.g. total elapsed time, amount of money
saved). One disadvantage of this framework is the amount of work required to tag the dialogues
with the attributes for the task. For a complex task defining an adequate set of attributes can also
be difficult. It is not also clear how this evaluation framework will apply to subdialogues. Another
issue that raises questions is the set of values for an attribute. This framework assumes that there
is a finite set of values and the set of values depends on the dialogues used in the study, not the
whole domain. There may be cases where the set of values is not finite, or the whole set is not
represented in the dialogues used in the evaluation. This framework might not be able to capture a
non-uniform distribution of values. Another limitation of PARADISE is related to the fact that it
models performance as linear combination of the task success and dialogue costs. A method with
applicability into variable cost domains could be used instead.
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errors

appearence

completion time

throughput

SER or weighted SER
WER
F-measure

usage of post-processing
algorithm to correct summarisation errors
utilisation of mobile display
minimisation of scrolling

elapsed time between
message recording and
summary delivery

amount of data transferred successfully from
the voicemail server to
the mobile client in a
given time period

Table 8.7: Metrics related to the proposed evaluation framework for the VoiSum system.
We adapted the key components of PARADISE in order to reflect the needs of VoiSum system.
The overview of the proposed framework is depicted in Figure 8.9. The objective of this framework is to achieve the highest possible quality of service for this application. This is expressed by
task completion given the expertise of the user. Quality of service is of particular importance in an
environment with limited communication resources, limited bandwidth, and possible degradation
of service due to several types of errors.
Although there are several options introducing biases at a different level when applying such a
framework, in general metrics should be calculated without human intervention. The advantages
are that human effort is reduced by automating the process and that this is less biased by subjective views. It was our objective to employ metrics for a generic architecture, and thus could be
used without referring to the implementation of the summarisation system. Parcel feature selection framework is well suited for such task as almost no assumptions need to be made prior to
evaluating the role of different metrics.
Regarding the maximisation of the summary quality and minimisation of delivery time the
metrics described in Table 8.7 can be calculated and analysed. The errors (first column) need to
be estimated for each voicemail message. Although these error metrics can be calculated automatically, correct transcriptions and annotated summaries are required to align and compare the
content words flagged by the summariser with those annotated the hypothesised summaries. Factors related to the appearence of text summaries on the screen on a mobile client (with an HCI
perspective)15 are listed in the second column of Table 8.7. Regarding the parameters affecting the
completion time (third column) see Section 4.4. The extraction of prosodic features is unlikely to
have a significant effect on this, however calculation of lexical features might take longer. In terms
of throughput (fourth column), the selection of SMS as a bearer for delivering summaries raises
questions about the degree of utilisation of the short messages required to deliver the summary of
each spoken message.
Although our initial objective was to use the results of Section 8.2.2 within the proposed
evalution framework soon we found that the amount of data was too little to conduct this experiment. Instead of solving for weights on the success and cost measures using multivariate linear
regression as in PARADISE, we intended to use the Parcel algorithm to calculate the role of each
metric to the overall system performance. This is a straightforward and possibly much more robust process as the metrics are numerical values that can be used as inputs to our classifiers that
will be trained and validated using task completion as perceived by human subjects as an external
criterion.16 However, user data from the analysis of 16 15 summaries was insufficient to train
classifiers and subsequently performing metric selection.
15 [Buyukkokten et al., 2001] conducted studies related to the access times and number of stylus actions for browsing
WWW pages on small screens.
16 Parcel is so generic that it could include the weightings derived from linear regression as a component classifier.
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8.5 Concluding discussion
Speech summarisation can be evaluated by many methods and at several levels. All methods
give some kind of information on summary quality, but there is not a widely accepted evaluation
method. A speech summarisation system must take into account the limitations of the ASR component and human factors such as the user expectations and the level of expertise. This chapter described a number of subjective and objective evaluation measures we applied on unseen test data.
The questions we were looking to answer were related to the effects of WER and the effects of
automatic summarisation. Our subjective evaluations showed that errors can have serious consequences because they can destroy the user mental model for the application, i.e. having to retrieve
recorded audio messages whenever a poor quality summary is provided. The objective evaluations
revealed that SER and VTA are good measures (with some limitations though) of summary quality and that both are correlated with the amount of transcription errors. The main results from the
experiments presented in this chapter were that the automatic summaries were inferior to human
summaries, but there was a greater perceived quality difference between summaries derived from
hand- and automatically-transcribed messages, than between manual and automatic summarisation. In theory, by focusing on the targeted users of the application and studying the most frequent
errors, it is possible to feedback this knowledge to the design itself. However, speech summarisation is a non-trivial task and one has to take into account interdependencies among types of errors
given restrictions by available resources and the end-user. PARADISE framework is particularly
suited for such tasks and we adapted its metrics for the purposes of the VoiSum system. Designing
with criteria that minimise a series of errors and maximise utilisation of available resources is an
important step towards improving usability and overall quality of service.

9. Conclusions and future work

This thesis has provided a framework that allows comparisons and integration of patterns
present in voicemail messages for constructing summaries for mobile messaging applications.
The VoiSum architecture integrates in a transparent way multiple information sources at the word
level to generate terse summaries. We have described our message summarisation approach and
discussed the challenges and technical progress associated with the automatic transcription, the
extraction of lexical/prosodic features and the classifier/feature subset selection process. The system’s components were evaluated systematically using objective methods, while the summaries
produced were evaluated by both objective and subjective methods. This chapter discusses the
general research approach and reviews the main contributions of this research to the body of
knowledge. A summary of the thesis findings and the conclusions derived from them follows.
Issues for future research based on this thesis are also outlined.

9.1 General approach of the thesis
This thesis has investigated new methods for automatic speech summarisation. It was particularly concerned with the automatic summarisation of voicemail messages and makes scientific
and technical contributions to the use and interaction of ASR, speech summarisation and mobile
messaging technologies. Voicemail provides a dynamic and challenging domain with a relatively
high WER, a virtually unlimited vocabulary and a high density of name phrases. At the same
time, small displays and limited bandwidth create a challenging design environment for delivering voicemail summaries.
This thesis has integrated three diversified component technologies in an attempt to extract and
deliver spontaneous and task independent speech content in a format suitable for delivery/viewing
on portable devices. The work described herein is characterised by solid theoretical and empirical motivation and sound methodology so that useful lessons can be learned from the results.
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The two general approaches to problem solving, namely rule-based and machine learning are employed. A rule-based approach was used to construct the baseline system (Section 4.2.2) which
we subsequently augmented with information derived from prosodic cues using machine learning.

9.2 Contributions of the thesis
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows.
Advanced architecture for wireless voicemail content retrieval (Chapters 1 and 4).
We derived an architecture that overcomes the limitations of the existing voicemail retrieval
paradigm by creating and forwarding text summaries of incoming messages to mobile terminals. Suitable component technologies were identified for the above architecture and we
conducted an extended literature review to establish their advantages and limitations. A
push model was adopted that minimises unnecessary request activities by users which in
wireless environments would also mean inefficient and wasteful use of network resources.
We also built an end-to-end demonstration system for the summarisation of voicemail messages and the distribution of the summary to a mobile phone handset. Text compaction and
summary post-processing techniques suitable for this application were designed. A series
of feasibility studies was conducted and estimated the time required to create and deliver
voicemail summaries.
Applicability of hybrid connectionist/HMM speech recognition framework to the voicemail
task (Chapter 4).
We built a compact system that uses a fraction of parameters than those required by
GMM/HMM systems and achieved competitive recognition accuracy. The transcription
errors were reduced by combining PLP and MSG acoustic front-end and by augmenting
the textual data used to train the language models with task specific compound words and
similar utterances from BN and Switchboard corpora.
Annotation of data and development of related tools (Chapter 4).
We designed an annotation protocol for voicemail summarisation and manually annotated
1092 messages contained in the IBM Voicemail Corpus to create reference summaries for
training, validation and testing purposes. Patterns in summarisation style and the degree of
agreement among 16 annotators on a subset of messages were also studied. Subsequently
we designed a methodology to automatically extract a large number of lexical and prosodic
features and associate them with the ASR output.
Feature subset and classifier selection for speech summarisation (Chapter 7).
The limitations of existing feature selection algorithms with respect to variable or unknown
costs were described. We adopted Parcel as a feature selection approach that is based on
ROC analysis and builds on the hypothesis that different feature sets and classifiers can be
optimal at different points in precision-recall space. A series of experiments were conducted
on human transcriptions with Parcel to establish the role of the training data size, classifier
type and lexical/prosodic features. Using unseen test data we demonstrated that it is possible
and desirable to avoid single commitment to a single classifier or feature set during designing a general purpose summarisation system (e.g. one with unknown costs). We came up
with as many as different subsets are necessary to produce satisfactory performance across
all costs.
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Role of prosody in speech summarisation (Chapter 7). We integrated automatically derived
prosodic features and lexical features at the word level to generate summaries of spoken
messages. The role of individual features on discrimination between word classes was
studied using a linear classifier. Features related to energy, duration and pauses were found
to be consistently useful. We also found that combined lexical and prosodic features are at
least as robust as combined lexical features alone across all operating conditions.
Review and development of evaluation procedures (Chapter 8).
Existing evaluation methods for summarisation systems were reviewed. We evaluated the
quality of summaries produced using purpose designed subjective and objective measures.
A close to linear relation between the number of transcription errors and summarisation errors produced was found suggesting that the provision of closely integrated, accurate ASR
is essential for successful speech summarisation applications. We also proposed a framework for voicemail summarisation that combines system and usability attributes in a way
that determines which metrics maximise the summary quality and minimise the delivery
costs and thus satisfying most of the users most of the time.
The outcome of the thesis regarding the combination of lexical and prosodic cues can be used
by designers of spoken audio IE and IR systems. Since prosody is independent of word identity,
it can offer complementary information in related tasks. The architecture of VoiSum can also be
used by mobile messaging service providers to extend their service portfolio. Furthermore, the
service and content providers can perceive an indication of the quality of the summaries produced
and the time required to deliver them on mobile terminals. It remains to be seen how far the
description of tasks other than voicemail and in other human languages, drawing on the existing
and future work, can be accommodated within a system such as the one we have presented in this
thesis. It is our view that a methodology based on extraction and integration of different levels of
information, will continue to be an extremely interesting approach for building automatic speech
summarisation applications.

9.3 Summary of the experimental results
This thesis has provided a framework that allows comparisons and integration of patterns present
in voicemail messages for constructing summaries for mobile messaging applications. We made
a series of hypotheses the validity of which we examined experimentally. The hypotheses and the
main outcome of the related experiments follows.
H1 A hybrid connectionist/HMM system can provide good performance on the Voicemail task.
A relatively simple ASR system with components trained using the Voicemail corpus and
other corpora gave adequate recognition accuracy (41.1 and 43.8% WER on the two Voicemail testsets). These error rates are not as good as to those obtained by the best performing
systems (which are GMM based), but the best systems are much more complex e.g. speaker
adaptation and context-dependence. In the hybrid connectionist/HMM system the combination of acoustic probabilities of different systems in the log domain proved to be a simple
and effective method to increase noise robustness. That was particularly true in the case
of MSG features which provided significant gains as part of a combination with the PLP
baseline. Further improvements were due to augmentation of the textual data used to train
the language models with task specific compound words and similar utterances from BN
and Switchboard corpora.
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H2 SMS is adequate for transmitting voicemail summaries. We demonstrated that key content
from an average voicemail message could be encapsulated in a couple of SMS messages and
the time required for creating and transmitting the summaries is relatively short. According
to our testbed architecture and message submissions, a typical spoken message contained in
the Voicemail corpus with duration of 31 sec can be delivered as a text summary on a WAP
compatible terminal within approximately 54 sec. Further, the usability tests we performed
showed that users did not had difficulty browsing the mobile display in order to find the
required information.
H3 Lexical and prosodic features have a complementary role of similar significance within the
summarisation component. We confirmed experimentally that a subset of both lexical and
prosodic features will be present in the feature sets that produce good quality summaries.
However, our experiments did not support that part of the hypothesis predicting that prosody
encoded as raw features not only would increase the robustness of the summarisation component but occassionaly would surpass the accuracy offered by the lexical features alone.
For the binary decision summarisation task we found that lexical features as classifier inputs clearly dominate prosodic features in all intervals of thresholds. The combination of
lexical and prosodic features gave superior accuracy compared with any single constituent
classification system. The lowest FP rate is achieved using lexical features alone. Prosodic
features extend the system’s classification capabilities for TP 0 4. In contrast, prosodic
features alone tend to produce relatively high TP and FP rates.
H4 A small but variable number of features is adequate for performing summarisation. Our original hypothesis that a dimension-reduced feature set would only be necessary in order to
produce a set of accurate summaries proved to be correct. The distributions of most lexical
and prosodic features varied considerably for different target classes; however, the extent
of overlap among classes was also significant. We found several dimension-reduced vectors of prosodic and lexical features that are adequate for classifying the words contained
in spontaneous spoken messages. The features most often selected in the binary decision
summarisation task were F0 range, following pauses and duration. We also found that
almost every single feature subset contributing to the MRROC of lexical and prosodic features contains NE matching and collection frequency features. For each of the classes in
the multi-class summarisation task we found that proper name entries were best correlated
with class specific NE matching offering close to optimal classification. Collection frequency also offered good discrimination while location information found to have strong
negative correlation with the proper names, indicating that proper names appear most often at the beginning of messages. We also observed a low acoustic confidence for proper
names. Regarding the prosodic features we found rather strong correlations with energy,
F0 range, F0 amplitude and duration (in descending order). Telephone numbers were found
to be characterised adequately by the class specific NE matching features offering almost
optimal classification, and the date and time specific NE matching features. Location features offered a good discrimination as telephone numbers typically appear towards the end
of a message. Collection frequency found to have an interesting correlation with this class.
For words with low collection frequency the correlation was strongly negative, while the
correlation went slightly positive for words with a collection frequency above the average.
It is also notable that telephone numbers class had the highest acoustic confidence among
all five classes. From the prosodic features only durational proved to be related with telephone numbers. The rest of prosodic features gave close to chance performance. Dates and
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times were discriminated adequately by the class specific NE matching features in a similar
fashion to the previous class. However, the telephone numbers specific NE matching were
found to have a much lower sensitivity with dates and times class due to the many irrelevant
entries. In contrast to telephone numbers, collection frequency features gave good correlation with dates and times. The most important prosodic features were found to be following
pauses, duration, F0 offset and F0 amplitude (in descending order). F0 offset found to have
the best correlation with dates and times class comparing with all the other classes. Dates
and times class was the only class with a negative correlation with energy features. ‘Other’
target words proved to be the most difficult to correlate with individual features. The features that correlate best with this general class are related to collection frequency. As one
would expect for this class NE related features offered virtually no discrimination. Among
the prosodic features dur1 /dur2 , F0 rang , e and F0 off offered the best discrimination.
H5 Automatic summaries are better than random summaries but inferior to manual summaries.
Our evaluations confirmed that summaries produced automatically either from a human
transcription or automatic transcription would be consistently better than random or crude
summaries but not superior to the summaries produced manually. Automatic summaries
were inferior to human summaries, but there was a greater perceived quality difference between summaries derived from hand- and automatically-transcribed messages, than between
manual and automatic summarisation.
H6 The effects of the summarisation component are as crucial as those of the recognition component. Both subjective and objective evaluations revealed that the summarisation quality
is affected more by recognition than summarisation errors, and thus our hypothesis is not
true. The subjective evaluations showed that going from human to ASR transcriptions reduces the MOS by over 1 point, whereas going from human to automatic summary reduces
the MOS by about 0.6. This finding did not support our prediction that the effects of the
summarisation component are as crucial as those of the recognition component. Furthermore, it was confirmed that any type of summary would always score higher if the correct
transcription was to be used as an input. The objective evaluations revealed a close to linear
relation between the number of transcription and SER suggesting that the provision of good
quality transcriptions is essential for successful speech summarisation applications. In the
binary decision task a 80% and 72% correct transcription and classification for HT input
on test42 and test50, respectively was found while the baseline systems got only 38% and
31%. For the SR1 transcriptions, 51% and 47% correct transcription and classification was
achieved on test42 and test50, respectively. At the same time, for the SR2 transcription
scores were consistently higher, 60% and 55% correct transcription and classification on
test42 and test50, respectively. In the multi-class summarisation task, the SER on test42
found to be 63%, 53% and 41% for SR1 , SR2 and HT outputs, respectively. Regarding
test50 the SER scores were 76%, 72% and 61% for SR1 , SR2 and HT outputs, respectively.
H7 Automatic summaries enable accurate and fast message comprehension. We confirmed that
reading message summaries on a mobile display would enable fairly accurate comprehension. A WAP phone emulator was used to retrieve the summaries and we then assessed the
summary quality in terms of comprehension. The agreegate results of our subjective evaluations (Table 9.1) show that users were able to determine the message priority and contents
fairly accurately. Human transcription was considerably more reliable in determining caller
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Question
caller name
purpose of call
priority
contact number
retrieve audio

HT
94%
78%
63%
82%
30%
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SR1
57%
78%
58%
80%
53%

Table 9.1: Average percentage of correct answers in message comprehension.
identity (94% vs. 57%), but there was less difference in determining the contact phone number (82% vs. 80%) and the purpose of call (78% for both types of transcriptions). Users presented with summaries generated from the automatically transcribed messages were much
more likely to request the message audio, compared with summaries generated from human
transcriptions (53% vs. 30%). Message priority could be determined relatively accurately
from the summaries: classifying priority as high/medium/low, the priority obtained from
the summary agreed with that obtained from the audio 58% of the time for SR1 and 63%
of the time for human transcriptions. Our results are inconclusive though regarding the part
of the hypothesis that suggested faster message comprehension based on summaries than
audio. The average amount of time users needed to accomplish voicemail understanding
and answer relevant questions was divided among the audio and summary retrievals and no
clear conclusions could be made. The time delays we calculated included the time required
to type the answers in the appropriate fields of the interface, introducing an extra source of
variability. This favoured the audio retrieval case, where users could listen to the recording
while typing their answers. We found though that the average comprehension time after
reading the summaries produced using the HT output was 33.2 sec, while for the SR1 was
42.7 sec (a 30% increase). On the other hand, the subjects retrieved the audio recordings on
average 1.5 and 1.6 times for the HT and SR1 summaries, respectively.

9.4 Suggestions for future work
This thesis has explored a range of topics in the areas of automatic speech summarisation for
mobile messaging. Many aspects of the work presented herein can be improved or extended.
Some methodologies and empirical results are also potentially useful for other applications. In
this section, we outline some of the directions which could be the subject of future research and
development.

9.4.1 ASR component
Further improvements in recognition accuracy could be obtained by running several independent recognisers in parallel and combine their output word hypotheses based on voting [Fiscus, 1997].
Proven techniques in cases of microphone and telephone channel mismatch such as cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) [Atal, 1974], dynamic features [Furui, 1982] and RASTA
filtering [Hermansky and Morgan, 1994] could possibly increase the robustness of the ASR
components.
Multi-style language proved to be an effective method for a compact system such as ours.
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Further augmentation of the data used to train the stochastic language models with text
similar to Voicemail could provide improvements. It would be interesting to see whether
email messages (e.g. accessible from public mailing lists) could be used for this purpose.

9.4.2 Summarisation component
A number of additional cues and structural information can be extracted automatically, allowing the construction of better quality voicemail summaries. Filled pauses might be particularly informative about important words given that they tend to point to speakers’ lexical
search problems.
Search the feature space with SFFS instead of SFS. The former has been found to be more
effective by allowing after every forward step in which a feature is added, the opportunity to
remove features with backwards steps, as long as the corresponding subsets are better than
the previously evaluated ones at that level.
Two common phenomena in voicemail speech and the corresponding automatic transcriptions are false starts and word repetitions. A false start detection method and a repetition filter could be employed prior to summarisation or by extending the post-processing method.
Some prosodic phenomena such as F0 range and speaking rate are very much speakerdependent and even idiosyncratic. As such, the issue of normalisation has problematic
implications in speaker-independent systems and requires systematic investigation. There
are still questions as to which is the most effective way to normalise individual raw prosodic
features by word, by message/speaker and by corpus.
Technical questions revolve around what is the most appropriate thing to measure regarding
pitch related features (e.g. pitch excursion or pitch level difference) and in which scale (e.g.
Hz, Bark, Mel, or ERB). Stylisation of contours is also an area that requires further work.
Although treating transcribed words independently proved to work relatively well and allowed us to study the correlation between word classes and a variety of features, it is expected that if modelling is extended beyond the word level classification can be based on
the expectations from syntax, semantics and pragmatics and lead to better text coherence.
HMMs are a well developed probabilistic tool for modelling sequences of observations,
although the amount of annotated data requirements will need to be addressed.
It remains to be seen whether a similar approach can be used to perform emotion detection
for urgency ranking of messages. This would have applications in filtering in order to deliver
only the summaries of preselected message types i.e., personal, or professional.

9.4.3 Messaging component
The specifications for the messaging platform may require to be redeveloped in the light
of emerging 3G standards. In 3G SMS will not be a stand-alone service but part of multimedia messaging. Different applications will use different bearer services depending on
characteristics of application and mobile environment.
The implementation of the end-to-end demonstration system for the summarisation of
voicemail messages was based on C and Matlab on a Unix platform. Extension towards
commercially sized applications will require significant engineering of the functions for
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extracting prosodic features and classifying transcribed words. This task requires careful
specification and is critically linked to the number of users, available voicemail servers and
messaging platforms.

9.4.4 Evaluation
A larger amount of data need to be collected from objective and subjective evaluations to
to validate the effectiveness of the voicemail summarisation framework proposed in Section 8.4.
To our best knowledge there are not systematic studies comparing user preferences and
comprehension/memorability among text messaging and natural speech messaging. A study
into the differences between text versus speech modalities for messaging would indicate key
factors for message summarisation.
Indirect effects of summarisation can be assessed by measuring the influences of
masked or task-irrelevant (distracting) summary content on the accuracy or latency
of task completion.
Examples of indirect effects include semantic priming effects [Meyer and Schvaneveldt, 1971] which indicate that the occurrence of a word initially
results in the activation of all of senses before the context establishes the intended sense.

A. Annotated test sets

In the following message transcriptions target words are shown in boldface. Futhermore, pn ,
dt , tn and ot denote proper names, dates or times, telephone numbers and ‘other’ word classes,
respectively.

A.1

test42

message 1

HI THIS IS MOMMA pn EPP pn NEEDED TO KNOW WHAT THE VALUE ot IS OF THE COINSot MY DAD GAVE CLE pn I
GUESS SHE SHORTot OF MONEYot AND I WONDER WHAT THE CHANCES ARE OF SELLING ot THEM ALL RIGHT
HAVE A GOOD DAY THANK YOU BYE BYE

message 2

HI GENE pn I’M CALLING TO SEE WHETHER I COULD GET SOME OF THE BASIC ot TEMPLATESot THAT YOU USE FOR
THE LASTdt YEARSdt E ot C ot T ot C ot TALKot AND PERHAPS WE CAN GET TOGETHER BEFORE THAT BECAUSE I
HAVE SKETCHED OUT THE GENERAL FLOW OF THINGS AND AND JUST TALKED ot WITH DAN pn ALL RIGHT GENE
GIVEot ME A CALLot BACK WHEN YOU GET BACK TO YOUR OFFICEot BYE NOW

message 3

HI DAN pn IT’S JEANNE pn AGAIN I’M STILL LOOKINGot FOR YOU TALKot TO YOU LATER BYE

message 4
HI IT’S ME I THOUGHT YOU WERE GOING TO CALL ot ME THIS MORNINGdt ANYWAY I’LL TALKot TO YOU LATERot
BYE

message 5

YEAH RAMESH pn THIS IS MAHESH pn EXTENSIONtn ONEtn SEVENtn FIVEtn FOURtn WHENEVER YOU’RE FREEot
LET ME KNOW I’LL COME ot BY AND PICKot UP THE SPEAKERot THANKS BYE

message 6

BOB pn GLEN pn MORRISON pn AT ONEtn SEVENtn NINEtn FIVEtn GIVEot ME A CALLot WHEN YOU GET A CHANCE
I’VE GOT A LAST MINUTE REQUEST ot FOR CONFINEDot SPACEot RESCUEot TEAMot FOR TOMORROWdt AND JUST
TRYING TO FINDot OUT WHO IS GOING TO BE IN OUT AND ABOUT GIVEot ME A CALLot ONEtn SEVENtn NINEtn
FIVEtn
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message 7

HI GENE pn IT’S MARK pn I’M FIRST OF ALL THANKot YOU FOR THAT DISKot WITH WITH THE TEMPLATESot THAT’S
GREAT AND AND I TALKEDot TO DAN pn HE SAIDot TALK TO PETER pn OR OR TO YOU BECAUSE HE WAS TOO BUSY ot
SO I GUESS I TOLD HIM I WAS THINKING ABOUT IT AND AND HE DIDN’T SAY HE DIDN Tot HAVEot A PROBLEMot
WITH IT SO WE’LL MEET ot EARLYdt NEXTdt WEEKdt AND TALK ABOUT IT THEN OR WORK ot ON THINGS OVER
THE WEEKENDdt I HAVE IT ALL PLANNEDot OUT AND ACTUALLY WAS HALF WAY THROUGH ot DOING THE ADDED
FOILSot SO WE’LL TALK ON MONDAY dt OR SO AND GET THINGS ALL TOGETHER OKAY GENE BYE NOW

message 8

HI GENE pn THIS IS DIANE pn I LEFTot A DISKETTEot ON YOUR COMPUTER IN YOUR OFFICEot WITH THE DATAot
THAT I JUST TOOK I GUESS YOU WOULD WANT TO PLOT ot IT UP OR WHATEVER BUT GLEN pn TOOK A LOOKot AT
IT SO IT’S IT’S THERE FOR YOU TO LOOK AT THANKS ot A LOT GENE pn SEE YOU MONDAYdt BYE BYE

message 9

THIS IS PAULA pn WITH FIRST AMERICANot TITLEot AND I’M CALLING IN REGARDS TO YOUR PURCHASEot OF
BLUEot MEADOWCOURTot I NEEDED TO FIND OUT WHO YOUR INSURANCE ot AGENTot IS I HAVE NATIONot
WIDEot INSURANCEot BUT I DON’T HAVE A TELEPHONEot NUMBERot OR AN ADDRESSot SO I NEED TO GET THAT
INFORMATIONot FROM YOU SO I CAN ORDERot INSURANCEot FROM YOUR INSURANCE COMPANY MY TELEPHONE NUMBERot HERE IS FOURtn OHtn EIGHTtn EIGHTtn SIXtn SEVENtn NINEtn NINEtn ONEtn FIVEtn AND THIS IS
PAULA THANK YOU

message 10

HI DIANE pn IT’S NEIL pn HAD SOME CARot TROUBLEot I’M GOING TO HAVE THE CAR TOWEDot UP FROM EASTot
CHESTERot HIGHot SCHOOLot THIS MORNINGdt I’M GOING TO TRY TO MAKEot THE MEETINGot AT TENdt BUT
I’M GOING TO BE A LITTLE LATEdt SO I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW I BELIEVE IT’S IN YOUR OFFICE ot OKAY
BYE BYE

message 11

GOOD EVENING KIM pn THIS IS SECURITYot IN THE LOBBYot YOUR I ot D ot BADGEot HAS BEEN FOUNDot IN THE
AUDITORIUMot IT WILL BE TURNED IN TO THE SECURITY ot CONTROLot CENTERot ON SIXTEENtn ONEtn THANK
YOU

message 12

GOOD MORNING KIM pn I’VE GOT YOUR BADGEot ANDot YOUR KEYSot DOWN HERE IN MY OFFICEot THIS IS JIM pn
IN SECURITYot BYE

message 13

HI MY NAME IS JOHN pn BARTON pn I’M HOPING YOU’RE WORKING FOR THE ACCOUNTINGot DEPARTMENTot I’M
TRYING TO GETot A A MAJORot AND A MINORot NUMBERot FOR C ot POPSot ORDERot WOULD YOU CALLot ME AT
EIGHTtn TIELINEtn EIGHTtn SIXtn THREEtn SIXtn SIXtn FOURtn FIVEtn THANK YOU

message 14
HEY TERRY pn THIS IS TANYA pn GIVE ME A CALLot IT’S IN REFERENCEot TO MAYdt TWENTYdt FIRSTdt THE
ORDERSot TESTAMENTot MEETINGot I’M JUST GOING TO RECONFIRMot THE TIMEdt I HAVE ELEVENdt TO
NOONdt COULD YOU JUST CALL ME THANKS IF THIS IS THE TIME CANDY pn WILL NOTot BE ABLE TO ATTENDot
THIS SO I JUST WANTED TO KNOW IF IN FACT SHE ot REALLY NEEDEDot TO BE THERE THANKS BYE

message 15

BILL pn JESSUP pn HERE GIVE ME A CALLot WHEN YOU GET A CHANCE TWOtn THREEtn EIGHTtn SIXtn THANKS
BYE

message 16
HI DIANE pn THIS IS BOB pn MACNEIL pn I’LL TRY AND CATCH YOU BEFORE I LEAVEot TODAYdt AT TWOdt THIRTYdt
SORRYot FOR THE DELAYot BYE

message 17
HI IT’S MARIA pn I JUST WAS CURIOUSot IF YOU’RE GOING TO LUNCHot TODAYdt TWOtn SIXtn EIGHTtn EIGHTtn
BYE BYE

message 18

ANSEL pn THIS IS GENE pn HAMMOND pn GOT YOUR DOCUMENTot READ IT LOOKSot GOODot HAVE ONE
QUESTIONot HAS THERE IS THERE A SIGNIFICANT ot AMOUNT OF S ot P ot TIMEot INVOLVED HERE IF SO WE NEED
TO ESTIMATEot IT AND COSTot IT HAVE YOU ALREADY DONE THAT I’M AT FIVEtn FIVEtn EIGHTtn TWOtn EIGHTtn
FIVEtn ZEROtn
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message 19

MR REESE pn THIS IS TINA pn MESSINA pn OF HOULIHAN pn LAWRENCE pn AN AGENTot FROM THE COLDWELLot
BANKERot OFFICEot IN CROTONot WE’D LIKE TO SHOWot YOUR PREVIEWot YOUR HOUSEot AROUND ONEdt
THIRTYdt TODAYdt I I’M GOING TO ALLOW IT GO IN UNLESS YOU TELL ME OTHERWISE THANK YOU

message 20

GREG pn THIS IS BOB pn STRADLEY pn AT CUSTOMERot ASSISTANCEot CENTERot CALLING YOU BACK ON YOUR
Aot D ot S ot M ot PROBLEMot WHAT THAT PROBLEM IS IT’S AN UNKNOWNot I ot D ot YOUR I. D. I THINK FOR THIS
SYSTEMot IS SUPPOSED TO BE TRAVELot ON A D. S. M. SERVERot A AMPHORAot TWOot GIVE ME A CALL EIGHTtn
FIVEtn THREEtn FOURtn THREEtn SEVENtn FOURtn THANK YOU BYE

message 21

I’M A C ot R ot S ot COORDINATORot YOU NEED TO GIVE ME A CALL ot WHEN YOU GET IN I HAVE TO TALK TO YOU
THIS IS HEATHER pn TALK TO YOU LATER BYE

message 23
THIS IS RECEIVINGot I HAVE A SATURDAYdt DELIVERYot AIRBORNEot EXPRESSot FOR YOU YOU CAN PICK IT
UP OR WE’LL DELIVER IT TO YOU LATER THANK YOU GOOD MORNING ALAN pn YOU HAVE A VISITORot IN THE
LOBBYot

message 24

HELLO SALIM pn THIS IS ANNIE pn FROM I ot B ot M ot IN MONTREALot PLEASE CALLot ME BACK AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AT TIELINEtn EIGHTtn FOURtn EIGHTtn SEVENtn SEVENtn SIXtn SIXtn BECAUSE WE NEED TO RESCHEDULE ot
THE CALL WITH CLAUDE pn WE WE NEED TO RESCHEDULE THE CALL WITH CLAUDE THIS MORNING dt BYE BYE

message 25

HI THIS IS MARIA pn DEMAIO pn I’M RETURNING TWO PHONE CALLS ACTUALLY ONE TO CHRISTINA pn AND ONE
TO MARIA pn I CAN BE REACHED ON EXTENSIONtn TWOtn SIXtn EIGHTtn EIGHTtn THANK YOU BYE BYE

message 26

HI MARY pn IT’S MARY pn ANN pn SHAW pn I JUST HAVE A QUICK QUESTION FOR YOU THE DEFENSIVE ot DRIVINGot
COURSEot THAT IS TOMORROWdt ANDot THURSDAYdt CAN YOU LET ME KNOW IF THAT’S IN THE HAWTHORNE ot
ONEot OR HAWTHORNEot TWOot JUST WANTED TO MAKE SURE I’M NOT SURE THE WAY THEY YOU KNOW SET ot
UPot THEIR ROOMSot SO IF YOU COULD GIVE ME A CALLot I’M ON TIELINEtn EIGHTtn TWOtn SIXtn SIXTEENtn
OHtn TWOtn BYE

message 27

THIS IS JAY pn FRIEDMAN pn RETURNING YOUR CALL PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL ot BACK ON THREEtn EIGHTtn
TWOtn FIVEtn THANK YOU

message 28

HELLO I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IF I’M STILL ON TIME TO MAKE A RESERVATION ot FOR THE SHOWot CHICAGOot
I KNOW THAT PROBABLY I MISSED THE DEADLINE ot BUT PLEASE CALL ME MY NAME IS UGO pn VOLTATE pn
TIELINEtn TWOtn FOURtn SEVENtn THREEtn THREEtn ONEtn ONEtn THANK YOU VERY MUCH

message 29

YES THIS IS CAROL pn ZANDRY pn AT TIELINEtn THREEtn SEVENtn SIXtn TWOtn FOURtn OHtn FOURtn I’M CALLING
TO INQUIRE ABOUT GETTING DISCOUNTSot FOR DISNEY pn WORLDot IN THE ORLANDOot AREA PLEASE GIVE ME
A CALLot THANK YOU

message 30

HI ALAN pn IT’S CARRY pn FROM NOREL pn CHECKINGot IN ON LINDA pn MAKING SURE SHE ARRIVEDot
TOMORROWdt YOU’RE GOING TO SEE ELIZABETH pn MORROW pn AND ON THURSDAYdt THE FIFTEENTHdt
PAULINE pn RONZITTI pn SO WE’RE STILL WORKING ON GETTING THE FOURTEENTH dt FILLEDot AND THEN THE
RESTdt OF THE WEEKdt WE’LL KEEPot YOU POSTEDot THANKS BYE

message 31

HI IT’S ROGER pn RETURNING YOUR CALL BEEPot ME AGAIN IF YOU WANT TO CATCH ME I’M IN THE LAB ot AND
I’LL CALL YOU RIGHT BACK BYE

message 32

GEORGE pn WALTER pn COULD YOU GIVE ME A CALLot ON THREEtn EIGHTtn SIXtn SIXtn PLEASE
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message 33

HI GEORGE pn THIS IS SUNIL pn CALLING I DO WORK IN I ot B ot M ot HAWTHORNEot T. J. WATSON pn AND I’M INVOLVED IN THE VOICE ot RECOGNITIONot PROJECT AND I WAS TRYING TO USE D ot T ot SIXot THOUSANDot USING
TRANSFER CALL AND I HAD PROBLEMSot WITHot THAT TRANSFERRINGot OF THE CALL SO ABE pn TOLD ME
TO CONTACT YOU SO CAN YOU GIVE ME A CALLot BACK AT TIELINEtn EIGHTtn SIXtn THREEtn SEVENtn ZEROtn
SEVENtn NINEtn WHEN YOU ARE BACK OKAY THANK YOU

message 34

HEY IT’S YOUR UNCLEot HERB pn I’M GOING TO BE WORKINGot AT YOUR LOCATION FOR A WHILE IN THE
MORNINGdt TOMORROWdt BECAUSE I’M GOING TO JOIN BARRY pn TUCKER S pn TERRITORYot MEETINGot SO
I’M WONDERING IF YOU HAVE SOME TIME ABOUT I DON’T KNOW TEN dt O CLOCKdt OR SOMETHING NO NEED
TO CALL ME BACK I’LL TOUCH BASE WITH YOU IN THE MORNING dt THANKS GEORGE

message 35

GEORGE pn WALTER pn I’M CALLING TO ALERTot YOU THAT THE TWO ot P ot O ot NUMBERS THAT YOU HAVE FOR
G ot E ot CAPITALot I’M GOING TO GIVE TO KEN pn KARENS pn BECAUSE THEY HAVE THE ORDER ot GOING ON
RIGHT NOW AND I’M KIND OF TIEDot UP SO I DON’T THINK I COULD GET TO ’EM IN THE NEXT DAY OR SO SO
I’M GOING TO ASK KEN pn TO HANDLE THAT AND I’M GOING TO CALL HIM AND TELL HIM THAT JUST SO YOU’RE
AWARE OF IT THANK YOU VERY MUCH

message 36

GEORGE pn THIS IS DONNIE pn WHEN YOU GET TO BE BACK TO THE OFFICE ot AND RECEIVE THIS MESSAGE GIVE ot
ME A CALLot OR A PAGE MY PAGERtn NUMBER IS ZEROtn ONEtn ONEtn WE HAVE TO GET INTO THAT THE BILKO ot
DOORSot OUT THERE THE YOU KNOW THE PIT ot IN THE JAPANESEot GARDENot AND I DIDN’T EVEN LOOK AT
THE KEY YET BUT I’M I’M GUESSING THAT IT’S A SPECIAL KEY THAT YOU GUYS HAVE SO WE’RE GOING TO
SNAKEot THAT LINEot TODAYdt AND WE SHOULD BE ABLE TO TELL WHERE THE HECK ot THAT P ot V ot C ot GOES
ALL RIGHT SO WHEN YOU GET THE MESSAGE GIVE ME A PAGE ot PLEASE THANKS

message 37

HI THIS IS THE MAILot ROOMot WE HAVE AN UNITED ot STATESot POSTALot EXPRESSot FOR YOU YOU CAN EITHER
PICK IT UP IN THE MAIL ROOM OR WE WILL WE’LL DELIVER IT TO YOU IN THE MAIL SYSTEM THANK YOU

message 38

HI GEORGE pn IT’S ROBIN pn YOU HAVE A FAXot HEREot THANKS BYE

message 39

MUKUND pn THIS IS CHARLIE pn SUMNER pn SEEING IFot YOU ARE GETTING SOME DATAot FROM WESTot PALMot
I’VE BEEN FORWARDING ATot LEAST I’VE BEEN FORWARDING MY EMAIL MY PHONE MAIL NOT MY EMAIL MY
PHONEot MAILot TO THE MAIL BOX SO SEEING HOW THING WERE GOING TWO tn FIVEtn EIGHTtn FOURtn SEVENtn
FOURtn TWOtn BYE

message 40

ALAN pn THIS IS CHARLIE pn MICCELI pn I I GOT YOUR MESS I GOT LAZARUS S pn MESSAGEot FROM YOUR
EXTENSIONot SO I’LL I’LL TRY TO CONTACT HIM AS WELL MAYBE THE THREE OF US WE CAN MEET ot TODAYdt
AND JUST TALK INFORMALLYot ABOUT NEUROot NETWORKSot GOOD BYE

message 41

MICHAEL pn IT’S KEN pn YOU COULD INVITEot PAUL pn AND BILL pn MY CONTRACTORSot ARE GOING ALSO SO
WE’LL JUST SNEAK ot THIS ONE IN THANKS BYE

message 42

HI JOHN pn THIS IS MONICA pn MY NOTESot SERVERot IS DOWNot SO I DON’T KNOW IF YOU SENT THE P ot N ot P ot
FILEot OR NOT BUT COULD YOU PLEASE SEND IT OR RESEND ot IT TO MY MONICA pn ATot B ot C ot L ot V ot M ot
ONEot SO I CAN DOWNLOADot IT I HAVE ABOUT ANOTHER HALF dt HOURdt SO THAT I CAN PUT YOUR FILE UP
TOO THANKS YOU MAY DELETE THIS MESS
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Figure A.1: The target compression rates for each message contained in test42 broken down into
four classes, namely proper names, telephone numbers, date/time and other. The average rate is
29.3%.
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test50

message 1

THIS IS RECEIVINGot I HAVE TWOot AIRBORNEot EXPRESSot PACKAGESot FOR YOU YOU CAN PICK THEM UP IF
YOU’D LIKE OR WE’LL BRING THEM TO YOU LATER THANKS

message 2
HI DIANE pn GOOD AFTERNOON THIS IS SALLY pn I GOT YOUR MESSAGE NEXT WEEK MONDAY dt I CAN MEETot
WITH YOU WHENEVER BUT ot THE RESTdt OF THE WEEKdt I WILL NOTot BE AROUNDot I WILL BE IN SOMERS pn
SO EITHER WE MEET ot ON MONDAYdt OR WE COULD MEET THE FOLLOWING dt WEEKdt IF THAT’S OKAY MAYBE
I’LL GIVE YOU A CALL OR I’LL OR AFTER SOME TIME OR I’LL TALK TO BOB pn DUNSCOMB pn AND SEE WHAT’S
MUTUALLY CONVENIENT ot FOR US AND THEN WE’LL TAKE IT FROM THERE PROBABLY IT’S BETTER TO MEET
THE FOLLOWINGdt WEEKdt THEN WE’LL TALK TO YOU AND IF I DON’T CALL BACK HAVE A HAPPY ot MOTHER Sot
DAYdt BYE

message 3

HELLO PAUL pn THIS IS TIGGA pn TENACIO pn DO YOU WANT TO GIVE ME A CALLot MAYBE WE CAN ARRANGE
TO DO SOME SOME REGISTRATIONot SOMETIME TODAYdt THANKS BYE I’M AT ONEtn EIGHTtn FOURtn OHtn SO
LONG

message 4

HI TERRY pn THIS IS FOUAD pn DUWANY pn YOU JUST CALLEDot ME A A FEW MINUTES AGO PROBABLY A
HALFdt HOURdt AGO YEAH YES OF COURSE YOU CAN SUBSTITUTEot THE PENTIUMot PRO TWOot HUNDREDot
MEGAHERTZot FOR THE DESKTOPot WORKSTATIONot ONEot SIXTYot SIXot IF YOU NEED ANY OTHER INFORMATION PLEASE LET ME KNOW THANKS BYE

message 5

MARK pn EPSTEIN pn THIS IS KEN pn STREIBER pn I’M JUST CALLING IN RESPONSE TO YOUR YOUR PICNICot
NOTICEot I ALREADY SENT YOU TWO ot EMAILSot THAT I WAS GOING TO BE UNABLE ot TO ATTENDot I’M JUST
WONDERING IF YOU EVER RECEIVED THOSE JUST TO LET YOU KNOW I ONLY SENT IT TO M. E. P. S. OFF OF THE
A. I. X. SYSTEMot I WOULD ASSUME IT WOULD GET TO YOU I DON’T KNOW ABOUT JIM pn LAKAIDIS pn I DON’T
KNOW LET ME CHECK OUT THE HE CHANGED ot JOBSot RECENTLY SO I DON’T KNOW IF YOU HAVE HIS NEW
EMAIL ADDRESS AND I DON’T EVEN KNOW IF HE HAS EMAIL RIGHT NOW SO I DON’T THINK YOU’LL GET IN
TOUCH WITH THEM I DON’T THINK HE HAS ANY IDEA ABOUT THE PICNIC SO I’LL BE TALKING TO YOU SOON
HAVE A GREAT DAY BYE BYE

message 6

HELLO THIS IS SEBASTIAN pn SORRENTINO pn MY LAST NAME IS SPELLEDot S pn O pn R pn R pn E pn N pn T pn
I pn N pn O pn MY SERIAL NUMBERot IS SEVENtn SEVENtn SIXtn FOURtn THREEtn FOURtn I’VE TRIEDot TO GET
A MAGICot KINGDOMot CLUBot CARDot NOW TWICE I’M GOING TO BE GOING TO DISNEY ot WORLDot IN THE
NEXT COUPLE OF WEEKS AND I REALLY NEED THIS MY ADDRESS ot IS ONEot SIXTYot FIVEot HUMMINGBIRDot
IT’S ALL ONE WORD H. U. M. M. I. N. G. B. I. R. D. DRIVE AND I LIVE IN BERLIN ot B. E. R. L. I. N. CONNECTICUT ot MY
ZIPot CODEot IS OHtn SIXtn OHtn THREEtn SEVENtn PLEASE HELP ME OUT GET ME A MAGIC ot KINGDOMot CARDot
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AND MAIL IT TO MY HOME ADDRESS I DESPERATELY NEED IT THANK YOU VERY MUCH
BYE BYE NOW I’M IN SOUTHBURYot ON TIELINEtn THREEtn SEVENtn SIXtn MY NUMBERtn IS THREEtn THREEtn
THREEtn ZEROtn THANK YOU

message 7
BOB pn THIS IS JOHN pn DID YOU COME IN TONIGHTdt MUST HAVE BEEN SHORT ot HE SAID HE GOT A NOTE ot FROM
YOU OR IS IT FROM HOME SO I’LL TALK TO YOU LATER BYE

message 8

SWITCHBOARDot OPERATORot I HAVE A FAXot FOR YOU AT SEVENTEENtn ONEtn FIFTYtn NINEtn THANK YOU

message 9
GOOD MORNINGdt DIANE pn THIS IS TIM pn GARRITY pn I JUST SPOKE TO THE GUYS IN THE LAB YOUR MACHINE
APPARENTLY THE BURN IN OF WARPot FOURot IS A DONE DEAL I ASKED BILL pn JESSUP pn OR SOMEBODY TO
TO GETot IT UP TO YOU SOMETIME THIS MORNING OR AS SOON AS POSSIBLE SO I WOULD JUST GET AHOLD
OF MICHAEL pn BENNY pn AND GET ONE OF HIS CREW ot TO DO THE INSTALLATIONot OF THE THE VOICETYPE ot
IF YOU NEED TO YOU CAN REACH ME AT NINEtn ONEtn FOURtn TWOtn THREEtn SEVENtn ONEtn TWOtn NINEtn
ZEROtn I JUST WANT TO MAKE SURE THIS THING GETS DONE OKAY TALK TO YOU LATER BYE

message 10

HI MARIA pn THIS IS KARMA pn FROM MATCHPOINTot TENNISot AND FITNESSot CLUBot NINEtn SIXtn TWOtn
FOURtn ZEROtn NINEtn FOURtn I THOUGHT I’D GIVE YOU A CALL TO SEE IF YOU GOT ANY FEEDBACK ot AT
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ALL FROM THE PEOPLEot WHO TOOK THE INSTANTot TENNISot SESSIONot YESTERDAYdt THE HEAD PRO HERE
SAID THAT IT TURNED OUT TO BE VERY GOOD ALL THE PEOPLE WHO WERE SUPPOSED TO HAVE BEEN THERE
WEREN’T THERE BUT THERE WAS FOUR OF THEM AND HE THINK IT WAS SUCH A GREAT IDEA OKAY SO IF YOU
CAN CALL ME BACK GIVE ME SOME FEEDBACK MY NUMBER IS NINEtn SIXtn TWOtn FOURtn ZEROtn NINEtn FOURtn
THANKS MARIA pn

message 11

BOB pn MCKAY pn GLEN pn MORRISON pn ONEtn SEVENtn NINEtn FIVEtn GIVEot ME A CALLot WHEN YOU GET A
CHANCE COUPLE OF THINGS ONE I DO HAVE A NAME IN FISHKILL ot FOR YOU AND AND I’VE TALKED TO HER THE
NAME IS ANN pn DOHRMAN pn D pn O pn H pn R pn M pn A pn N pn THE PHONE NUMBER IS FIVEtn THREEtn THREEtn
EIGHTtn ZEROtn EIGHTtn FIVEtn SHE I GUESS IS THE FACILITIES ot ENGINEERot THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
HYDROGENot SYSTEMot AND THE PURITYot OF IT AND AND ALL THOSE KINDS OF THINGS I HAVE NOT TALKED
TO HER MYSELF I’VE TALKED TO THE GAS GUYS WHO GAVE ME HER NAME BUT YOU MAY BE ABLE TO ADD
SOME MORE INTELLIGENTot QUESTIONSot THAN ME SO I MEAN I’D BE GLAD TO GIVE HER A CALL BUT BUT I
THOUGHT I’D AT LEAST PASSED THE NUMBER ON TO YOU NUMBER TWO IS TRYING TO FIND OUT WHETHER OR
NOT YOU HAVE ANY SMALL BY SMALL I MEAN SMALL LIKE T. L. D. SIZE HYDRIDE ot M. D. A TAPESot UP THERE
I’M OUT DOWN AT MY END AND AND I’M LOOKING FOR LOOKING FOR A SOURCE TO HELP OUT ONE OF THE
RESEARCHERSot GIVE ME A CALL ONEtn SEVENtn NINEtn FIVEtn

message 12

HI ALAN pn I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW THAT MY MOTHER ot RECEIVED THE COPYot OF YOUR FINALot
EXAMot IN THE MAIL FROM CRAIG pn FISHER pn TODAYdt THAT’S EVERYTHING SHE TOLD ME NO DETAILS AS FAR
AS YOU KNOW WHEN HE WANTED IT BACK OR ANYTHING ABOUT THE PAPER SHE DIDN’T OPEN IT OR ANYTHING
BUT SHE HAS IT FOR YOU SO SHE’LL GIVE IT TO YOU OVER THE WEEKEND TALK TO YOU LATER BYE

message 13

ROSEMARY pn IT’S BERNIE pn HECKER pn THANK YOU FOR YOUR MESSAGE THE AUDIENCE ot THAT I’M
PRESENTINGot TO IS A GROUP FROM THE UNIVERSITYot OF CONNECTICUTot SCHOOLot SYSTEMot AND SOME
LOCAL K. TWELVE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS ot SO THEY’RE NOT REALLY TECHNOLOGISTS THEY HAVE SOME
PEOPLE THAT HAVE ACADEMIC BACKGROUNDS AND SOME PEOPLE WHO ARE VERY FAMILIAR WITH WITH THE
WORLD OF ACADEMICSot AND LEARNINGot BUT MAINLY THEY’RE BUSINESS ot PEOPLE MAKING BUSINESS DECISIONS ON HOW TO RUN AN INSTITUTIONot SO WHAT I WANT TO DO IS GIVE THEM A A LAYMAN’S OVERVIEW OF
WHERE THIS TECHNOLOGYot IS GOING AND ITS APPLICABILITYot IN THE WORLD AGAIN YESTERDAY TODAY
AND TOMORROW SO NOT A LOT OF BITS AND BYTES BUT MORE APPLICATION OF SPEECH ot TECHNOLOGYot
AND WHERE IT’S GOING I HOPE THAT HELPS PLEASE LEAVE ME A MESSAGE AT TIELINE TWO tn TWOtn FOURtn
SIXtn OHtn THREEtn FIVEtn I’D LIKE TO TRY TO GET THE PRESENTATION AS SOON AS POSSIBLE SINCE I’M OUT OF
THE OFFICE NOW I’LL BE BACK ot ON MONDAYdt AND THEN I’M ON THE ROAD AGAIN THANKS AGAIN TIELINEtn
TWOtn TWOtn FOURtn SIXtn ZEROtn THREEtn FIVEtn THANK YOU

message 14
HI TAMARA pn IT’S LYNN pn DARE pn WE TRY TO EATot TOGETHERot YESTERDAYdt I HAD PLANS AND ENDED UP
EATING BY MYSELF BECAUSE I GOT STUCKot AT MY DESKot SO I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW THAT WAS
WHAT THAT WAS ALL ABOUT ANYWAY TALK TO YOU LATER CALL ME THANKS BYE

message 15

HI THIS IS THE MAILot ROOM WE HAVE AN U ot P ot S ot CURRENTot EXPRESSot FOR YOU YOU CAN EITHER PICK
IT UP IN THE MAIL ROOM OR WE WILL DELIVER IT TO YOU IN THE MAIL SYSTEM THANK YOU

message 16

HI DADot THIS IS DENNY pn AND I WANT YOU TO CALLot ME BACK ANSWERINGot THIS QUESTIONot BECAUSE
IT’S FRIDAYdt AND SINCE I DON’T HAVE ANY PROJECTSot I WOULD LIKE TO PLAY ot BEFORE I FINISH MY
HOMEWORKot OKAY BYE

message 18

HEY GEORGE pn KEN pn DO ME A FAVORot GET JOHN pn WOLFE pn IN THE MODELot SHOPot ONE OF THOSE LOTUS ot
FAXot SERVERot PHONE NUMBERS HE HE DEALS WITH A LOT OF FAXES AND HE WANTS TO TRY IT OUT AND
ALSO BILL pn CEROVIC pn AT THE INPUT DESK THEY THEY GET A LOT OF FAXES FOR THEIR WORK ORDERS FROM
VENDORSot OKAY THANKS HI ROSEMARY pn THIS IS SUE pn IN PURCHASINGot IT’S GOING TO TAKE A WHILE TO
CATCH UP BECAUSE IT TAKES THEM AT LEAST TEN DAYS TO PROCESS SO I THINK THE REASON THEY DON’T HAVE
THE WHOLE PAYMENT IS JUST BECAUSE THEY HAVEN Tot BEEN PROCESSEDot YET AND THE THE P. O. HAS BEEN
FIXED NOW SO THAT ENDICOTTot CAN PAY THE BILLSot OF THOSE INVOICESot AS FAR AS THE LATE CHARGESot
GO IF SOMEONE THERE WANTS TO APPROVE ot PAYMENTot OF THE LATE CHARGES WE CAN SEND A NOTE UP AND
I HAVE THE GIRL Sot NAMEot IN ENDICOTTot WE’D NEED TO SEND THE NOTE STATING THAT YOU APPROVED
THE PAYMENT OF THE CHARGES AND THEY’LL BE PAID JUST THE SAME AS THE REGULAR ot INVOICESot WE
PROBABLYot SHOULD WAIT TO MAKEot SUREot ALL THE INVOICES ot I SENT UP HAVE BEEN PROCESSED FIRST
AND THEN WE’LL KNOW EXACTLY WHAT THE LATE CHARGES ARE SO IT SHOULD BE FUN I’M LEAVING ot TODAY
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EARLYdt BUT WHEN I GET BACK ON MONDAYdt IF YOU GIVE ME A CALLot WE CAN CHECKot THAT ORDERot AND
SEE EXACTLY WHICH INVOICES HAVE PAID ot AND THEN WE CAN GET THE V. M. NOTE STARTED SO IT SHOULD
BE FINE THAT PIECE OF THAT INVOICE THAT YOU HAVE THOUGH DOES NEED TO GO TO ENDICOTT ot YOU CAN
EITHER SEND IT UP TO ME ot AND I’LL SEND IT UP OR IF IT ALREADY HAS THE P. O. NUMBER ON IT YOU CAN SEND
IT DIRECTLY TO ENDICOTT THAT’S UP TO YOU SO JUST GIVE ME A CALL THANKS BYE

message 19

HEY MIKE pn IT’S MATT pn TRACY pn YOUR MASTot DIDN’T MAKE IT OUT LAST NIGHT IT’S IT’S STILL IN FINAL
CLEAN WE’RE HAVING A REAL HARD TIME GETTING IT CLEAN I GUESS AND AS SOON AS IT COMES OUT IT’S
ABOUT LET’S SEE IT’S ABOUT QUARTER dt OF EIGHTdt NOW AS SOON AS IT DOES COME OUT I’LL I’LL DRIVE ot
IT OVER TO YOUR PLACE MYSELF SO I’LL KEEP YOU POSTED AS SOON AS I KNOW SOMETHING THANKS A LOT

message 20

DIANE pn HI THIS IS CHARLIE pn YOU HAVE TO CALLot ME SOMETHING VERYot GOODot HAS HAPPENEDot BUT I
WANTED TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT IT SO IT’S GOING TO BE A LITTLE BIT CRAZY ot TODAY BUT YOU I HOPE YOU
WILL CALL BACK I’LL BE IN MY OFFICEot AT ALMOST ALL THE TIME EXCEPT JUST EXACTLY WHEN YOU CALL
AND I’LL BE BACK THIRTY SECONDS AFTER YOU STOP AFTER THE PHONE STOPS RINGING SO LEAVE ot ME A
MESSAGEot AND I’LL TALK TO YOU LATER EXCEPT I’M LIKELY TO BE HERE I’M JUST KIDDING ot BYE BYE

message 22

HI THIS IS OWING pn MORKAY pn GIVE ME A CALLot BACK I’M ON TIELINEtn THREEtn SIXtn OHtn SIXtn EIGHTtn
SIXtn OHtn I HAVE REGISTERot FOR THE DEFENSIVEot DRIVINGot CLASSot WHICH IS TO BE HELD NEXTdt
TUESDAYdt ANDot THURSDAYdt I BELIEVE AND I HAVE NOT GET ANY CONFIRMATION ot YOU KNOW WHETHER
I’LL BE ATTENDINGot THE CLASS CAN SOMEBODY GIVE ME A CALLot ON THAT SUBJECT THANKS BYE HELLO
GEORGE pn THIS IS BLANCA pn I’M GOING TO BE SENDINGot YOU A FAXot OF THE SPREADSHEETSot AND THE
NARRATIVEot FOR THIS INFRASTRUCTUREot SURVEYot LET’S SEE I’M GOING TO BE SENDING IT TO YOUR FAX ot
NUMBER TWOtn ONEtn FOURtn ONEtn SO BE EXPECTINGot IT AND GIVE ME A CALLot IF THERE IS ANYTHING YOU
SEE THERE THAT NEEDS ot TO BE CHANGED OR OR I MISSED OR WHATEVER OKAY BYE BYE I’M AT TIELINEtn
FOURtn FIVEtn SEVENtn ONEtn OHtn NINEtn NINEtn BYE

message 23

HI TERRY pn IT’S DAVE pn I JUST FOUND OUT WHO ROLLEDot OUT THE SYSTEMot AND HIS NAME IS MANNY pn
RIOS pn HIS NUMBER IS TWOtn NINEtn EIGHTtn THREEtn SO YOU MAY WANT TO JUST ASK HIM WHAT HE WANTS
TO DO HE MAY JUST WANT TO GO OVER AND JUST INSTALL ot THE THING OR PUT IN A CALL ot FOR IT AND HAVE
IT PUT IN AND THAT’S THAT THANKS BYE

message 24

HI THIS IS HELENE pn SOLINGA pn THE FILE YOU SENT ROSEMARY pn DOESN’T PRINTot UP ON OUR FREELANCESot
I TRIED IT ON HERS I TRIED IT ON MINE AND I GOT AN I GOT A BIG FILE IN THE EDITOR ot THE O. S. TWO EDITOR ot
AND IT WAS ALL GOBBELLY GOOP THERE WAS NOTHING ot UNDERSTANDABLEot IN IT AND THEN WHEN I TO PUT
IT TRIED TO SEE IT IN FREELANCE ot IMPORTot IT OR OR WHATEVER IT SAYS IT DOESN’T RECOGNIZE ot A P ot
R ot Z ot FILE WHICH YOURS IS P. R. Z. SO WE CAN’T DO IT MAYBE YOU COULD PUT IT IN ASCII ot FORMATot OR
SOMETHING BUT AT THIS POINT WE CAN’T PRINT IT THANK YOU BYE

message 25

HEY EDDIE pn STEVEot FRIEDLAND pn RETURNING YOUR CALL GIVE ME A CALL ot WHEN YOU GET BACK BYE

message 26

HI SALIM pn THIS IS WALLY pn DIETRICH pn I’M CALLINGot FROM AISLEot FOURTEENot BECAUSE I NEED SOME
INFORMATIONot FOR A TALKot THAT PAUL pn HORN pn IS GIVING TO THE I. B. M. SENIOR ot MANAGEMENTot
MEETINGot NEXTdt WEEKdt COULD YOU PLEASE CALLot ME AT TWOtn OHtn SEVENtn THREEtn AND IF I’M NOT
THERE CALL MY SECRETARYot TANYA pn PAGAN pn AT EXTENSION TWOtn THOUSANDtn AND ONEtn THANK YOU
BYE BYE

message 27

HI THIS IS DICK pn HAGEN pn I SENT YOU A FAXot OVER THE WEEKENDdt REQUESTINGot SOME FLORIDAot INFO
MY I ot D ot IS H ot A ot G ot A ot R ot ON I ot S ot S ot C ot V ot M ot AND MY HOME PHONE IS TWOtn OHtn THREEtn
TWOtn TWOtn ONEtn ONEtn SEVENtn OHtn ONEtn I WOULD LIKE SOME INFORMATION I’M GOING TO FLORIDA ot
NEXTdt SUNDAYdt I WOULD LIKE TO GET THAT THIS WEEK IF POSSIBLE THANKS A LOT

message 28

JOHN pn HI IT’S DONNA pn KEPPAND pn I WANTED TO SAY THANK YOU VERY VERY MUCH FOR ALL THE FAXES ot
YOU SENT TO ME TRYING TO GET THIS STUFF ot READY FOR DAVID pn FOR THE T ot Iot I REALLY REALLY APPRECIATE IT AS USUAL YOU JUST YOU GO WAY BEYOND WHAT ANYBODY WOULD EVER EXPECT YOU TO DO I AM
SENDING BACK TO YOU ALSO THANK YOU FOR PUTTING IN THE SPEECH ot STUFFot I HAD ADDED THAT IN THIS
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MORNINGdt AND IN MY LEARNINGot CURVEot I WAS WORKING WITH ATTACHMENTSot AND STUFF ON LOTUSot
NOTESot I LOSTot ALL OF THE UPDATESot I HAD DONE TODAYdt SO I WAS PLEASED TO SEE THAT IT WAS IN A
SECONDot SPOTot SO THAT HELPS ME OUT I’M GOING TO SEND ot YOU BACK THE LATESTdt FILEot I THINK THAT
IT’S GOOD ENOUGH TO GO AHEAD AND POST AND PEOPLE WILL JUST HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THAT AS I FIND
MORE INFORMATION WE WILL CONTINUE TO MAKE IT BETTER SO BE WATCHING FOR THE FILE WHEN YOU CAN
POST IT THANKS A LOT BYE BYE

message 29

DENNIS pn ALBERT pn MISHKILL pn HOW ARE YOU DOING DENNIS pn IF YOU GET A CHANCE GIVE ME A CALL ot
TIELINEtn TWOtn NINEtn THREEtn FIVEtn FOURtn OHtn ONEtn WANTED TO FIND ot OUT WHAT THE STATUSot WAS
WITH THE OFF SHIFT THE LAPTOP ot AND ALL THAT THAT KIND OF GOOD STUFF THANKS BYE

message 30
HI TARATIQUE pn EFREM pn FLINT pn CALLING I TRIED TO DROP OFF THE SOFTWARE ot YESTERDAYdt FOR MY
NEW MACHINE YOUR OFFICEot IS LOCKEDot SO IF YOU COULD GIVE ME A CALLot AND TELL ME WHEN YOU’LL
BE THERE I WILL BRING IT DOWN THEN THANKS A LOT BYE MY EXTENSION tn IS ONEtn ONEtn NINEtn FIVEtn
THANK YOU

message 31

CHRIS HI IT’S ANGIE pn MICCO pn TIELINEtn EIGHTtn SIXtn THREEtn SEVENtn SEVENtn EIGHTtn SIXtn CAN YOU
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL ot I’D APPRECIATE IT IT’S IN REGARD TO SOME ROOMS ot THAT JUDY pn CUNITZ pn HAD
RESERVEDot FOR LOGAN pn SCOTT pn AND I JUST WANTED TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT THEM THANKS BYE BYE

message 32

HI DAVID pn THIS IS SUSAN pn AGAIN I JUST SPOKE WITH MY SECOND ot LINEot AND HE’S HE’S GOING TO TRY
TO MOVE HIS CALENDARot TWOot FORTYot FIVEot SO I NEED TO HEAR FROM YOU AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO
FIND OUT IF YOU INDEED WILL BE AROUND AT TWO FORTY FIVE AND GENE pn RAHMAN pn IS CHECKING BILL pn
PULLEYBLANK S pn CALENDAR SO JUST GET BACK TO ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE BECAUSE WE’RE MOVING ot A
LOT OF PEOPLE’S SCHEDULE ot TO DO THIS OKAY SO PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL BACK THANKS BYE

message 33

HI IT’S MICHAEL pn I JUST WANTED TO CALL AND CHECK IN WITH YOU I GOT YOUR MESSAGE ABOUT BACKING ot
UP UNFORTUNATELY I GOT IT FAR LATER THAN YOU NEEDED ME TO GET IT THEY DISCONNECTED ot MY PHONEot
VERY EARLY THIS MORNINGdt AND I JUST GOT IT BACK ot LATERdt THIS AFTERNOONdt ANYHOW LET ME KNOW
HOW THINGS WORKED OUT THE ANSWER IS YES AND THE PART ABOUT BACKING UP THOUGH IS THAT YOU
WANTED I WOULD PRESUME THAT YOU WOULD WANT TO BE FOCUSED ot ON YOUR DATAot RATHER THAN
THE THE OPERATINGot SYSTEMot BECAUSE THAT’S GOING TO GO AWAY AND YOU’RE GOING TO GET A NEW
VERSIONot OF IT SO YOU DON’T YOU DON’T WANT TO OVERLAY STUFF WHEN YOU RESTORE IT SO GIVE ME A
CALL WHEN YOU GET THE MESSAGE PERHAPS YOU MAY NOT HAVE GOTTEN TOO FAR DOWN THE ROAD AND
WE’LL GO FROM THERE THANKS HOPE ALL IS WELL TAKE CARE

message 34

THIS IS RECEIVINGot I HAVE A FEDERALEXPRESSot PACKAGEot FOR YOU YOU CAN PICK IT UP OR WE’LL TRY
TO DELIVER IT LATER THANK YOU

message 35

HI MICHAEL pn IT’S BARBARA pn GIVE ME A CALL WE HAVE ENOUGH FOOD ot OKAY I DON’T KNOW IT IS A LITTLE
LATE THEY COULD SAY NO OKAY BUT YOU GIVE ME A CALL ot BYE I’M GOING TO ASK LAUREN pn WHAT SHE
DOES YOU MAY DELETE THIS MESSAGE SAVE

message 36
HI THIS IS RICK pn RAND pn AT THREEtn FOURtn THREEtn SEVENtn I SENT YOU A NOTEot YESTERDAYdt ABOUT
ANNOUNCING SOMETHING FOR THE SHOOTINGot SPORTSot CLUBot AND WHAT WE HAVE TO DO THIS YEAR TO
GET INTO THE WATSON pn TROPHYot STUFF SO COULD YOU CALL ME BACK PLEASE I’M AT THREEtn FOURtn
THREEtn SEVENtn THANKS

message 37
BOBBY pn KAY pn GLEN pn MORRISON pn ONEtn SEVENtn NINEtn FIVEtn GOT YOUR MESSAGE FROM LATE LASTdt
NIGHTdt DID MAKE A COUPLE OF PHONE CALLSot TO FISHKILLot I ACTUALLY HAVE NOT TALKED TO ANYBODY
AT THIS POINT MYSELF I THINK THE PRIMARY CONTACT IS BERNIE pn NEWHART pn WHO IS WHO IS ONE OF THE
PEOPLE I LEFT THE MESSAGE FOR IN REGARD TO THE HYDROGEN ot PURITY AND AND QUALITYot KIND OF
QUESTIONS YOU HAVE SO JUST WANTED TO AT LEAST LET YOU KNOW THAT WHEN YOU GET BACK IN THE
OFFICEot FEEL FREE TO GIVE ME A CALL ot AND I’LL BE HEARING FROM FROM BERNIE pn OR ONE OF THE OTHER
CONTACTS UP THERE IN THE MEANTIME
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message 38

THIS IS KEN pn I HOPE YOU’RE STILL THERE WE DIDN’T GET A CHANCE TO TALK I GUESS IF YOU’RE IF YOU’RE
NOT STILL THERE BUT BASICALLY IN TERMS OF THE SPECS ot I THINK THINGS ARE PRETTY WIDEot OPENot I
HAD A DISCUSSIONot WITH DAVE pn AND FOR THE MOST PART HE IS MORE INTERESTED IN JUST GATHERING
DATA WHAT ARE THEIR SPECIFICATIONSot AND AND THEN LET’S SEE WHAT WE CAN LIVE WITH HIS NOMINAL
RULE OF THUMB IS IF YOU HAVE A A AN ITEM OR A NUMBER THE SIGMA ot SHOULD BE A FORCED TO ASSISTot
OF THE AVERAGEot VALUEot AND OF COURSE D ot Q ot E ot IS ONE EXAMPLEot WHERE THAT BREAKSot DOWN
CONSIDERABLY BUT HE THINKS HE COULD HANDLE FAIRLY WIDE D. Q. E. SO I THINK THE REAL DISCUSSION
HERE WILL BE ON THE THRESHOLD AND THE THRESHOLD ot CHANGE WITH TEMPERATUREot AND HE SEEMS
TO BE SAYING AND I DIDN’T KNOW THIS BUT OF ALL THE DATA THAT WE HAVE ACCUMULATED ot FROM THREE
DIFFERENT SUPPLIERSot IN GENERAL ALMOST ALL THE DATA SHOWS A A A POSITIVE ot EYEot THRESH WITH
TEMPERATUREot WHICH KIND OF SURPRISED ME I WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THERE WOULD HAVE BEEN SOME
DEVICE THAT WOULD HAVE GONE THE OTHER WAY SO IT MAY BE THAT WE MAY NOT HAVE TO WORK TOO HARD
TO MAKE SURE THAT WE HAVE ONE SIGN BUT THEN IT’S THE VALUE ot OF THAT CHAINot SO EVEN IF I DON’T
GET A CHANCE TO TALK TO YOU WE SHOULD SOMEHOW CONNECT UP WE’RE COMING IN AT ELEVEN dt NINEdt
THIRTYdt P dt M dt ON TUESDAYdt WE SHOULD GET HAVE A BREAKFAST ot EARLYdt SO WE CAN TALK A LITTLE
BIT AND WE’RE STAYING AT THE HILTON ot IN ALBUQUERQUEot THAT’S ALL BYE

message 39

WOW WHAT A MESSAGE I HOPE THIS IS BEING USED FOR SPEECH ot ALGORITHMot RESEARCHot ANYWAY I I’M
STUNNED AFTER HEARING THAT MESSAGE I DON’T EVEN KNOW WHAT TO SAY ANYWAY I WAS PLANNING ON
CATCHING THE FIVEdt TWENTYdt EIGHTdt TRAINot AND I WILL TALK TO YOU SOON AND I’LL SEE YOU LATER
BYE HONEYot

message 40

HI DAVID pn THIS IS SUSAN pn WEI pn CALLING I GOT YOUR MESSAGE AND I WANTED TO CHECK WITH YOU
TO SEE IF YOU’RE STILL AVAILABLE AT SAY TWO dt FORTYdt FIVEdt P dt M dt TODAYdt BECAUSE THEY HAVE
BOTH PULLEYBANKot AND TOM pn FLEETWOOD pn HAVE A MEETING FROMdt THREEdt TO FIVEdt AND THAT’S
ALREADY SET SO I WANTED TO SEE IF YOU’RE AVAILABLE TWO dt FORTYdt FIVEdt IF NOT RIGHT NOW THE
SECRETARYot TO BILL pn IS CHECKING HIS CALENDARot HE MAY OR MAY NOT BE ABLE TO STEP OUT EARLY
FROM THIS OTHER SEMINARot SO WE MAY HAVE TO DO IT AT FIVE dt AS PLANNED BUT IS THERE A CELLULAR ot
PHONE THAT I CAN CALL YOU AT OR WHATEVER SO IN ANY CASE GIVE ME A CALL THANKS BYE I’M AT TIELINE tn
THREEtn FOURtn ZEROtn TWOtn EIGHTtn SEVENtn EIGHTtn AND YOU HAVE MY CELLot PHONE NUMBER SO YOU
CAN CALL ME THERE TOO THANKS BYE

message 41

TAMARA pn THIS IS LINDA pn IN THE LOBBYot YOU HAVE MR COHEN pn HERE YOU CAN REACH HIM AT
EXTENSIONtn ONEtn SIXtn ONEtn FOURtn OR ONEtn SIXtn ONEtn FIVEtn THANK YOU YOU MAY DELETE THIS MESSAGE SAVE IT OR REPLAY IT TO DELETE PUSH DELETE OR SIX

message 42

MICHAEL pn HI IT’S BARBARA pn I WAS WONDERING IF YOU THOUGHT WE SHOULD INVITE ot THE WOLFSot OR IS
THAT SILLY GIVE ME A CALL SOON BYE

message 43

I COULD DIEot OF OLD AGEot IN A MINUTEdt THIS IS THE BLOODot DRIVEot SOMEBODY SHOWED UP WITH THE
TICKETSot

message 44

HI BOB pn I’M CALLING IN REFERENCE I’M IN CARLO pn SANTELLI S pn FIREot WORKSot AND HE’S GOT A
CONNECTICUTot AIRot GASot FOR HIS PROPANEot TANKS THAT IN ORDER IS THERE A RUSHot FOR THAT OR CAN
WE WAITot TILLdt MONDAYdt CARL pn WILL RETURNdt ON MONDAYdt DAVE pn TOMPKINS pn THREEtn NINEtn OHtn
TWOtn

message 45
HI MIKE pn IT’S MOMot GIVE ME A CALLot WHEN YOU GET A CHANCE I’LL BE AT WORK ot TILLdt FOURdt
O CLOCKdt TODAYdt AND I SHOULD BE HOMEot MOST OF THE EVENINGdt THANKS BYE

message 46

HI DAN pn IT’S JEANNE pn CAN YOU GIVE ME A CALLot WHEN YOU HAVE A MINUTE TO GO OVER THESE THIS
EXPERIMENTot FOR ME THANKS VERY MUCH BYE

message 47

HI THIS IS LINDA pn IN THE LOBBYot YOU HAVE A MR COHEN pn HERE TO SEE YOU YOU CAN REACH ME AT
EXTENSIONtn ONEtn SIXtn ONEtn FOURtn OR ONEtn SIXtn ONEtn FIVEtn THANK YOU
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message 48

HI TERRY pn TIM pn CHAINER pn I WAS CALLING ABOUT A ROLLot OUT MACHINEot FOR ONE OF MY EMPLOYEESot
GEY pn FETZHOLD pn THE QUESTION WAS ON ROLLING OUT THIS MACHINE HE WANTS IT ROLLED OUT WITH
WINDOWSot NINETYdt FIVEdt AND FULLY READY AND SO THE QUESTION IS WHAT DO WE HAVE TO DO WE I
GUESS THE IMPLICATIONot IS WE HAVE TO ORDERot WINDOWSot NINETY FIVE OR CAN YOU GUYS ORDER WINDOWS NINETY FIVE AND JUST PUT IT ON THE MACHINE IS WINDOWS NINETY FIVE BASICALLY A SUPPORTED
ROLLot OUT PLATFORMot IN THIS BUILDING AND THAT THAT’S THE BASIC QUESTION ANYWAY IF YOU CAN
GIVE ME A CALL BACK I’D APPRECIATE EXTENSIONtn TWOtn SIXtn FOURtn ONEtn THANKS

message 49

STEVE pn IT’S JIM pn I MADE A MISTAKEot I NOTED THE TEMPERATURE ON THAT RUN SHEET ot BUT I FAILEDot TO
TURN THE FURNACEot OFF SO IF YOU GET THIS MESSAGE BEFORE YOU LEAVE PLEASE TURN IT OFF IF NOT I’M
GOING TO HAVE DICK pn GUARNIERI pn DO IT THANKS

message 50

PETER pn HI IT’S VICKIE pn I I DIDN’T LISTEN TO THE MESSAGE ABOUT THE BEST WAY TO GET YOU SORRY ot
ALLISON pn IS WORKING STEADILY AND WE CAN KEEP HER BUSY BUT MY UNDERSTANDING WAS THAT THE
ALGEBRAot PROJECTot DIDN’T NEED HER FOR THAT LONG AND I KNOW SHE REALLY WOULD LIKE TO WORK ON
THE ALGEBRA PROJECT SO WHY DON’T YOU GET HER DOWN THERE OR UP THERE OR WHATEVER AND AND TALK
TO WHOEVER ALSO SUMMER pn IS COMING AND MY SENSE IS THAT SHE HAS MORE TIME JUST BECAUSE YOU
KNOW AND SHE TUTORSot AND WITH THE STUDENTS ot AND THIS AND THAT WITH SCHOOL COMING GETTING
OUT I THINK SHE WILL HAVE MORE TIME IN THE SUMMER dt TO DO THINGS ALSO DID YOU DO ANYTHING I SENT
YOU THIS INVITEot FORM FOR A PROGRAMMERot DID I WAS WONDERING IF YOU HAD ANY COMMENTS IF YOU
SENT THAT ALONG I DON’T REALLY KNOW ABOUT THIS PERSON BUT SHE SEEMED TO HAVE SOME INTERESTING
THINGS IN HER BACKGROUND SEEMED LIKE IT MIGHT BE WORTH TALKING TO HER OKAY THANKS OH I’M GOING
TO BE IN VERMONTot MONDAYdt ANDot TUESDAYdt SO YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO REACH ME THEN OKAY THANKS
BYE
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Figure A.2: The target compression rates for each message contained in test50 broken down into
four classes, namely proper names, telephone numbers, date/time and other. The average rate is
19.4%.

B. Results obtained by using smaller
training sets

This appendix contains results using smaller training sets which were omitted from the main body
of the thesis for the sake of brevity. Tables B.1, B.2 and B.3 contain the operating points of the
MRROC curves on the validation set after training with 200, 400 and 600 voicemail messages,
respectively. Table B.4 lists the extractive summarisation scores for the binary decision task on
test42 and test50 after training with 200, 400 and 600 voicemail messages. Figure B.1 depicts
the ROC operating points of the binary decision task summarisers trained with 200, 400 and 600
voicemail messages (see Figure 7.7), respectively. The operating points correspond to test42 and
test50 for SR1 , SR2 and HT input transcriptions. Table B.5 contains the extractive summarisation
scores for the multi-class task on test50 having trained with 800 and validated with 200 voicemail messages. Finally, Table B.6 gives the VTA values for the binary task summarisers whose
operating points shown in the graphs depicted in Figure 8.8 after training with 200, 400 and 600
voicemail messages. The results correspond to test42 and test50 for SR1 , SR2 and HT input
transcriptions.
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APPENDIX B. RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING SMALLER TRAINING SETS
Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.04
0.36
mlp
0.7
0.06
0.46
fld
0.7
0.12
0.68
knn
0.5
0.14
0.68
knn
0.5
0.22
0.83
knn
0.3
0.27
0.85
knn
0.3
0.46
0.90
gau
0.3
0.67
0.94
gau
0.1
Lexical Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.04
0.36
mlp
0.7
0.09
0.53
mlp
0.7
0.12
0.62
mlp
0.5
0.24
0.75
mlp
0.3
Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.11
0.19
knn
0.7
0.26
0.41
knn
0.7
0.36
0.55
knn
0.5
0.51
0.68
knn
0.5
0.78
0.90
knn
0.3
0.87
0.95
mlp
0.3

rej.
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1

features
ne 1 all , dur1
dur 1 , dur2 , cf2
cf 1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , fp
cf 1 , ne1 all , fp
cf 1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , cf2 , F0 on , fp, pp
cf 1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , dur2
cf 1 , ne2 all , F0 ran
cf 1 , ne2 all

rej.
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1

features
ne 1 all , loc
ne 1 all , cf2
ne 1 all , cf1
ne 1 all , ne2 all , cf2

rej.
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1

features
pp, dur 2, fp, dur 1
pp, dur 2, fp, F0 ran
pp, dur 2
pp, dur 2, F0 amp
pp, dur 2, F0 ran
dur 1 , dur2 , e
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Table B.1: Operating points of the MRROC curves on the validation set after training with 200
voicemail messages.

Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.01
0.15
mlp
0.7
0.04
0.38
mlp
0.7
0.06
0.46
fld
0.9
0.12
0.67
gau
0.5
0.22
0.82
knn
0.3
0.23
0.83
knn
0.3
0.36
0.91
gau
0.3
Lexical Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.01
0.15
mlp
0.9
0.04
0.38
mlp
0.9
0.11
0.59
mlp
0.7
0.13
0.62
gau
0.5
0.21
0.73
mlp
0.3
0.23
0.75
mlp
0.3
0.40
0.84
gau
0.1
Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.02
0.04
fld
0.7
0.15
0.29
knn
0.7
0.21
0.35
knn
0.7
0.68
0.80
gau
0.3
0.92
0.97
gau
0.3

rej.
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1

features
ne 1 all , ne2 all , fp
ne 1 all , cf1
cf 2 , dur1
cf 1 , ne1 all , cf2 , F0 ran
cf 1 , ne1 all , F0 ran
cf 1 , ne1 all , F0 ran , ne2 all
cf 1 , ne1 all , cf2 , fp

rej.
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.7
0.3
0.1

features
ne 1 all , ne2 all
ne 1 all , cf1
ne 1 all , cf2
cf 1 , cf2 , ne2 all
ne 1 all , ne2 all , cf1
ne 1 all , cf1
cf 1 , cf2 , ne1 all

rej.
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

features
F 0 ran
pp, dur 1, fp, F0 ran
pp, dur 1, fp
fp, F 0 ran , F0 on
fp, F 0 ran , e

Table B.2: Operating points of the MRROC curves on the validation set after training with 400
voicemail messages.
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Lexical and Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.01
0.15
mlp
0.9
0.07
0.57
gau
0.7
0.12
0.67
gau
0.5
0.24
0.84
knn
0.3
0.39
0.90
gau
0.3
Lexical Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.01
0.15
mlp
0.9
0.07
0.42
fld
0.9
0.11
0.55
gau
0.5
0.12
0.58
gau
0.3
0.26
0.77
knn
0.3
Prosodic Features
1-specif. sensit. classifier thres.
0.06
0.11
knn
0.9
0.19
0.31
knn
0.7
0.33
0.47
knn
0.7
0.35
0.49
knn
0.7
0.74
0.87
mlp
0.3
0.79
0.91
mlp
0.3
0.98
0.97
mlp
0.1

rej.
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.1

features
cf 2
ne 1 all , cf1 , dur2
ne 1 all , cf1 , fp
cf 1 , ne1 all , pp
ne 1 all , cf1 , pp, fp

rej.
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0

features
cf 2
ne 1 all
cf 1 , cf2
cf 1 , cf2
cf 1 , cf2

rej.
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.7
0.5
0.3

features
pp, dur 1 , F0 ran
pp, dur 1 , fp, F0 amp
pp, dur 1 , fp
pp, dur 1
e, dur 1
e, dur 1
e, F 0 ran
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Table B.3: Operating points of the MRROC curves on the validation set after training with 600
voicemail messages.
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CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)
CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)
CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)

CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)
CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)
CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)

Baseline
SR1
HT
27.8 38.3
Baseline
SR1
HT
27.8 38.3
Baseline
SR1
HT
27.8 38.3
-

binary decision task / test42
A200
B200
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
50.3 61.0 76.3 44.9 59.0
11.9 12.3 1.7 10.6 12.5
26.0 14.4 20.3 33.9 16.0
26.1 29.2 21.1 25.0 27.1
64.0 55.9 43.1 69.5 55.7
A400
B400
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
51.3 59.9 79.5 49.0 57.9
11.9 12.7 1.5 10.2 12.1
25.0 14.6 17.5 30.5 17.8
26.3 30.0 19.0 23.8 26.6
63.1 57.3 38.0 64.5 56.5
A600
B600
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
49.9 58.5 80.0 48.1 57.8
10.5 12.6 1.3 11.5 12.9
29.1 16.4 17.3 28.9 16.4
27.0 30.1 18.2 23.8 26.0
66.6 59.1 36.8 64.2 55.3

Baseline
SR1
HT
18.3 31.0
Baseline
SR1
HT
18.3 31.0
Baseline
SR1
HT
18.3 31.0
-

binary decision task / test50
A200
B200
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
47.7 53.4 72.3 45.3 48.7
9.7 12.0 2.3
9.0 10.2
33.0 22.5 23.2 36.7 31.0
30.1 34.3 26.4 27.2 33.5
72.7 68.8 51.9 72.9 74.7
A400
B400
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
45.7 55.2 68.0 47.0 51.5
9.4 10.9 1.5
9.4 10.2
35.4 23.0 29.1 34.2 28.1
31.2 35.3 28.5 26.4 32.8
76.0 69.2 59.1 70.0 71.1
A600
B600
SR1 SR2
HT SR1 SR2
46.2 51.5 70.0 46.1 50.4
9.1 10.8 1.9
9.6 10.2
35.5 27.0 26.3 34.7 29.2
29.0 37.3 27.7 27.1 32.0
73.6 75.1 55.9 71.3 71.4

HT
67.0
2.8
27.5
19.0
49.3

SR1
49.6
11.8
26.9
28.8
67.5

HT
74.3
1.7
22.3
16.1
40.1

SR1
51.3
11.9
24.8
28.2
64.9

HT
75.4
2.5
19.6
16.8
38.9

SR1
51.5
12.4
23.7
28.1
64.2

HT
68.6
2.3
26.8
25.1
54.2

SR1
46.7
9.0
35.3
32.5
76.8

HT
69.6
2.1
26.2
24.1
52.4

SR1
50.2
10.0
29.7
30.9
70.6

HT
69.0
2.3
26.4
24.7
53.4

SR1
50.1
10.0
29.9
31.8
71.7
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C200
SR2
HT
61.1 76.6
13.1 2.0
12.7 19.4
31.2 24.3
57.0 45.7
C400
SR2
HT
60.6 82.0
13.3 2.0
12.8 13.9
31.5 22.2
57.6 38.1
C600
SR2
HT
60.2 81.8
13.4 1.8
13.0 14.6
31.8 22.1
58.1 38.5
C200
SR2
HT
55.1 71.8
10.9 1.5
23.0 25.2
37.3 31.1
71.2 57.8
C400
SR2
HT
54.3 75.3
10.8 1.8
24.1 21.0
37.0 30.5
71.9 53.4
C600
SR2
HT
54.0 75.8
10.8 1.8
24.3 20.7
37.2 30.4
72.3 52.8

Table B.4: Extractive summarisation scores for the binary decision task on test42 and test50 after
training with 200, 400 and 600 voicemail messages. See Table 8.5 for the results using 800
messages as training set.
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test42 (SR1)
test42 (SR )
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200 messages

2

test42 (HT)
test50
0.85(SR1)
test50 (SR )
2

sensitivity

0.75

A200
B

200 B200

B

C

200 200

A200

0.8
test50 (HT)

C200 A
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A

200

200

B
A200 200
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C
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C
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0.6
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0.2
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0.8
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A400
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C400
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C400
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B400

A
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C400
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A400

0.1
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0.2
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0.8
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B

600

B

C600

A600

0.6
0.55
0.05

600

B

A

600 600
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600
C
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600
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0.7
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C
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A
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Figure B.1: ROC operating points of the binary decision task summarisers trained with 200, 400
and 600 voicemail messages (see Figure 7.7), respectively. The operating points correspond to
test42 and test50 for SR1 , SR2 and HT input transcriptions
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CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)

multi-class task / test42
Baseline
A800
SR1
HT SR1 SR2
27.8 38.3 49.4 61.4
12.2 13.1
26.2 14.6
24.9 25.3
63.3 53.0

HT
76.5
2.2
19.1
19.5
40.8

CORR(%)
SUB(%)
DEL(%)
INS(%)
SER(%)

multi-class task / test50
Baseline
A800
SR1
HT SR1 SR2
18.3 31.0 46.8 49.7
9.1 10.1
34.9 29.2
31.6 32.4
75.7 71.7

HT
67.6
1.6
29.1
30.0
60.8
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Table B.5: Extractive summarisation scores for the multi-class task on test50 having trained with
800 and validated with 200 voicemail messages.

VTA

SR1
78.45

VTA

SR1
76.80

VTA

SR1
78.95

VTA

SR1
76.50

VTA

SR1
75.75

VTA

SR1
75.35

A200
SR2
83.95
A400
SR2
83.50
A600
SR2
82.40

binary decision task / test42
B200
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
84.55 74.55 81.50 83.85
B400
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
83.95 75.50 82.35 83.10
B600
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
86.75 77.05 84.00 85.05

A200
SR2
81.00
A400
SR2
80.60
A600
SR2
77.75

binary decision task / test50
B200
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
87.10 77.60 76.75 86.20
B400
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
82.20 76.45 78.50 82.65
B600
HT
SR1
SR2
HT
86.15 78.35 78.15 85.20

SR1
76.90
SR1
74.80
SR1
83.85

SR1
78.85
SR1
77.80
SR1
79.55

C200
SR2
84.05
C400
SR2
81.85
C600
SR2
78.20
C200
SR2
80.05
C400
SR2
79.50
C600
SR2
79.30

HT
84.10
HT
83.90
HT
87.55

HT
87.20
HT
84.40
HT
87.25

Table B.6: The VTA values for the binary task summarisers whose operating points shown in
Figure 8.8 (left graph) after training with 200, 400 and 600 voicemail messages. See Table 8.6 for
the results using 800 messages as training set. The VTA values have been multiplied by a factor
of 100 to give a number that is similar to percent classification. The results correspond to test42
and test50 for both speech recognition output and human transcription.

C. Summaries used in MOS tests

message 2
1. GENE BASIC TEMPLATES LAST YEARS E. C. T. C. TALK TALKED DAN GIVE CALL OFFICE
2. GENE BASIC TEMPLATES USE LAST YEARS E. C. T. C. TALK PERHAPS SKETCHED GENERAL FLOW DAN
GENE OFFICE
3. GENE GET N. B. C. TEMPLATES LAST U. C. C. TALK GET TOGETHER BEFORE THAT GENERAL FLOW THINGS
CALL BACK GO BY YOUR OFFICE BYE
4. GENE N. B. C. LAST U. C. C. TALK PERHAPS TOGETHER GENERAL FLOW TALK AN R. I. G. OFFICE NOW
5. JEAN GET BASIC TEMPLATE USE LAST TUESDAY Z. T. C. TALK AND GET TOGETHER BEFORE GENERAL
FLOW CALL BACK OFFICE
6. JEAN BASIC TEMPLATE USE LAST TUESDAY Z. T. C. TALK PRESS TOGETHER BEFORE GENERAL FLOW TALK
GENE OFFICE NOW
7. HI GENE I’M CALLING TO SEE WHETHER I COULD GET SOME OF THE BASIC TEMPLATES
8. I’M SEE WHETHER GET BASIC YEARS AND CAN TOGETHER BEFORE HAVE FLOW AND JUST TALKED RIGHT

message 7
1. GENE MARK THANK DISK TEMPLATES TALKED DAN SAID PETER BUSY DIDN’T HAVE PROBLEM MEET
EARLY NEXT WEEK WORK WEEKEND PLANNED THROUGH FOILS MONDAY
2. GENE MARK FIRST TEMPLATES GREAT DAN SAID TALK PETER EARLY NEXT WEEK TALK WORK WEEKEND
HALF WAY FOILS TALK MONDAY
3. GENE MARK TEMPLATES GREAT TOO BUSY I CALLED HIM DIDN’T HAVE PROBLEM WE’LL MEET EARLY
NEXT WEEK TALK WORK OVER WEEKEND ADDED FOILS TALK MONDAY
4. GENE MARK FIRST DISK GREAT SAID TOPIC HOUR BUSY DIDN’T DID EARLY NEXT WEEK TALK WORK
WEEKEND DOING FOILS TALK MONDAY PAGING NOW
5. JAY MARK THANK TEMPLATE TALK TODAY HE TOO BUSY DIDN’T HAVE PROBLEM WE’LL MEET EARLY
NEXT WEEK TALK WORK OVER WEEKEND HALFWAY EDITORIALS TALK MONDAY
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6. JAY MARK FIRST GREAT TALK TODAY OUR OUR YOU’LL EARLY NEXT WEEK TALK THAT’LL WORK WEEKEND HALFWAY THROUGH DOING EDITORIALS WILL TALK MONDAY JAY NOW
7. HI GENE IT’S MARK I’M FIRST OF ALL THANK YOU FOR THAT DISK WITH WITH THE TEMPLATES THAT’S
GREAT AND AND I TALKED TO DAN
8. MARK FOR DISK THE GREAT DAN TALK OR BECAUSE TOO TOLD THINKING HAVE WITH WE’LL NEXT TALK
THINGS THE HAVE OUT ACTUALLY DOING FOILS TALK MONDAY

message 9
1. PAULA AMERICAN TITLE PURCHASE BLUE MEADOWCOURT INSURANCE AGENT NATION WIDE INSURANCE TELEPHONE NUMBER ADDRESS INFORMATION ORDER INSURANCE NUMBER FOUR OH EIGHT
EIGHT SIX SEVEN NINE NINE ONE FIVE
2. GENE PAULA FIRST AMERICAN TITLE PURCHASE BLUE MEADOWCOURT INSURANCE AGENT NATION INSURANCE TELEPHONE NUMBER INFORMATION INSURANCE COMPANY TELEPHONE NUMBER FOUR OH
EIGHT EIGHT SIX SEVEN NINE NINE ONE FIVE PAULA
3. PAULA FIRST AMERICAN REGARDS YOUR PURCHASED BLUE MEADOWCOURT NEED FIND YOUR INSURANCE AGENT TELEPHONE NUMBER OR ADDRESS MY TELEPHONE NUMBER FOUR OH EIGHT TO BE SIX
SEVEN NINE NINE ONE FIVE
4. PAULA FIRST AMERICAN LATER REGARDS PURCHASED BLUE MEADOWCOURT WHO INSURANCE AGENT
MANY TEACHERS TELEPHONE NUMBER ADDRESS INFORMATION INSURANCE MENTIONED COMPANY
TELEPHONE NUMBER HERE FOUR OH EIGHT SIX SEVEN NINE NINE ONE FIVE PAULA
5. PAULA FIRST AMERICAN TITLE REGARDS PURCHASE BLUE MEADOW QUARTS FIND OUT YOUR INSURANCE AGENT TELEPHONE NUMBER OR ADDRESS MY TELEPHONE FOUR OH EIGHT EIGHT SIX SEVEN NINE
NINE ONE FIVE
6. PAULA BUT FIRST AMERICAN TITLE REGARDS PURCHASE BLUE MEADOW QUARTS FIND WHO INSURANCE
AGENT NATIONWIDE INSURANCE TELEPHONE NUMBER AN ADDRESS INFORMATION INSURANCE INSURANCE COMPANY TELEPHONE NUMBER FOUR OH EIGHT EIGHT SIX SEVEN NINE NINE ONE FIVE WHAT
7. THIS IS PAULA WITH FIRST AMERICAN TITLE AND I’M CALLING IN REGARDS TO YOUR PURCHASE OF
BLUE MEADOWCOURT I NEEDED TO FIND OUT WHO YOUR INSURANCE AGENT IS
8. PAULA AMERICAN I’M REGARDS YOUR PURCHASE BLUE NEEDED WHO AGENT WIDE DON’T NUMBER
ADDRESS THAT FROM COMPANY CAN FROM MY HERE FOUR EIGHT SEVEN FIVE PAULA THANK

message 14
1. TERRY TANYA CALL REFERENCE MAY TWENTY FIRST ORDERS TESTAMENT MEETING RECONFIRM TIME
ELEVEN NOON CANDY NOT ATTEND SHE NEEDED
2. TERRY TANYA REFERENCE MAY TWENTY FIRST TESTAMENT MEETING RECONFIRM TIME ELEVEN NOON
TIME CANDY WILL ATTEND FACT
3. GIVE CALL REFERENCE TO MAY TWENTY FIRST MEETING GANARY CONFIRM THAT ELEVEN JUST CALL
CANDY WILL NOT BE ABLE ATTEND WANTED KNOW IF BE THERE
4. TONIC REFERENCE MAY TWENTY FIRST LIST MEETING GANARY CONFIRM ELEVEN USING TIME CANDY
WILL NOT ATTEND FACT JULIE’S
5. CURIOUS TONYA CALL REFERENCE TO MAY TWENTY THIRD ORDER MEETING CONFIRMED TIME I HAVE
ELEVENTH WILL NOT BE ABLE KNOW IF REALLY NEED BE THERE
6. CURIOUS TONYA REFERENCE MAY TWENTY THIRD MEETING CONFIRMED TIME ELEVENTH USING TIME
WILL NOT ABLE TEN WANTED FACT REALLY
7. HEY TERRY THIS IS TANYA GIVE ME A CALL IT’S IN REFERENCE TO MAY TWENTY FIRST THE ORDERS
TESTAMENT
8. THIS GIVE REFERENCE FIRST TESTAMENT MEETING RECONFIRM HAVE NOON YOU THANKS TIME WILL
ABLE JUST KNOW SHE THERE BYE
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message 26
1. MARY MARY ANN SHAW DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE TOMORROW AND THURSDAY HAWTHORNE ONE
HAWTHORNE TWO SET UP ROOMS CALL TIELINE EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO
2. MARY MARY ANN SHAW QUICK DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE THURSDAY HAWTHORNE ONE
HAWTHORNE TWO WAY SET UP ROOMS TIELINE EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO
3. GARY MARY ANN DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE TOMORROW AND THURSDAY LET KNOW HAWTHORNE
TWO I’M NOT SURE SET UP THERE CALL TIELINE EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO
4. GARY MARY ANN SURE QUICK QUESTION DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE THURSDAY HAWTHORNE WONDERFUL POINT TWO NOT WAY SET UP EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO
5. MARIA MARION QUICK QUESTION DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE TOMORROW AND THURSDAY
HAWTHORNE ONE MAKE SURE SET UP ROOMS TIELINE EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO BYE
6. MARIA MARION SHE’LL QUICK QUESTION DEFENSIVE DRIVING COURSE THURSDAY HAWTHORNE ONE
WHAT’S SURE SURE WAY SET UP ROOMS EIGHT TWO SIX SIXTEEN OH TWO
7. HI MARY IT’S MARY ANN SHAW I JUST HAVE A QUICK QUESTION FOR YOU THE DEFENSIVE DRIVING
COURSE THAT IS TOMORROW AND THURSDAY CAN YOU
8. MARY SHAW HAVE QUESTION THE COURSE TOMORROW YOU THAT’S HAWTHORNE JUST MAKE SURE I’M
WAY KNOW ROOMS SO IF COULD TIELINE TWO SIXTEEN TWO BYE

D. Summaries used in message
comprehension tests

D.1 HT transcription
test42
message 10
DIANE NEIL CAR CAR TOWED UP EAST CHESTER SCHOOL MORNING TEN LATE OFFICE
background info given: Your name is Diane, you are at work and you have scheduled a meeting for that day.

message 18
ANSEL GENE HAMMOND READ GOOD 1 S. P. TIME ESTIMATE COST 5 5 8 2 8 5 0
background info given: Your name is Ansel and you have sent a document for review.

message 32
GEORGE WALTER COULD CALL 3 8 6 6
background info given: none

test50
message 6
SEBASTIAN SORRENTINO LAST NAME SPELLED S. O. R. R. E. N. T. I. N. O. SERIAL NUMBER 7 7 6 4 3 4 MAGIC
KINGDOM CLUB CARD NOW TWICE DISNEY WORLD WEEKS ADDRESS 1 65 HUMMINGBIRD 1 WORD H. U. M. M.
I. N. G. B. I. R. D. BERLIN B. E. R. L. I. N. CONNECTICUT ZIP CODE 0 6 0 3 7 MAGIC KINGDOM CARD MAIL HOME
DESPERATELY NOW SOUTHBURY 3 7 6 NUMBER 3 3 3 0
background info given: You are responsible for Disney Magic Kingdom Club memberships.

message 16
DAD DENNY ANSWERING FRIDAY PROJECTS PLAY BEFORE FINISH HOMEWORK
background info given: You are a father and the day is Friday.

message 29
DENNIS ALBERT MISHKILL HOW DENNIS CHANCE 2 9 3 5 4 0 1 STATUS SHIFT LAPTOP GOOD
background info given: Your name is Dennis.
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message 40
DAVID SUSAN WEI AVAILABLE 2 45 P. M. TODAY BOTH PULLEYBANK TOM FLEETWOOD 3 5 SET AVAILABLE 2 45
NOW BILL MAY MAY STEP EARLY SEMINAR MAY 5 3 4 0 2 8 7 8 CELL NUMBER
background info given: Your name is David, it is late morning and you are supposed to have a meeting later that day.

message 47
LINDA LOBBY MR COHEN HERE REACH EXTENSION 1 6 1 4 1 6 1 5
background info given: You are at your office expecting a visitor.

D.2 SR1 transcription
test42
message 17
MARIA JEFF LUNCH 8 2 6 8
background info given: none.

message 28
TIME RESERVATION TAKE OUR PLUMBER MEAN NAME UGO BOARD 2 4 7 3 3 1 1
background info given: You are responsible for taking reservations for a show.

test50
message 4
KEN FEW MINUTES AGO BOB FOREGO PENTIUM PRO LONDON RAIDERS DESKTOP STATION 1 6 FADER INFORMATION
background info given: Your name is Terry and you had called somebody regarding a replacement of your computer.

message 8
SUPPORT OPERATOR FAX 17 1 2 9
background info given: none.

message 27
INDICATION SENT FAX OVER WEEKEND MCRAWSON/S PHIL FORTE INFO I. D. H. A. G. A. HYATT 15 HOME PHONE 2
0 3 2 2 1 1 7 0 1 INFLATION INFORMIX WEEK POSSIBLE LOT
background info given: You are a secretary who deals with travel arrangements for the company employees.

message 36
RICK RAND 3 4 3 7 SENT YESTERDAY ANNOUNCING SOMETHING SHOOTING SPORTS YEAR INTO WATSON TROPHY
STUFF WANNA 3 4 3 7
background info given: You are involved in sporting clubs and you are responsible for organising related events.

message 45
MIKE MOM CHANCE 4 O’CLOCK TODAY HOME EVENING
background info given: Your name is Mike and it is afternoon.
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